GEM
1932
FOREWORD

Looking for a new angle on college life . . . one day we climbed up into the tower of the Ad building. From there we saw the campus in an entirely new and most unusual perspective . . . altogether . . . complete.

When you turn through the pages of this book we hope you will catch something of the spirit in which we labored while bringing them together.

In The Gem of 1932 we have tried to incorporate, in some manner, all the really brilliant and important things of this school year.
DEDICATION

Memorial Gymnasium and Tower . . . the last major campus structure to rise during the lifetime of our departed friend and counsellor, Francis Jenkins.

And . . . as this imposing Memorial, the throbbing center of student life and activity, is pledged to the service of the men and women of Idaho . . . so his life, a stately edifice, was devoted to the constant aid of his fellow-men in their manifold problems. To the memory of Francis Jenkins, leader and friend, this Gem of the Mountains for 1932 is dedicated.
IN MEMORY OF

FRANCIS JENKINS
WAYNE FORREST BLAIR
OSCAR LEE BROWN
ALBERT EUGENE HOLBROOK
ETHELYN MARGERY ALBERT

Passing on to another existence, these comrades
have left with us unfading memories . . . because
of the things they accomplished, the associations
they made, the inspirations they gave . . .
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DAHO SPIRIT

The Spirit of Idaho . . . intangible yet defined . . . not always recognized for what it is, but affecting, to a degree depending only upon his make-up, everyone who for longer or shorter time has come under its influence.

Neither a sentiment . . . a motto . . . nor a philosophy . . . rather a combination.

A bit of the Old West handed down to us, perhaps . . . certainly nowhere finer exemplified than in the life of the late Francis Jenkins. The spirit that gave birth to the University . . . the parent that still lives . . . the Spirit of Idaho
THE UNIVERSITY

Older than the state itself . . . young in that indomitable spirit of the last
great wave of Western pioneering which witnessed its birth . . . founded
by far-seeing territorial legislators that future citizens of the great state they
foresaw might attain their highest usefulness in private life and public service . .
rich in its heritage of equality, resourcefulness, and enthusiasm . . as in
the old era, so in the present Idaho, opportunities await those who would
seek them, and individual merit remains the lone measure of success . .
ADMINISTRATION
IN RETROSPECT, the year that has just passed has been a challenge to the people of this country. In many ways it has been a year of gloom and fear, because of the real or fancied imminence of economic disaster. In the midst of this world-wide loss of optimism, the students of the University of Idaho have set an example of faith in the future and have carried on their activities with more than usual zest.

I wish to commend this evidence of belief in the future. The real test of men and women is not the manner in which they conduct themselves in times of prosperity and ease, but the manner in which they carry on in the face of adversity.

Any individual might fear to make a prophecy about the future, but the students who have been at the University of Idaho during the school year 1931-1932 have, by their actions, made a collective prophecy. This prophecy is to the effect that in the future the world will have greater need for high ability, character and expert service than it has ever had; and that the opportunities which will open up for this generation of university men and women will be greater than those of the past.

M. G. NEALE, President.
THE HIGHEST administrative body of the University is the Board of Regents, composed of members appointed for five-year terms by the Governor of the state. In the hands of this board, in conjunction with the President of the University, rest the policies and administration of the University of Idaho. The Board of Regents hold an annual meeting each spring at the University in Moscow.

The board members are Mrs. J. G. H. Graveley, Boise, president, with term ending in 1934; Clency St. Clair, Idaho Falls, vice president, with term ending in 1935; W. C. Geddes, Winchester, secretary, with term ending in 1933; Asher B. Wilson, Twin Falls, with term ending in 1932; and T. A. Walters, Caldwell, with term ending in 1936. W. D. Vincent, Commissioner of Education, and Mrs. Myrtle R. Davis, Superintendent of Public Instruction, are ex-officio members of the board.
THE ADMINISTRATIVE work of the University is entrusted to a staff consisting of five department heads and several important assistants. To the administrative officials go such duties as management of registration, financial control, preparation of publications, library administration, and supervision of the buildings and grounds of the University. These officials are responsible to the President of the University.

Dean John R. Dyer succeeded the late Martin Fuller Angell as Executive Dean of the Southern Branch of the University of Idaho at Pocatello. Dean Dyer came to the Southern Branch from the University of Kansas, and has just completed his third year as head of the Branch.

The officials are Frank Stanton, bursar; Ella L. Olesen, registrar; Oren A. Fitzgerald, university editor; Mary Belle Sweet, librarian; and R. W. Lind, superintendent of buildings and grounds.

Administrative Staff
ONE OF the most important administrative sections of the University from the standpoint of relations with the people of the state is the position of Dean of Women. This office includes contact with innumerable aspects of college life and offers one of the best means by which high school students may be interested in the University of Idaho. Much of the valuable work and a good deal of the prominence of the position of Dean of Women is made possible by the woman who has held that post at Idaho for a number of years. Miss Permeal J. French is the Dean of Women at the University of Idaho. The efficiency of her work is best spoken for by the smoothness with which her department performs a great amount of important administrative work for the University.

Either directly or indirectly, every phase of the social life of the campus comes under the control of the Dean of Women. She also has supervision over the two women’s halls and the many sorority houses on the campus.

In addition to regulation of the social life of the campus, Miss French, in her years at Idaho, has been directly responsible for the establishment of a number of the University’s most cherished traditions. Among the most important of these has been her connection with the annual Campus Day. Many other traditional forms have been materially helped by Miss French’s interest.

The Dean of Women also makes important contacts for the University in her trips throughout the state. Each spring she visits the larger high schools of the state, meeting high school students and giving them information in regard to the University of Idaho.
The position of Dean of the Faculty is honorary, in that it is held by the dean who has been longest in the service of the University. But in addition to that, it is a position that has attached to it a great many functions of utmost importance and responsibility. That importance is emphasized, too, by the fact that the office is held by Dean Jay Glover Eldridge, who has been with the University thirty years.

The work of the Dean of the Faculty is largely administrative and of a general nature. To him falls the duty of aiding the President of the University in the process of running the departments of the University. To him, also, goes the work of correlating the various policies of university departments.

One of the most important duties of this officer is the general administration of the University when the President is gone. At such times the Dean of the Faculty presides over the academic council and the various other faculty boards and committees.

The work of the present year has differed but little from any of the previous normal years. Whenever there is a vacancy in faculty deanships the Dean of the Faculty is called upon to administer that department, but this year such extra work has not been necessary. This has made it possible for Dean Eldridge to devote most of his time strictly to the duties of his own office and to his teaching. Dean Eldridge is professor and head of the modern language department at the University. He is regarded as one of the outstanding language professors in the United States, and recently has established Icelandic as one of the languages offered in the University curriculum.
GRADUATE WORK at the University of Idaho is at present administered by the Graduate Council, which consists of C. W. Hungerford, dean, and six members appointed by the President from various academic divisions of the University. These members are Dean J. F. Messenger, professor of education; Dean R. H. Farmer, professor of business administration; Dr. E. E. Hubert, professor of forestry; Professor J. H. Johnson, professor of electrical engineering; Professor A. W. Fahrenwald, professor of metallurgy and ore dressing; and Dr. G. M. Miller, professor of English. Miss Ella Olesen, registrar, is secretary of the Council.

The growth of this school during the last ten years had been more rapid than almost any other division of the University. In 1919-1920 there were fourteen graduate students and only one master's degree conferred. In 1924-1925 there were sixty-eight students and sixteen degrees conferred. In 1929-1930 there were eighty-three students and thirty-two degrees were conferred. This year during the first semester there were 117 students regularly enrolled for graduate work.

The rapid growth of the graduate work at the University has been due to several causes. Among these causes might be mentioned a keener interest in research by the various departments, recognition on the part of schoolmen of the state that this graduate school can meet their needs for advanced study as well or better than many of the larger institutions, and finally, general recognition of the fact that in many fields of thought four years of undergraduate study does not suffice as preparation for modern needs. As the University of Idaho does not yet confer the doctor's degree, many students are finding it to their advantage to take work in advance of the master's degree and to have their credits used at some future time.
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE serves an important and valuable service in the state of Idaho. The work of the school is distinctly fitted to meet the problems and needs of the agriculture of the state, one of the three leading state industries. The faculty of the college consists of members who have special knowledge on state problems, and many who have gained national recognition in their fields. The curriculum and equipment is continually changed to keep in touch with new and more efficient methods. The University farm consists of six hundred acres of land, equipped with modern buildings, and stocked with high grade livestock.

In addition to the work done on the campus the research instruction is carried to every part of the state through a wide extension service.

The professors, associate professors, and assistant professors include the following: Dr. E. J. Iddings, dean; Dr. C. W. Hungerford, assistant dean; Professor R. S. Snyder, agricultural chemistry; Dr. P. A. Eke, Professors H. A. Vogel, C. O. Youngstrom, agricultural economics; Professor H. E. Lattig, agricultural education; Professors H. Beresford, M. R. Kulp, agricultural engineering; Professors H. W. Hulbert, R. E. Bell, C. A. Michels, V. H. Florell, G. R. McDole, F. L. Burkhart, agronomy; Professors C. W. Hickman, J. E. Nordby, E. M. Gildow, animal husbandry; Dr. W. V. Halversen, Professors G. S. Schilling, bacteriology; Professors F. W. Atkeson, D. R. Theophilus, dairy husbandry; Professors C. Wake-land, T. Brindley, entomology; Professor Ella Woods, home economics; Dr. C. C. Vincent, L. R. Tucker, horticulture; Dr. C. W. Hungerford, Professors J. M. Raeder, W. Bever, plant pathology; Professor Lampman, poultry husbandry; Dr. E. J. Iddings, director of the extension service.
THE PAST YEAR has witnessed important development in the shops and laboratories of the College of Engineering. Machine shops of the mechanical engineering department have been entirely rearranged and installed in the old heating plant of the University. The University of Idaho is now said to possess one of the most efficient shops of this type in the Northwest. The gas engine laboratory has been renovated and a noticeable amount of aeronautical equipment added. Such advances are intended to keep abreast of recent developments in the teaching of aeronautical engineering. A long-needed vacuum tube testing laboratory has been installed by the electrical engineering department. Equipment added to the materials testing laboratory has increased the efficiency of this unit. During the year over a thousand tests were made for the department of public works.

Instructional work of the College of Engineering has been on a higher plane than ever before, due to the stability of the faculty. An increase in enrollment established a new high record for registration in this college.

Idaho graduates have been particularly successful in important engineering fields. At the present time Idaho men are working for the federal government in the following positions: District Engineer of the United States Geological Survey at Boston, Chief of Surface Water Division at Washington, D. C., Construction Engineer at the Hoover Dam.

The engineering faculty includes the following: Ivan C. Crawford, dean; Professors J. E. Buchanan, I. N. Carter, J. W. Howard, A. S. Janssen, civil engineering; Professors R. H. Hull, R. J. Pangborn, electrical; Professors H. F. Gauss, Barton Cruikshank, and William Schroeder, mechanical.
THE WORK of the School of Education is increasing, partly because of the closer contacts that are being made with the public schools of the state, and partly because of a general demand for more professional training on the part of teachers. All over the country the requirements for teachers' certificates are calling for more professional work in education and school officials are demanding more from persons whom they are willing to consider for teaching positions. At the present time five members of the education faculty hold doctor's degrees.

A large percentage of the superintendents and principals of the schools of Idaho attend the summer school and through this means much is done to unify the entire school system of Idaho. At the present rate it will not be long until nearly every superintendent in the state will have been at some time a student at the University of Idaho.

The School of Education was established in the year 1920-1921. At that time the total number of students enrolled was twenty-three. All of these were undergraduates. The first master's degree was granted in 1922. Up to the present time eighty-seven persons have received the degree of Master of Science in Education. At the beginning of this year there were ninety-seven persons enrolled as candidates for this degree.

Dean J. F. Messenger is head of the department. The other members of the faculty are: Professor Charles E. Holley, Bernice McCoy, associate professor; W. Wayne Smith, associate professor; and Philip Soulen, state high school inspector, whose headquarters are in Boise.
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION is stressing work in research and devoting a great deal of instruction to fit the special economic situation of the country. The problems peculiar to the state of Idaho and this section of the country are being carefully studied. The method of teaching which is being used will tie the student closely to the problems he will meet when he graduates from the course.

This is the school's eighth year as an individual unit. It became a senior college in 1929, enrolling students only in the third and fourth years of university work. Pre-business majors devote about two-thirds of their time to the standard junior college curriculum, and one-third to preliminary courses in business.

The school has five majors, one of which is required for a degree in Bachelor of Science in Business. These five are: general business, accounting, commerce, the extractive industries, and secretarial science. General business gives an all-around training in business. In this major special emphasis is given to finance to meet the importance of that field in all phases of business activity. In the course of accounting, the student can specialize in cost accounting, corporate accounting, auditing or public accounting. Commerce includes retailing, wholesaling, advertising and foreign trade. Extractive industries is a combination course which trains for the business side of agriculture, forestry and mining, and also includes the technical training in these fields. A thorough course in secretarial training can be obtained by both men and women in the secretarial science major.

Dean Ralph H. Farmer is head of the School of Business Administration. The other faculty members of the school are: Professor E. E. Davidson, Professor Ellen Reierson, Professor Harold A. Vogel, and Professor Willard J. Wilde.
INCIDENT to a new period of expansion and growth, the law faculty regards three events of the past two years as highly significant. The most important of these is the establishment, for the first time in the history of the school, of an Idaho Law Journal published by the College of Law, with an advisory board of members of the Idaho Bar assisting. The journal has been highly commended by legal scholars throughout the country and by the lawyers of the state. At its annual meeting held during the summer of 1931, the Idaho State Bar passed the following resolution:

"We heartily endorse the law school of the University of Idaho and The Idaho Law Journal as published by this department, and we cannot too strongly urge upon the individual members of the Bar of the state of Idaho that they subscribe to this very instructive journal. It is work that should be continued, but without the support of the lawyers of this state it cannot cover its full field of usefulness, and we further urge upon the lawyers of this state that when requested from time to time to contribute articles to this journal that they give their time and ability to such contributions."

Drastic reorganization of the curriculum to allow a strengthening of important courses has been made, and finally, a third important feature of the school's activity is the fact that several prominent lawyers of the state give lectures at the school each year. All students have an opportunity to participate in the trial of mock court cases through the Bench and Bar organization of the school.

The head of the school is Dean William E. Masterson. Other members of the faculty include Professor E. Pendleton Howard, Professor B. E. Hopkins, and Professor William H. Pittman.
THE SCHOOL OF MINES, under the direction of Dean John W. Finch, has continued during the past year to view the mining industry in a two-fold aspect which is important to the interests of the state of Idaho. An effort has been made to make the academic work include all of the newest developments in the mining field, and at the same time the problems of the mining interests in the state have received great attention. The department of mining and metallurgy has made important discoveries in ore dressing and is now pursuing new and promising investigations. The department of geology has continued research upon clay deposits of northern Idaho and other field problems. Papers upon geological, metallurgical and mining subjects, prepared by members of the faculty in the past year, have commanded wide recognition and favorable comment.

There has been this year an eighteen per cent increase in enrollment over last year, and ten per cent over the highest preceding year, notwithstanding the fact that hard times have affected mining more severely than any other industry.

Sigma Gamma Epsilon, national mining honorary, has a chapter at the University of Idaho for upperclassmen who are outstanding students in the School of Mines. The undergraduates of the school become members of the Associated Miners when they enroll in the School of Mines.

The faculty of the School of Mines includes the following men: John W. Finch, dean and professor of geology; Professor A. W. Fahrenwald, Professor W. W. Staley, Raynard V. Lundquist, Joseph Newton, mining and metallurgy; Dr. F. B. Laney, Professors D. C. Livingston, Alfred L. Anderson, geology; Stewart Udell, Thomas H. Hite, Idaho Bureau of Mines and Geology.
THE YEAR 1931-1932 has been an important one in the development of the work of the School of Forestry at the University of Idaho. Probably the outstanding occurrence of the year has been the opening of a wood chemical laboratory for the purpose of conducting research in chemical and mechanical utilization of wood and the conversion of wood waste. The work of this department not only is of great value from an academic standpoint, but it is of supreme importance in the industrial field of forest use.

There has also been established during the year a blister rust control laboratory to work in conjunction with state and lumber interests in the control and eradication of blister rust. Through chemical research conducted here an effort is being made to further the work of protecting the valuable forests of this and other states from blister rust.

As a result of the important work which the School of Forestry has done and is doing in its field, a signal honor was conferred upon it during the first of the academic year when it was asked to become a member of the International Science Research Association. This organization, though international in scope, is limited to a very restricted membership. The Idaho School of Forestry is one of three American colleges so honored. This recognition is an indication of the high position which the school has attained in its educational and research work in this country.

The faculty of the School of Forestry includes the following: Dr. F. G. Miller, dean and professor; Dr. Ernest E. Hubert, professor; Dr. Edwin C. Jahn, associate professor; Gerhard Kempff, associate professor; A. M. Sowder, assistant professor; L. E. Spence, instructor; Floyd L. Otter, instructor.
THE SENIOR COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE has been co-existent with the University of Idaho since 1889. It offers work in the arts and sciences to juniors and seniors only, and stresses the cultural aspect more than the technical. The death of the late Dean Martin Fuller Angell in 1930 has necessitated some reorganization, with the appointment of Dr. Harold L. Axtell as acting dean, and the subsequent appointment of Dr. J. A. Kostalek, professor of chemistry, as dean. In its forty-second year, the College of Letters and Science correlates its work with that of the Junior College, and the same faculty serves for both.

The faculty of both schools includes the following: Dr. Cornelius J. Brosnan, American history; Professor Paul R. Ihrig, Mary Kirkwood, M. W. Melzian, art and architecture; Dr. F. W. Gail, Professor R. A. Diettert, LeRoy E. Detling, botany; Dr. C. L. von Ende, Dr. J. A. Kostalek, Professors L. C. Cady, William H. Cone, D. D. DuSault, Alonzo Martin, Otto Turinsky, chemistry; Dr. H. L. Axtell, Professor Mabel Rentfro, classical languages; Dr. G. M. Miller, Dr. J. H. Cushman, Professors Elmer F. Beth, Goffrey Coope, D. H. Herrick, William C. Banks, J. A. Beekwith, F. C. Blanchard, G. R. Cerveny, Pauline Lamar, H. E. Packenham, L. L. Schuldt, T. A. Sherman, Hildegarde Wamous, A. E. Whitehead, English; Dr. F. C. Church, Professor J. E. Retherford, European history; Professors Katherine Jensen, Adah Lewis, Muriel G. McFarland, Ida Ingalls, Instructors Marion G. Featherstone, Jessie Thorner, Leah Buchanan, home economics; Leo B. Calland, R. F. Hutchinson, Otto K. Anderson, R. A. Fox, Glenn Jacoby, physical education department for men; L. Janette Wirt, Mabel Locke, Katherine Rae Hall, physical education for women.
The Junior College first went into effect in the fall of 1929 with Professor J. G. Eldridge as dean. Professor T. S. Kerr, professor of political science, was appointed dean in the summer of 1931. This school was organized to give a more general foundation to students before they were forced to specialize, and attempts to give them two years of work in as many departments as possible in order to assist them in choosing lines of specialization later. It furnishes a broader cultural foundation. All students who plan later to enter the College of Letters and Science, the School of Business Administration, or the College of Law, must take their first two years of work in the Junior College. This, its third year of operation, has proved the system to have been more than successful. It has practically the same faculty as the College of Letters and Science. The additional list of the faculties of the two schools follow:

This year has been a repetition of last year from the standpoint of enrollment and achievement in the military department. As was the case last year, permission was granted by the United States War Department to increase the size of the advanced course section beyond what would be the normal quota for this University. The result is that this section has had an enrollment of about seventy-five men during each semester. Enrollment in the basic division has also been as large as in previous years. The number enrolled in this section is about three hundred. The second semester of the year found an increase in numbers sufficient to warrant a regiment of ten companies instead of the normal nine.

Once again the work of members of the advanced section has merited commendation for activities in army posts and as instructors at training camps. In addition, the annual spring inspection again gave the Idaho corps the ranking of "excellent" for the year 1931. This was the fifth time that the Idaho division was given such a ranking.

The staff of officers of the Idaho Reserve Officers' Training Corps was changed slightly during the year. Captain B. M. Crenshaw was transferred to a new post by the War Department, and in his place was put Captain William A. Hale. The other members of the staff remained unchanged. General E. R. Chrisman, who has been long connected with the University of Idaho, was still at the helm of the military department.

The complete staff includes the following officers: General E. R. Chrisman, Captain William A. Hale, Captain Harry L. Henkle, Lieutenant John W. Sheehy, Bandmaster Bernt Neilsen, Sergeant Lonie Woods and Sergeant Frank L. Barnum.
THE WORK of the Department of Physical Education and Athletics includes activity in three main fields. The primary and most important function is to train and fit university teams for participation in intercollegiate major sports competition, including football, track, basketball, and baseball. At the same time attention is given to minor sports of tennis, swimming, wrestling, boxing, fencing, and golf.

In addition to this work the department provides a course of instruction in physical education for students who are receiving degrees in physical education work. This function includes the presentation of regular textbook courses, and is presented for both men and women. In addition to such instruction both the men's and women's divisions of the department have charge of the work in physical education, required of all students during their first two years at the University.

Another extremely important field of work for the physical education department is in intramural competition and general women's athletic work. Interfraternity competition in almost every line of sport is sponsored by the men's division of this department. The aim of this work is to provide opportunity for as many as possible to take part in some form of organized exercise during the school year. The women of the University are provided the same opportunity through the Women's Athletic Association, whose work is sponsored by the Department of Physical Education.

The staff of this department follows: Leo B. Calland, head coach; R. F. Hutchinson, trainer; Otto K. Anderson, track coach; R. A. Fox, basketball and baseball coach; Glenn Jacoby, freshman coach; L. Janette Wirt, Mabel Locke, physical education for women.
THE OFFICE of George E. "Cap" Horton is one that every student is in some way connected with, for all the funds of the A.S.U.I. go through this office and every activity of that organization has this office for its headquarters. This makes the position a big one, and "Cap" Horton, who has been graduate manager since 1924, is a capable business man. Preceding his appointment he served as a member of the alumni executive board for several years. He knows and understands the needs of every department and is more familiar than anyone with all the activities.

"Cap" is a graduate of the University with the class of 1906. His nickname of "Cap" was given him when he played winning football for Idaho as a prep student. He was captain of the team that won the Northwest championship in 1900, including the University of Washington among their victories. He was a member of the committee that drafted the first constitution of the A.S.U.I. and was a member of the first committee to make athletic awards.

Athletics, though an important part of the functions carried on in the graduate manager's office, is not the only department handled by that office. As business manager of the Associated Students, he has general control over publications, music, dramatics, debate, and intercollegiate competition in rifle marksmanship and stock and grain judging.

The organization of this office has been systematized to furnish the students participation in and attendance at all events at the least possible expense. This has been a difficult year, for athletic receipts have been less because of the economic condition all over the country, but curtailment of expenses where possible has met the situation satisfactorily.
THE PRESIDENT of the A.S.U.I. is the chairman of the Executive Board and presides at all meetings of the student body. He appoints all standing committees and all other committees not provided for in the A.S.U.I. constitution, with the approval of the Executive Board of the Associated Students. He is an ex-officio member of all committees or boards, either permanent or temporary.

Lionel Campbell was elected from the senior class to serve as President for the year 1931-32. Harry Robb is Vice President of the A.S.U.I. and likewise Vice Chairman of the Executive Board. Other officers on the board are Marthalene Tanner, secretary; Charles Heath and Parker Wickwire, senior men; Austa White and Elizabeth Taylor Dick, senior women; Robert Harris and Howard Altnow, junior men; Norma Longeteig, junior woman; Charles Keating, sophomore man.

Under the leadership of Lionel Campbell, some important changes were made this year in the A.S.U.I. constitution. Among them was the creation of new appointive committees, including committees on Rally, National Student Federation of America, Student Affairs and Relations, Assembly, and Homecoming.
SENIORS
Seniors

Officers

FIRST SEMESTER

President  CHARLES CHENEY
Vice President PARKER WICKWIRE
Secretary  HELEN BENSON
Treasurer  HELEN PARROTT

Committees

MIXERS - - - - - - - - - - - - - RANDALL WALLIS, General Chairman
MELVIN STEWART, LINN COWGILL, WILLIAM ENNIS

SENIOR BALL - - - - - - - - - - - - - CECIL SANDERS, General Chairman

Decorations: WARREN MACDANIEL, BERNARD LEMP, HELEN BENSON, LAVERNON THOMAS, CHUD WENDLE, THOMAS NEILSON

Programs: JAY KENDRICK, Chairman; JACK LEE, ELIZABETH BELL

Entertainment: LOIS THOMPSON, Chairman; KATHERINE MIKKELSON, HELEN HANSON

Finance: DONALD EQUALS, Chairman; ROBERT GRANT, CHARLES HEATH

Publicity: PAUL EDWARD JONES, Chairman; WALTER GILLESPIE, HELEN KURDY

Invitations: AUSTA WHITE, Chairman; HELEN PARROTT, JEAN TEDFORD

Benson, Wickwire, Parrott
Seniors

Officers
SECOND SEMESTER
President     RALPH W. OLMSTEAD
Vice President ELIZABETH GILMORE
Secretary     JEAN TEDFORD
Treasurer     WAYNE FARLEY

Committees
MIXERS      RAYMOND KELLY
            WILLIAM HAWKINS, Chairman
Decorations and Entertainment: ELEANOR BERGLUND, DELBERT SHAW
Finance: WARREN MCDANIEL
PICNIC      HARRY ROBB, CONSTANCE WOODS, FRANK SMUIN, LINN COWGILL
            DEAN ARNOLD, Chairman
ASSEMBLY    HELEN BENSON, DONALD EQUALS, HARRY ANGNEY, BERTHA MOORE
            STANTON HALE, Chairman
ANNOUNCEMENTS EARL STANSELL, CONSTANCE WOODS, CECIL SANDERS, PEARL WALTERS
            WALTER GILLESPIE, Chairman
CAP AND GOWN DOROTHY TORGERSON, VIRGINIA LEE MAGUIRE
            AMBROSE ADAMS, Chairman

[45] Gilmore, Farley, Tedford
Mortar Board

HONORARY MEMBER
Miss Permeal J. French

MEMBERS

Elizabeth Bell

Kathryn Hart Conger

Elizabeth Taylor Dick

Joan Harris

Bess Louise Hogg

Ardith Mellinger

Lois Thompson

Pearl Walters

National Honorary Society for Senior Women
Idaho Chapter Installed 1923
Silver Lance

HONORARY MEMBERS
Jesse Buchanan  Cecil Hagen  Allan Janssen  Arthur Sowder
Glenn Jacoby

MEMBERS
Ambrose Adams
Robert Brown
Lionel Campbell
William Ennis
Charles Graybill
Stanton Hale

Charles Heath
Paul Edward Jones
Ray Kelley
Kenneth O'Leary
Melvin Stewart
Harry Walden

Local Honorary Society for Senior Men
Founded 1923
ADAMS, CHARLES AMBROSE, B.S.(Bus.)
Boise High School
Sigma Chi; Alpha Kappa Psi; Blue Key; Scabbard and Blade; Silver Lance; Intercollegiate Knights; Chairman of Military Ball, 4; Rifle Team, 4; Chairman of Cap and Gown Committee, 4; Vice President of Class, 3; Major, R.O.T.C.

ADAMS, VIOLET MINNIE, B.S.(Ed.)
Twin Falls High School
Mills College
Kappa Alpha Theta; English Club; Westminster Guild.

ANDRASEN, VELMA, B.S.(Ed.)
Albion State Normal
University of California
Forney Hall; Pi Lambda Theta; English Club, Treasurer, 4; High Honors, 4; Highest Honors, 3.

ANDRASEN, VENNA, B.S.(Ed.)
St. Anthony High School
Albion State Normal School
Forney Hall; Pi Lambda Theta, President, 4; English Club; High Honors, 4; Highest Honors, 3.

ANGNEY, HARRY DAVID, B.A.
Elk River High School
Lambda Chi Alpha; Phi Beta Kappa; Delta Sigma Rho, Treasurer, 4; English Club; Highest Honors, 1-2-3-4; Pep Band, 2-3-4; Debate, 3; Varsity Tennis, 2-3; Interfraternity Council, Treasurer, 4.

ARNOLD, STANLEY DEAN, B.A., LL.B.
Prescott High School, Prescott, Washington
Kappa Sigma; Blue Key, President, 3; Captain R.O. T.C.; Bench and Bar, Chief Justice; Executive Board; Chairman Senior Picnic Committee, 4; Athletic Manager.

ATTRIDGE, WILLIAM JAMES, B.S.(C.E.)
Rigby High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
L.D.S. Seminary; A.S.C.E.

BAITKEY, WILLIAM HENRY, B.S.(Bus.)
Emmett High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Lindley Hall; Alpha Kappa Psi.

BAILY, DANFORTH ROBERT, B.S.(Min.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Kappa Sigma; Sigma Tau; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; Associated Miners, President 4, Secretary 3.

BALLIF, HOWARD MAURICE, B.S.(Bus.)
Provo High School
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
Sigma Chi; Delta Sigma Rho; Alpha Kappa Psi, President 4, Vice President 3; High Honors, 2, 4; English Club; Varsity Debate, 2-3; House Managers' Club, 3-4; Varsity Tennis, 2-3.

BARTLETT, ARTHUR CLAIR, B.A.
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

BARTHOLOW, GERALD HAYNES, B.S.(Bus.)
Emmett High School
Lindley Hall; Alpha Kappa Psi; Advertising Club, 4; Managers' Club, 1-2.
BELL, ELIZABETH GAIL, B.S.(H.Ec.)

Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Spur; Phi Upsilon Omicron;
Mortar Board; Class Secretary; House Presidents' Council, 4.

BELL, GEORGIA MAE, B.S.(Ed.)

Moscow High School
Highest Honors, 3; Phi Lambda Theta, Vice President, 4; Kappa Phi, President, 4; English Club, Treble Clef, 1-2-3.

BELL, ROBERT HOMER, B.S.(Pre-Med.)

Moscow High School
U.S. Army Flying School, Riverside, California
Seaboard and Blade; Pre-Med Club; Glee Club; T.C. Lieutenant Colonel; Baseball, 4.

BELL, THOMAS DONALD, B.S.(Agr.)

Rupert High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Highest Honors, 3; High Honors, 2; Alpha Zeta, President, 4; Secretary; Animal Husbandry Judging Team, 4; Manager Agriculture Judging Teams, 4; Idaho Agriculturist, Assistant Editor, 3; Argonaut, 1-2.

BENSON, HELEN MARIE, B.S.(Bus.)

Coeur d'Alene High School
Alpha Chi Omega; Phi Chi Theta, Secretary, 4; W.A.A.; Gem of the Mountains, 3-4; Blue Bucket, 2-3-4; Class Secretary, 4; Stunt Fest, 2-3.

BERGLUND, ELEANOR RUTH, B.S.(Ed.)

Coeur d'Alene High School
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Spur; W.A.S. Council, 3.

BLOOM, FRANCES MARGARET, B.S.(Ed.)

Elk River High School
Lewison State Normal
Delta Gamma; English Club; W.A.A.; Treble Clef Club.

BOCKWITZ, DAHRL ELIZABETH, B.S.(H.Ec.)

Twin Falls High School
Albion State Normal School
Pi Beta Phi; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Home Ec Club; A. W.S., Secretary, 4.

BOOKER, FRED JOHN, B.S.(Ed.)

Glendale, California
Sigma Nu; "I" Club; Football, 1-2-3-4; English Club.

BROSNAN, MARY HELEN, B.A.

Moscow High School
Delta Gamma; Highest Honors, 1-2-3-4; Phi Beta Kappa; English Club; Dramatics Editor Argonaut, 3-4; Dramatics, 3.

BROWN, HAROLD FORBES, B.S.(Agr.)

Northwestern High School, Spokane, Washington
Alpha Zeta, Scribe, 4; Ag Club, Secretary, 3.

BROWN, ROBERT EUGENE, LL.B.

U.S. Naval Academy
Phi Delta Theta; Phi Alpha Delta; Silver Lance; Dramatics, 1-2; Junior Week Chairman; Executive Board; Chief Justice Bench and Bar; Law Journal, 3-4.
BURKE, JOSEPH WILLIAM

CAMPBELL, LIONEL THADDEUS, B.A.

Boise High School
Sigma Chi; Blue Key; Silver Lance; Scabhard and Blade; Phi Beta Kappa; The Curtain; High Honors, 1, 4; Highest Honors, 2-3; A.S.U., President, 4; Class President, 2; Chairman Junior Week, 3; Argonaut, 1; Dramatics, 2-3-4; Glee Club, 1-2; English Club; Advertising Manager, Gem of Mountains, 2; Interfraternity Council, 3-4; Tennis, 2-3-4; Executive Board, 3; Captain, R.O.T.C.; Discipline Committee, 3; Blue Bucket, 3.

CARNEY, HELEN ELIZABETH, B.S.(Bus.)

North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Forney Hall; Phi Chi Theta.

CHENEY, CHARLES GRAHAM, B.S.(Bus.)

Montpelier High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Sigma Nu; Ad Club, 4; Hell Divers, 4; Wesley Foundation, 3-4; Class President, 4; Interfraternity Council, 3-4; House Presidents’ Council, 4; Gem of Mountains, 4; Finance Chairman, Junior Mixer, 3.

CONGER, KATHRYN HART, B.A.

Rigby High School.
Gamma Phi Beta; Phi Beta Kappa; Mortar Board; The Curtain; Highest Honors, 1-2-3-4; English Club, Vice President, 4; House Managers’ Club, 3; Dramatics, 2-3-4; W.A.A.

CONGER, GENE MOORE, B.S.(Bus.)

Rigby High School
Ricks College, Rexburg
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
L.D.S. Seminary; Alpha Kappa Psi; High Honors, 2.

COONROD, MELVIN ARTHUR, B.S.(For.)

Boise High School
Delta Tau Delta; Athletic Managers’ Club; Associated Foresters; Track Manager, 1-2-3.

CORLESS, DONALD EDWARD, B.S.(Agr.)

Heyburn High School
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
Delta Tau Delta; Ag Club; Vandaleers.

CORNEIL, PHILIP LESTER, B.S.(Bus.)

Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Blue Key, Treasurer, 3; Class President, 2-3; Chairman Junior Cabaret, 3; Gem of Mountains, 1-2-3; Business Manager, 4.

COWGILL, LINN DUNCAN, B.A.

North Central High School, Spokane Washington
Gamma Phi Beta; Theta Sigma; Spur; Narthex Table 3; W.A.A.; Women’s “I” Club; Hell Divers; Treble Clef; Episcopal Club; Co-ed Argonaut, 1-2-3; Tennis, 1-2-3-4; Pan-Hellenic, 2-3-4; Argonaut, 1-2; Gem of Mountains, 2.

CRAVEN, DOROTHY, B.S.(Ed.)

St. Margaret’s Academy, Boise, Idaho
Pi Beta Phi; Sigma Delta Pi; Episcopal Club; Pan-Hellenic, President, 4; Treble Clef, 1; W.A.A.; Orchestra, 3-4.

CRAVEN, FRANCIS JOHN, B.S.(Ed.)

Rupert High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
CREMANS, JOSEPH KENNETH, B.S.(Min.E.)
Whitefish High School, Whitefish, Montana
Gonzaga University
Sigma Nu; Sigma Tau, President, 4; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; DeSmet Club.

CROSS, CHARLES GREGO, B.S.(C.E.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Whitman College
Kappa Sigma; A.S.C.E.

CROSS, EDWARD GEORGE, LL.B.
Ritzville, Washington
Delta Chi; Phi Alpha Delta; Bench and Bar, Associate Justice, 3; Idaho Law Journal, 4-5; Interfraternity Council, 4.

DAUGHERTY, JOHN WORTH, B.S.(C.E.)
Moscow High School

DEKAV, EWOWIN ROY, B.S.(Agr.); M.S.(Agr.)
Blackfoot High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
High Honors, 2; Alpha Zeta; Ag Club; Pep Band, 2.

DICK, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Delta Gamma; Mortar Board; Theta Sigma, Treasurer 3; President 4; A.W.S., Vice President; Senior Woman Executive Board; Co-ed Argonaut, Editor, 3; Theta Sigma Argonaut, Associate Editor, 3; Big Sister Captain, 3; English Club; W.A.A.; Treble Clef Club; Gem of the Mountains, 3; Dramatics, 3.

DODD, JACK BRUCE, B.S.(For.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Scabbard and Blade; Intercollegiate Knights; Associated Foresters.

DOYLE, CLARENCE JAMES, B.S.(Ed.)
Genesee High School.

DUEHRIG, CLARENCE WYNN, B.S.(Ed.)
Twin Falls High School
Lindley Hall.

DURBIN, EDNA LADINE, B.S.(Ed.)
Troy High School
Highest Honors, 3-4; Pi Lambda Theta, Secretary-Treasurer, 4.

EATON, VERNON ARTHUR, B.S.(C.E.)
Boise High School
Willamette University
Beta Theta Pi; Yell King, 3-4.

EDDY, HELEN MAYNEEN, B.S.(Ed.)
Hilliard High School
Cheney Normal
Kappa Alpha Theta
EMIGH, GEORGE DONALD, B.S. (Min.E.)
Barley High School
University of Arizona
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Highest Honors, 2-3-4; High Honors, 1; Sigma Tau, Sigma Gamma Epsilon; Associated Miners.

ENNIS, WILLIAM GORDON, LL.B.
Nampa High School
Sigma Nu; Blue Key, President; Phi Alpha Delta, Clerk; Silver Lance; Curtain; Bench and Bar; Prom Chairman, 3; Class Vice President, 1-2.

EQUALS, DONALD ROBERT, B.S. (Bus.)
Payette High School
Delta Tau Delta; Alpha Kappa Psi; Blue Key; Intercollegiate Knights; Interfraternity Council, 4; Pep Band, 1-2-3-4; Gem of the Mountains, 1-2, Advertising Manager, 3; Argonaut, 1-2-3; Senior Ball, Chairman Finance Committee.

EVANS, VIRGINIA, B.S. (Ed.)
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Gamma Phi Beta; High Honors, 4; Sigma Alpha Iota; Treble Clef Club; Music Club; Song and Stunt Fest, 3.

EVANS, VIRGINIA BELLE, B.A.
Ogden, Utah
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Delta Delta Delta; High Honors, 3; English Club.

FIFIELD, CHARLES EDWARD, B.S. (For.)
Swift Current Collegiate Institute, Swift Current, Saskatchewan, Canada
Chi Alpha Pi; Associated Foresters, Secretary-Treasurer, 4.

FILSETH, JOSEPH ALBERT, B.S. (Bus.)
St. Maries High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Highest Honors, 2-3-4; High Honors, 1; Alpha Kappa Psi; Delta Sigma Rho, President, 4; Intercollegiate Debate, 2-3-4; Interfraternity Council, 3-4.

FONTANILLA, ANGEL EUGENIO, B.S. (Agr.)
Iloilo Sur High School, Laon, Iloilo Norte, P. I.
Washington State College
Filipino Club, Treasurer, 4.

FORD, VERA RUTH, B.A.
Troy High School
Pi Beta Phi; Sigma Delta Pi; English Club; Treble Clef Club; Intramural Debate, 2-3.

FRANKLIN, NOEL LEO, B.S. (Ed.)
Rupert High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Wrestling, 3-4.

FROST, ELIJAH VANCE, B.S. (Bus.)
Buhl High School
Delta Chi

GAGE, GLEN EDWARD, B.S. (E.E.)
Caldesac High School
Chi Alpha Pi; Wesley Foundation, President, 4; Associated Engineers, Secretary-Treasurer, 3; Chairman Idaho Branch A.I.E.E., 4.
Giles, Joseph Gordon, B.A.

Coeur d'Alene High School

Whitman College

Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Orchestra, 3-4.

Gillette, Joseph Andrus, B.S.(Agr.)

Deuel High School

L.D.S. Seminary; Alpha Zeta; Ag Club.

Gilmore, Florence Elizabeth, B.M.

Moscow High School

Alpha Phi; Sigma Alpha Iota, Treasurer, 3; Daleth Teth Gimel; Vandales; Treble Clef, President, 2; Class Vice President, 4.

Ginn, Charlotte Rowens, B.A.

Walla Walla High School

Delta Gamma; English Club; W.A.A.

Gooding, Mary Janet,

Weiser High School

Kappa Alpha Theta; Home Ec Club; Treble Clef.

Grant, Robert Willis, B.S.(Bus.)

Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington

Alpha Tau Omega; Curtain, 3-4; Managers' Club, 2-3; Vice President, 4; Chairman Junior Mixer; Dramatics, 2-3-4; Baseball Manager, 1-2-3; Football Manager, 3; Senior Football Manager.

Grayhill, Charles Lillard, B.S.(Bus.)

Nampa High School

Sigma Nu; Silver Lance; Blue Key; Alpha Kappa Psi; English Club, 2-3; Class President, 3; Executive Board, 3; Chairman Sophomore Mixer Committee; Interfraternity Council, 2-3-4; President, A.S.U.I., 4; Football, 1.

Grieffith, Marjorie, B.S.(H.Ec.)

Barry High School

Delta Delta Delta; Highest Honors, 1; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Home Economics Club; English Club; House Managers' Association, 3-4, Secretary, 3; Pan-Hellenic, 3-4.

Gorosky, Elizabeth Margaret, B.S.(Ed.)

Barry High School

Delta Delta Delta; Spur; Taps and Terpsichore, 2.

Hadley, Pearl Snyder, B.S.(H.Ec.)

Oralba High School

Kappa Delta Theta; Home Economics Club; Kappa Phi.

Hale, Stanton Gudman, B.S.(Bus.)

Boise High School

Phi Gamma Delta; Highest Honors, 1-2-3; Blue Key, Alpha Kappa Psi; Intercollegiate Knights, Honorable Duke 3, National President 4; Silver Lane; "T" Club; Secretary-Treasurer; Hell Divers' Club, President, 4; Interfraternity Council; Basketball, 1-2-3-4; Varsity Swimming, 2-3-4; Dramatics, 1; Cadet Major, R.O.T.C.; Intramural Tennis Manager; Chairman Senior Assembly Committee, 4.
HALL, WILLIAM JARVIS, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Pocatello High School
Alpha Tau Omega; Scabhard and Blade; “I” Club; Hell Divers; Basketball, 1; Football, 1; Varsity Basketball, 3-4; Varsity Swimming, 3-4; Intramural Manager.

HALVIK, CARL CLIFFORD, B.S.(C.E.)
Coeur d'Alene High School
Lambda Chi Alpha; High Honors, 4; Sigma Tau; Associated Engineers; American Society of Civil Engineers, President, 4.

HAMILTON, HESTER, B.A.
Twin Falls High School
Forney Hall

HAMPSON, ELVON WALLACE, B.S.(Agr.)
Genesee High School
Sigma Nu; President, Music Club, 4; Glee Club, 2; Vandaliers, 2-3, President, 4.

HANNUM, JAMES GORDON, B.S.(E.E.)
Boise High School
Lindley Hall; Sigma Tau; Associated Engineers; A.I. E.E.

HARRIS, JOAN MARION, B.S.(Mus.Ed.)
Pattie High School
Delta Chi.

HARRIS, RAYMOND KENNEDY, B.S.(Ed.)
Pottlatch High School
Kappa Delta Pi.

HART, CECIL ELMO, B.S.(Bus.)
Rigby High School
Brigham Young University
Beta Theta Pi.

HAWKINS, WILLIAM STARK, LL.B.
Coeur d'Alene High School
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Blue Key, Treasurer, 5; Intercollegiate Knights, 1-2, Treasurer, 2; University Orchestra, 1-2; Pep Band, 4-5, Manager, 4-5; Chairman Annual Pep Band Show, 4; Interfraternity Council, 3-4, President, 4; President 5; Bench and Bar Clerk, 3.

HAYS, GLEN LAVALLEY, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
St. Maries High School
Delta Chi.

HEATH, CHARLES WORTH, B.S.(Agr.)
Idaho Falls High School
Beta Theta Pi; High Honors, 4; Silver Lance; “I” Club, President, 3, Secretary 2; Ag Club; Senior Man Executive Board, 4; Cross Country Captain, 1-2-3; Track, 1-2-3, Captain, 3; Secretary “I” Club, 3.

HECKATHORN, MARY ELLEN, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Moscow High School
Alpha Phi; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Home Ec Club; Daleth Teth Gimel.
HEFTMANEK, LILLIAN BESSIE, B.A.
Buhl High School
Hays Hall; High Honors, 1; Highest Honors, 4; Sigma Delta Pi, President, 3; Women’s “I” Club; Westminster Guild; W.A.A.; Orchestra, 2-3-4; Baseball, 1; Rifle, 3; Volleyball, 4; Basketball, 4.

HENNEN, WALDO GERHART, B.S.(Bus.)
Moscow High School
HENSLEY, KENNETH ROBERT, B.S.(Ed.)
Cottonwood High School
Lambda Chi Alpha; Seaboard and Blade; Intercollegiate Knights, Honorable Duke, 3; Vandalers, President and Manager, 4; Interfraternity Council, 3-4; University Quartet, 3; Glee Club, 1-2; University Mixed Quartet, 4.

HEWARD, JOSEPH WILLIAM, B.S.(Agr.)
Grace High School
L.D.S.; Ag Club, Vice President, 4; Judging Team, 2-3-4; Intramural Debate, 4.

HIMES, RUBY WINIFRED, B.A.
Post Falls High School
Hays Hall; W.A.A.; Women’s Rifle Club; Cosmopolitan Club, President, 4; Westminster Guild, Treasurer, 4.

HOGG, BESS LOUISE, B.S.(Ed.)
Payette High School
Hays Hall; Spurs; Mortar Board, Secretary, 4; W.A.A.; Class Treasurer, 3; W.A.A. President, 3; House Presidents’ Council, 3; Women’s “I” Club.

HORNBERST, JOHN J., B.S.(Agr.)
Hazleton High School
Lindley Hall; High Honors, 2; Highest Honors, 3; Alpha Zeta; Ag Club, Secretary, 4; Grain Judging Team.

HOLM, GLENN CARLOS, B.S.
Firth High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; High Honors, 4; Alpha Zeta; T.M.A.; Ag Club; Little International, 2-3-4.

HORSWILL, HARRY LEE, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Gonzaga University
Alpha Tau Omega.

Izatt, JOHN O., B.S.(C.E.)
Thatcher High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Lindley Hall; High Honors, 2; Sigma Tau; Associated Engineers, President, 4; A.S.C.E.; General Chairman Engineers’ Show, 4.

JACOBS, HAROLD JOHN, B.S.(Ed.)
Uniontown High School
“J” Club; DeSmet Club; Baseball, 1-2-3-4.

JANSSEN, DOROTHY MAE, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Caldwell High School
Hays Hall; Phi Epsilon Omicron; Home Economics Club, President, 4; Vice President W.A.A., 4; Big Sister Captain, 4; Chairman Costume Committee of Taps and Terpsichore, 2, 4; Volleyball Manager, 3; Taps and Terpsichore, 1; Women’s “J” Club.
JARBOE, EDWARD WILLIAM, B.S.(Bus.)
Pocatello High School
Sigma Nu; Seabard and Blade; Class President, 2;
Intercollegiate Knights.

JENNY, JOHN ALOIS, B.S.(Bus.)
Cottonwood High School

JENSEN, HERMAN ANDREW, B.S.(Bus.)
Orofino High School
Delta Tau Delta; “I” Club; Track, 1-2-3-4.

JOCKHECK, CARL FREDERICK, B.S.(Bus.)
Elk River High School
Lambda Chi Alpha; Alpha Kappa Psi; Varsity Tennis, 2-3.

JOHNSON, GEORGE R., B.S.(E.E.)
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Delta Chi; A.I.E.E.

JOHNSON, HUGO ALFREDO, B.S.(E.E.)
Acqua High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
A.I.E.E.

JOHNSON, JOLENE, B.S.(Ed.)
Coeur d’Alene High School
Spur; W.A.A.; Class Secretary, 2; A.S.U.I.; Executive
Board, 3.

JOHNSON, ROY ALBERT, B.S.(Min.E.)
Riverside High School
Lambda Chi Alpha; High Honors, 2-3-4; Sigma Tau;
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, President, 4; Idaho Engineer,
Associate Editor.

JONES, PAUL EDWARD, B.A.
Newberg High School, Newberg, Oregon
Phi Delta Theta; Silver Lance; Blue Key; Press Club;
Argonaut Editor, 4; Gene of the Mountains, Sports Editor,
4; Interfraternity Council; Executive Board.

JULLION, GEORGE PAUL, B.S.(Bus.)
Boise High School
Beta Theta Pi; DeSmet Club; Pep Band.

KAI, KENNETH EDWIN, B.S.(Bus.)
Twin Falls High School
Stanford University
Ridenbaugh Hall.

KEARNS, KATHERINE MARY, B.S.(Ed.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Alpha Chi Omega.
KELLEY, RAY HANSEN, B.S. (Pre-Med.)
Idaho Falls High School
Alpha Tau Omega; Blue Key; Scabbard and Blade; Silver Lance; Pre-Med Club; Military Ball Chairman, 3;
Pep Band, 1-2-3-4; Class President, 3.

KENDRICK, JAY EMERSON, B.S. (Bus.)
Buhi High School
Delta Chi; High Honors, 2; Alpha Kappa Psi, Secretary 3; Vice President 4; Interfraternity Knights, 1-2-3;
Interfraternity Council, Vice President, 4; Advertising Club, President, 4; House Managers' Club.

KERR, MARY LUCILLE, B.A.
Central High School, Farmington, Missouri
Western College for Women, Oxford, Ohio
Theta Sigma; English Club; Westminster Guild; W. A.A., 4; Glee Club, 3-4; Argonaut, 4; Co-ed Argonaut, 4.

KILDEA, YORK ALPHONSUS, B.A.
Coeur d'Alene High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Glee Club; String Quartet, 1-2-3;

KING, MILDRED GRACE, B.S. (Ed.)
Moscow High School

KUNKEL, EUGENE LOWRY, B.S. (Bus.)
Anaconda High School
Montana State College
Advertising Club.

KURDY, HELEN MARGARIE, B.S. (Ed.)
Cottonwood High School
Daleth Teth Gimel; DeSmet Club; W.A.A.

LANCASTER, WILLIAM TRUSCOTT, B.S. (M.E.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Associated Engineers; A.S.M.E., Secretary-Treasurer, 2; Editor of The Idaho Engineer, 4, Managing Editor 3, Associate Editor 2.

LARSON, HAROLD LUNDGREN, B.S.
Preston High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch

LARSEN, CARL O., B.S. (C.E.)
Associated Engineers; A.S.C.E., Vice President, 3.

LEMP, BERNARD LOUIS, JR., B.S. (Bus.)
Boise High School
Sigma Chi; Scabbard and Blade; ‘I’ Club; Hell Divers’ Club; Class President, 1; R.O.T.C. Colonel, 3; Track, 1-2-3-4, Captain, 4.

LEWIS, REED HUNTER, B.S. (Agr.)
Oakley High School
L’HERISSON, VALETTA AGNES, B.S. (H.Ec.)
Jerome High School
Alpha Chi Omega; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Treble Clef Club; Home Ec Club; DeSmet Club.

LINDBERG, FRED ALEX, B.S. (E.E.)
Post Falls High School
Kappa Sigma.

LOPEZ, DANIEL J., B.S. (Bus.)
Meridian High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Lindley Hall; Football, 3-4; Wrestling, 3-4; Track, 3-4; “I” Club.

LUKE, IRENE, B.S. (H.Ec.)
Moscow High School
Phi Upsilon Omicron; Daleth Teth Gimel.

LUNDIN, WILLARD MERRILL, B.S. (Ed.)
Twin Falls High School
Chicago Engineering School
Albion State Normal
Ag Club; Orchestra, 1-2.

McBRIDE, ROBERTSON LEE, B.S. (Pre-Med.)
Kellogg High School
Phi Gamma Delta; Pre-Med Club; House Managers’ Club; Episcopal Club.

MCCLUSKY, ROBERT EARP, B.S. (Pre-Med.)
Buhl High School

MCCONNELL, ROGER HARMON, B.S.
Caldwell High School
Phi Delta Theta

McCoy, Elvin Wilson, B.S. (Art.)

McCrea, Ina Mae, B.S. (Ed.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Daleth Teth Gimel; English Club; Cosmopolitan Club, President, 3; Westminster Guild; W.A.A.; Women’s Rifle Club.

McDaniel, Warren Benton, B.S.
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Kappa Sigma; Blue Key, Secretary, 4; Attic Club, President, 3-4; Intercollegiate Knights; Gem of the Mountains, 2; Class President, 3; General Chairman Home-Coming Committee, 4.

McFarland, Dorothy Eva, B.S. (H.Ec.)
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Kappa Phi; Home Ec Club.
McKEIRNAN, AGNES CLETUS, B.A.
Pomeroy High School
Delta Delta Delta; High Honors, 3; DeSmet Club;
English Club; Treble Clef; Orchestra.

McLAUGHLIN, JAMES DANIEL, B.S.(E.E.)
Mountain Home High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Alpha Tau Omega; Sigma Tau, Vice President, 4;
A.I.E.E.

McPHILLAMY, WALLACE FREDERICK, B.S.(E.E.)
Sheridan High School, Sheridan Wyoming
Ridenbaugh Hall; A.I.E.E.

MANNING, ROBERT WALTER, B.S.(Bus.)
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Lindley Hall; Advertising Club.

MARK, FREDERICK ALBERT, B.S.(Agr.)
Blackfoot High School
Ridenbaugh Hall; English Club; Ag Club; Intercolle-
giate Debate, 2-3; Argonaut, 4; Associate Editor Idaho
Agriculturist, 2.

MARTIN, PARIS TOWNSEND, B.A.
Boise High School
Phi Delta Theta; Debate, 1-2-3-4; Gem of the Mountains,
1-2-3-4.

MAXWELL, JANE, B.A.
Twin Falls High School
Delta Gamma; English Club; Episcopal Club.

MAYNARD, EARL MYRON, B.S.(Agr.)
Laypwal Rural High School
L.D.S. Institute; A.S.A.E.; Cosmopolitan Club; Agri-
cultural Club.

MELLINGER, ARDITH REED, B.S.(H.Ec.)
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Gamma Phi Beta; Phi Upsilon Omicron, President, 3;
Home Ec Club, Secretary, 2; Class Vice President, 3;
Narthex Table; Mortar Board, Vice President.

MIKKELSON, KATHERINE CAROLINE, B.S.(Bus.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Delta Delta Delta; Phi Chi Theta; Spur; English Club;
W.A.A.; Secretary A.S.U.I.; 3; A.W.S. Executive Board;
Song and Stunt Fest, 2; Treasurer of Class, 2; House
Presidents' Council, 4; Big Sister Captain, 3-4; Taps
and Terpsichore, 1-2; Narthex Table, 3.

MILLER, EDNA HEDLUND, B.S.(Ed.)
Brownsville High School, Brownsville, Oregon
Oregon State Normal, Monmouth, Oregon
Highest Honors, 3-4; Pi Lambda Theta; Kappa Phi;
W.A.A.

MITCHELL, RUTH ADELAIDE, B.S.(Bus.)
Boise High School
Daleth Teth Gimel.
MOORE, BERTHA FRED, B.S.(Ed.)
Wallace High School
Cornish School of Arts
Gamma Phi Beta; Curtain, Secretary, 3-4; English Club; W.A.A.; Dramatics, 1-2-3-4; Argonaut, 2-3; Gem of the Mountains, 2; Chairman of A.W.S. Point System, 4; Narthex Table, 3; Pep Band Show, 3; Yell Queen, 4; Stunt Fest, 2; Westminster Guild, 2-3-4; May Fete, 1-2-3.

MORGANROTH, EARL SIMON, B.S.(For.)
Perham High School, Perham, Minnesota

MOSER, ALPHONSE STEPHEN, B.S.(Ed.)
Moscow High School

MULLIKIN, CLIFFORD JAMES, B.S.(Mus.Ed.)
Troy High School
Kappa Delta Pi: Glee Club, 1-2; Vandaleers, 3-4; Orchestra, 3-4.

NACE, CECELIA ROSE, B.S.(Ed.)
Cottonwood High School
Hays Hall.

NEALSON, THOMAS FENTON, B.S.(Bus.)
St. Maries High School
Sigma Chi; Scabbard and Blade; Rifle Team, President, 4; Colonel R.O.T.C.

NELSON, JAMES HAROLD, B.S.(Agr.)
Shadle High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch

NIEDERMEYER, HAROLD OLIVER, B.S.(C.E.)
Post Falls High School
Sigma Chi; Chemists' Club; Idaho Engineer Staff, 2-3.

NORMINGTON, BULA BECHTEL, B.S.(Ed.)
Plummer High School
Westminster Guild; High Honors, 1.

NORTHUG, GUNVOR PAULINE, B.S.(Ed.)
Bonners Ferry High School
Lewis & Clark State Normal
Kappa Alpha Theta; Westminster Guild; English Club; Attic Club; W.A.A.

NUNEMAKER, JACK COLEMAN, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Twin Falls High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Vandaleers.

O'HARA, ALICE KATHERINE, B.S.(Bus.)
Moscow High School
Daleteth Teth Gimel; Phi Chi Theta, Treasurer, 3; High Honors, 1; Wesley Foundation.
OLMSTEAD, RALPH LEE, B.S.(Agr.)
Plummer High School
Alpha Zeta; Ag Club; Dairy Products Judging Team, 3-4.

OLMSTEAD, RALPH WEBB, B.A.
Twin Falls High School
Kappa Sigma; Scabbard and Blade; Delta Sigma Rho; Blue Key; English Club; Class Yell King, 1; Class Vice President, 2; Blue Bucket Staff, 1-2-3; Class President, 4; Freshman Debate: Varsity Debate, 3-4; Debate Manager, 4; Interfraternity Council, 3-4.

OLSON, KERMIT FERDINAND, B.S.(Agr.)
Nez Perce High School

OTNESS, BERNARD MILTON, B.S.(Agr.)
Monroe High School

PALMER, ERNEST JOSEPH, B.S.(Agr.)
Malad High School
Phi Delta Theta.

PAMATIAN, PAMPILIO M., B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Broadway High School, Seattle, Washington
Far Eastern College, Manilla, P.I.
Pre-Med Club; Filipino Club; Cosmopolitan Club; Wesley Foundation.

PARDUE, Verna, B.A.
Craigmont High School

PARROTT, HELEN, B.S.
Twin Falls High School
Kappa Alpha Theta; Treble Clef, 1-2; Vandaleers; Pan-Hellenic; Symphony Orchestra, 1-2-3-4: String Quartet, 3-4.

PATCH, JESSE HARRISON, B.S.(Bus.)
Boise High School
Sigma Alpha Epilson.

PATCH, LOIS ALLERTON, B.S.(Ed.)
Peyette High School
Kappa Sigma.

PEARCE, THELMA BERNADINE, B.A.
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Forney Hall; Sigma Delta Pi; Kappa Phi; Wesley Foundation.

PECHEANEC, JOSEPH FRANK, B.S.(For.)
Nampa High School
Senior Hall, Associated Foresters, President, 4.
PETERSON, INA MILLICENT, B.S.(Bus.)
Moscow High School
Delta Gamma; Phi Chi Theta, President, 4; High Honors, 2-3.

PIERCE, WALLACE HAMILTON, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Cottonwood High School
Sigma Chi; Intercollegiate Knights; Pre-Med Club.

PLASTINO, BENJAMIN, B.A.
Madison High School, Rezburg, Idaho
Ricks College
Lindley Hall; English Club; Advertising Club; Argonaut
Staff, 3; Gem of the Mountains Staff, 4.

POWERS, HELEN MARIE, B.S.(Bus.)
Rupert High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Hays Hall; Phi Chi Theta, Vice President, 4.

MARY ELIZABETH PROCTOR, B.A.
Nampa High School
College of Idaho
Alpha Phi; English Club.

PUHL, JACK RICHARD, B.A.
Roosevelt High School, Port Angeles, Washington
Alpha Tau Omega; Press Club; Advertising Club; English Club; Argonaut, 4; Blue Bucket, 4; Dramatics, 1.

RAMOS, ROMAN BOLONZO, B.S.(C.E.)
Association Institute Y.M.C.A., Manila, P.I.
University of Philippines, Manila, P.I.
High Honors, 1, 3-4; Filipino Club, President, 4; Associated Engineers; A.S.C.E.

RAMSTEDT, BERNARD NATHTANIEL, B.S.(Bus.)
Moscow High School

RAPHAEL, GRACE ESTHER, B.S.(Ed.)
Weiser High School
Forney Hall.

RASOR, CHARLES ALFRED, B.S.(Geol.)
Boise High School
Lindley Hall; High Honors, 2, 4; Highest Honors, 3; Sigma Gamma Epsilon, Secretary, 4; Associated Miners.

RATCLIFFE, CHARLES LEONARD, B.S.(Mus.Ed.)
Twin Falls High School
Kappa Sigma; Pep Band, 2-3-4; University Orchestra, 1, 3-4; Glee Club, 1; Rifle Team, 1.

REEVES, ELTON TRAVER, B.S.
Cranston High School
Lindley Hall; High Honors, 1; Highest Honors, 2; Idaho Chemists, Vice President, 4.
REIERSON, HATTIE GUNHILDA, B.S.(Ed.)
Spokane College Academy, Spokane, Washington
Lewiston State Normal
Alpha Chi Omega; Pi Lambda Theta; English Club.

RICHARDS, HORACE, B.S.(For.)
Bend High School, Bend, Oregon
Lambda Chi Alpha; Associated Foresters;

RICHARDSON, DOROTHY MIRANDA, B.A.
Delta High School, Delta, Alberta, Canada
Calgary Normal
High Honors, 1-2-3; English Club; Cosmopolitan Club;
Daleth Teth Gimel.

RIEGER, GEORGE FRED, B.S.(Bus.)
Boise High School
College of Idaho
University of Washington

ROBB, HARRY ALEXANDER, B.S.(Ed.)
Nampa High School
Phi Delta Theta; Blue Key, Vice President, 4; The Curtain;
English Club; President, 4; House Managers' Club,
3; A.S.U.I., Vice President, 3; Blue Bucket, Business
Manager, 2; Dramatics, 2-3-4; Dramatics Manager, 2-3.

ROBERTS, FREDERICK FEZER,
Parma High School
Tau Mem Aleph; A.I.E.E.; Track, 2-3.

ROGERS, LENA BELLE, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Rupert High School
Gooding College
Hays Hall; Home Economics Club.

SALSKOV, KARL ANDREW, B.S.(Geol.)
Emmett High School
Beta Theta Pi; Sigma Gamma Epsilon.

SANDERS, CECIL ALBERT, B.S.(Bus.)
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Alpha Tau Omega; Alpha Kappa Psi; A.I.E.E., 2; Associated
Engineers, 2; Advertising Club; General Chairman
of Senior Ball; Junior Prom, 3; Finance Chairman of
Senior Mixer; Gem of the Mountains Staff, 2.

SANDERS, SHELDON CLYDE, B.S.(Agr.)
Roberts High School

SHAW, DELBERT McKEAN, B.S.(Bus.)
Caldwell High School
College of Idaho
Beta Theta Pi; Interfraternity Council.

SHAWEN, GRACE ESTHER, B.S.(Pre-Nurs.)
Pomeroy High School, Pomeroy, Washington
Forney Hall; English Club; Kappa Phi; Treble Clef.
SHEPPY, HAROLD RAYMOND, B.S.(Bus.)
Hailey High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Lindley Hall; Advertising Club; Baseball, 3-4.

SIMPSON, DOROTHE HELEN, B.A.
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Gamma Phi Beta; English Club.

SMITH, GLEN T., B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Jerome High School
L.D.S. Seminary; Intercollegiate Knights.

SMITH, LOUIS DESPAIN, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Twin Falls High School
Kappa Sigma.

SMITH, ZEDNA ARMOUR, B.S.(Ed.)
Moscow High School

SMUIN, FRANK DELMORE, LL.B.
Ashton High School
Alpha Tau Omega; Blue Key; Scabbard and Blade;
Bench and Bar; Interfraternity Council, 3-4; Gem of
the Mountains Staff, 1-2-3-4.

SODERQUIST, MARVIN K., B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Idaho Falls High School
Alpha Tau Omega; Intercollegiate Knights; Pre-Med
Club.

SPAUGY, ARTHUR EARL, B.S.(Ed.)
Nampa High School
Phi Delta Theta; Blue Key; 'T' Club; Football, 1-2-3,
Captain, 4; Baseball, 2-3-4; Basketball, 1.

SPENCER, JESSE RAYMOND, B.S.(Agr.)
Palouse High School, Palouse, Washington
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Ag Club; Judging Team, 3.

SPROAT, HUGH, JR., B.S.(Agr.)
Boise High School
Kappa Sigma; Football, 2-3-4.

STALKER, LLOYD E., B.S.
St. Anthony High School
University of Washington
Maya Fraternity.

STANSELL, EARL RAYMOND, B.S. (Agr.)
Ashton High School
Lindley Hall; Alpha Zeta; Ag Club; President, 3-4;
Wesley Foundation, Vice President, 3-4; Class Treas-
urer, 3; Animal Husbandry Judging Team, 3; Chairman
Junior Week Finance Committee; Chairman Senior
Announcements Committee.
STEDTLE, NORMAN VIRGIL, LL.B.
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Delta Chi; Bench and Bar; Orchestra; Pep Band, 2-3.

STEEL, RUTH EDNA, B.S.(Ed.)
Gooding High School
Forney Hall; High Honors, 4; English Club; Hell Divers.

STETLER, HELEN RUTH, B.S.(Mus.Ed.)
Fruiiland High School
Forney Hall; High Honors, 3-4; Sigma Alpha Iota, Treasurer, 4; Narthex Table; Treble Clef; Secretary of A.W.S., 3.

STEWART, MELVIN FLENNOR, B.S.(Bus.)
Boise High School
Sigma Nu; Silver Lance; Blue Key; Advertising Club; Gem of the Mountains, 1-2, Associate Editor 3, Editor 4.

STURMAN, ROLAND BENJAMIN, B.S.(Ed.)
Tt:oka High School, Tt:oka, Washington
Delta Tau Delta; Kappa Delta Pi, Secretary 3, President 4; Dramatics, 1-2.

SWANSON, ROBERT SAMUEL, B.S.(M.E.)
Idaho Falls High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Lindley Hall; High Honors, 3-4; A.S.M.E., Vice President.

SWAYNE, ALLEN PARKE, B.S.(For.)
Melba High School
Chi Alpha Pi.

SWINDAMAN, ROBERT GEORGE, B.S.
Barley High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Scaboard and Blade; DeSmet Club, President, 4; Football, 1.

TALKINGTON, CATHERINE ELIZABETH, B.A.
Lewiston High School
Lewiston State Normal
Hays Hall; English Club.

THOMAS, GEORGIA EMMA, B.S.(Ed.)
Moscow High School
Pi Lambda Theta; Spurs; High Honors, 3; Daleth Teth Gimel; Big Sister Captain, 4; Taps and Terpsichore, 1-2.

THOMAS, LA VERNON GRACE, B.A.
Kellogg High School
Delta Gamma; High Honors, 3; Highest Honors, 4; English Club; W.A.A.; Class Secretary, 3; Big Sister Captain, 3.

THOMPSON, LOIS MARIAN, B.S.(Mus.Ed.)
Post Falls High School
Alpha Chi Omega; Mortar Board, President, 4; Sigma Alpha Iota, Vice President, 3; Pi Lambda Theta; Chairman Junior Song Committee; Pan-Hellenic, 2-3; W.A.A. Executive Board, 3-4, Secretary, 4; Big Sister Captain, 4; Chairman Entertainment Committee, 4; Orchestra, 1-2-3-4; Vandaleers, 3-4; Pep Band Show, 1-3; Treble Clef, 1-2.
THOMPSON, VIRGIL NELSON, B.S.(E.E.)
Moscow High School
Tau Mem Aleph; A.I.E.E.; Associated Engineers, Vice President, 4.

THORNHILL, MAXINE, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Kellogg High School
Delta Delta Delta; Phi Upsilon Omicron, Treasurer, 3; W.A.A.; Home Economics Club; Women's "I" Club; Hell Divers; Chairman of Co-ed Prom, 3.

TORGERSON, DOROTHY CLARA, B.S.(Ed.)
Moscow High School
Delta Delta Delta; W.A.A.; Stunt Fest, 2; Taps and Terpsichore, 1-2.

TULLEY, MIRIAM GLADYS, B.S.(Ed.)
Plummer High School

VETTER, MILTON ELMER, B.S.
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Kappa Delta Pi, Secretary.

VINCENT, ROBERT CLARENCE, B.A.
Moscow High School
Delta Sigma Rho; Managers' Club; Glee Club; English Club; Debate, 1-2-3; Freshman Debate Coach, 4.

VOSHELL, ROBERT E., LL.B.
Colfax High School, Colfax, Washington
Delta Chi; Phi Alpha Delta; Bench and Bar, Treasurer, 3.

WAGGONER, WALTER L., B.S.(C.E.)
Lewison High School
Tau Kappa Epsilon.

WALDEN, HARRY ARTHUR, B.S.(Ed.)
Bonners Ferry High School
Sigma Nu; Silver Lance; Blue Key; Pep Band, 1-2; Director, 3-4; Orchestra, 2-3; Chairman Song and Stunt Fest, 3; Class Vice President, 3.

WALDEN, SIDNEY PHILIP, B.S.(Bus.)
Bonners Ferry High School
Sigma Nu; Alpha Kappa Psi; Pep Band, 3-4; Chairman of Sophomore Song and Stunt Fest; Chairman of Junior Serenade, 3.

WALTERS, PEARL HAZEL, B.A.
Twin Falls High School
Kappa Alpha Theta; Mortar Board; Spur Club; Phi Beta Kappa; Class Secretary, 2; A.W.S. Cabinet; Pan-Hellenic; W.A.A.

WARREN, GRACE MARGARET, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Dalet Teth Gimel; Kappa Phi; English Club; W.A.A.; Women's "I" Club; Taps and Terpsichore, 1-2, 4.
WELSH, EDWIN JOHN, B.S.(Agr.)
Twin Falls High School
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Alpha Zeta, Treasurer 3, Vice
President 4; High Honors, 1; Highest Honors, 2-3; Ag
Club.

WESLER, LILLIAN MAUD, B.A.
Burley High School
Delta Delta Delta; Sigma Delta Pi, Secretary-Treasur-
er, 4; English Club, 3; Argonaut Staff, 2-3-4; Co-ed
Argonaut, 2-3; Gem of the Mountains Staff, 3-4; Taps
and Terpsichore, 2.

WHITE, J. AUSTA, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Colfax High School, Colfax, Washington
Alpha Phi; Spur, Treasurer, 2; Phi Upsilon Omicron;
DeSmet Club; Home Economics Club; House Presi-
dents' Council, 4; House Managers' Club, 3; W.A.A.,
2-3; Class Secretary, 2; Pan-Hellenic, 3-4; Chairman of
Big Sister Movement, 4; Executive Board, 4; Social
Chairman, 4; General Chairman of Co-ed Prom, 4; Nar-
thex Table, 3; Taps and Terpsichore, 1-3.

WICKWIRE, PARKER EVERINGTON, B.S.(E.E.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Intercollegiate Knights; Scabbard
and Blade; Class Vice President, 4; Executive Board, 4.

WILKIE, FRED WHITFORD, B.A.
Idaho Falls High School
Alpha Tau Omega; "1" Club; Football, 2-3-4.

WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH STEWARD, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
College of Idaho
High Honors, 4; Highest Honors, 2-3; Pi Lambda
Theta, English Club.

WEST, RUTH REGINA, B.A.
Shoshone High School
University of Utah
Alpha Phi; English Club; Argonaut, 2-3.

WOLFF, VERONA WILHELMINA, B.S.(Ed.)
Geneseo High School
Hays Hall; Treble Clef; W.A.A.; Rifle Team, 3-4; Taps
and Terpsichore, 2.

WOOD, BETTY LOIS, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Weiser High School
Alpha Chi Omega; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Home Eco-
nomics Club; W.A.A.

WOODS, CONSTANCE HELEN, B.A.
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Delta Gamma; High Honors, 1-2-3-4; Phi Beta Kappa;
English Club; Pan-Hellenic.

WORLEY, HOWARD HENRY, B.S.(C.E.)
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Alpha Tau Omega.

WRIGHT, BEULAH HESTER, B.S.(Ed.)
Rupert High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Alpha Chi Omega; Pi Lambda Theta; High Honors, 2-3.
YANIK, CARL BOYCE, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Phi Gamma Delta; Hell Divers; House Managers' Club,
President, 4; Football, 1; Track.

YOUNG, HARRY LLOYD, B.S.(Bus.)
Nampa High School
Sigma Chi.

MC CONNEL, CHARLES, B.A.
Moscow High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Attie Club; Pep Band, 1-2-3-4;
University Orchestra, 1-2-3-4.

TEDFORD, JEAN MARIE, B.S.
Holy Names Academy, Spokane, Washington
Gamma Phi Beta; English Club; W.A.A.; A.W.S. Cabinet;
Class Secretary, 4.
Juniors

Officers

FIRST SEMESTER
President  Winfred Janssen
Vice President  Betty Merriam
Secretary  Joseph Gilgan
Treasurer  Evelyn McMillan

Mixer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - William Robb, Chairman

Entertainment: John Thomas, Janet Morgan, Virginia Gascoigne

SECOND SEMESTER
President  Don Harris
Vice President  Teresa Connaughton
Secretary  Virginia Gascoigne
Treasurer  Charles Moser

Mixer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jack Lee, Chairman
Juniors

Committees

JUNIOR WEEK - - - - - - - - - - - Thomas Chestnut, General Chairman
JUNIOR PROM - - - - - - - - - - - Winifred Janssen, Chairman

Decorations: Albert Pence, Chairman; NELTON Cairns; Howard Langley, Grace Eldridge,
LILLY Louis
Hall and Music: Raymond Davidson, Chairman
Programs: Marthaleine Tanner
Entertainment: Joseph Gilgan, Chairman; Elinor Jacobs, Robert Van Uden, Kathryn Collins,
Catherine O'Brien,
Refreshments: Louise Morley
Patrons: Betty Merriam, Chairman; Dorothy Menzie
Junior Serenade: Morris O'Donnell, Chairman; James Warner, Naomi Randall
Junior Week Mixer: Paul Taylor, Chairman; David Davis, Eugene Scott

JUNIOR CABARET - - - - - - - - - - - Robert Harris, Chairman
Hall and Music: Rex Dyer
Entertainment: Winifred Schoonmaker, Chairman; Catherine Brandt, William Robb,
Aldon Hoffman
Patrons: Ellen Jack, Chairman; Charlotte Davis
Decorations: James Flynn, Chairman; Riley Kelly, David Sweaney, Charles Walker,
Clive Johnson
Tables and Chairs: Morey Miller, Chairman; Hugh Benfer, Harry Dewey, Ellis Shawver,
Neil Fritchman
Finances: Charles Moser
Publicity: Conroy Gillespie
Parade: Elmer Martin, Chairman; James Farris, George Wilson

JUNIOR ASSEMBLY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Frank McKinley, Chairman
Dorothy Lindsey, Howard Altnow, Virginia Gascoigne, Lloyd Whitlock, Elmer Martin

Don Harris

Connaughton, Moser, Gascoigne
ARCHER, FRANK, B.S.(Ed.)
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Tau Kappa Epsilon; English Club.

ASH, IRENE MAE, B.A.
Rupert, Idaho
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Kappa Kappa Gamma; W.A.A.

ASSENDRUP, RAY ANTHONY, B.S.(Ed.)
Twin Falls High School
Delta Chi; DeSmet Club; Wrestling, 2.

BAKER, ANDREW FRANCIS, B.S.(Ed.)
Spirit Lake High School

BARKER, BEULAH ELIZABETH, B.A.
Buhl High School
College of Idaho, Caldwell, Idaho
Delta Delta Delta; Sigma Delta Pi; W.A.A.; Gem of the Mountains Staff, 3; Intramural Debate, 3.

BARCLAY, GEORGE EDWARD, B.S.(C.E.)
Barley High School
Delta Tau Delta; Associated Engineers.

BARNES, EVELYN MARIE, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Gamma Phi Beta; Westminster Guild; Home Ec Club.

BAUMAN, JACK RUDOLPH, B.S.(M.E.)
Nampa High School
Sigma Chi; Scabbard and Blade; Associated Engineers; Idaho Engineer Staff, 3-4.

BAUMGARTNER, VICTOR JOHN, B.A.
Nampa High School
Lindley Hall.

BEARDMORE, GEORGE WOLCOTT, LL.B.
Priest River High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; High Honors, 3; Phi Alpha Delta Bench and Bar; Baseball, 1; Rifle Team, 1-2; Interfraternity Council, 2-3; Executive Board, 2.

BEASLEY, ROBERT GRAY, B.S.(Agr.)
Idaho Falls High School
Alpha Tau Omega; Ag Club; Hell Divers.

BELL, ROBERTA, B.S.
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Whitworth College
University of Washington
Hays Hall; Home Ec Club; Westminster Guild; W.A.A.

BENFER, HUGH WILLIAM, B.A.
Weiser High School
Kappa Sigma; Circulation Manager Blue Bucket.

BOYD, CLAYTON WILLIAM, B.S.(Mus.Ed.)
Idaho Falls High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Alpha Tau Omega; Pep Band; Symphony Orchestra.
BRANDT, CATHERINE MARGARETTE, B.A.
Nampa High School
Linfield College
Alpha Phi; The Curtain; Hell Divers; Pep Band Show, 2; Dramatics, 2-3.

BRIANS, RAYBURN LESLIE, B.S.(C.E.)
Nampa High School
Chi Alpha Pi; A.S.C.E.

BROWN, JAMES PLEAS, B.S.(For.)
Hot Springs High School, Hot Springs, Arkansas
University of Arkansas
Louisiana State University
Associated Foresters.

BROWN, WALLACE MORRELL, B.S.(M.E.)
Port Townsend High School, Port Townsend, Wash.
Beta Theta Pi.

BROWN, JANES PLEAS, B.S.(For.)
Hoisington High School, Hoisington, Arlan, Kans.
Rice University of Arkansas
Louisiana Slate University
Associated Foresters.

BROWN, VALIACE MORRELL, B.S.(C.E.)
Port Townsend High School, Port Townsend, Wash.
Beta Theta Pi.

BUCHANAN, OWEN, B.S.
Twin Falls High School
Tau Kappa Epsilon; DeSmet Club; Ad Club.

CAIN, CHARLES NELTON, B.S.(E.E.)
Meridian High School
Sigma Nu; A.S.C.E.; Associated Engineers.

CHANDLER, ELLEN DOROTHY, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Delta Gamma; Treble Clef, 1.

CHAPMAN, DOROTHY PRISCILLA, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Eagle High School
Forney Hall; Home Ec Club.

CLARE, MILDRED COLEN, B.S.(Ed.)
Cambridge High School
Alpha Phi; W.A.A.

CLEVE, HARRY FRANKLIN, B.S.(Agr.)
Emmett High School
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Alpha Zeta.

COLLINS, KATHRYN JANET, B.S.(Ed.)
Moscow High School
Delta Gamma; High Honors, 1; Pi Lambda Theta; Intramural Debate, 1-2-3.

COOK, JOHN BANNISTER, B.S.(For.)
McCall High School
Lindley Hall; Associate Foresters.

CORDON, RALPH DOUGLAS, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Ashland High School
Ricks College, Rexburg, Idaho
Lindley Hall; Pre-Med Club, Vice President, 4.

CRANE, MARJORIE JO-ANN, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Boise High School
Mills College
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Gem of the Mountains, 3; Argonaut, 2.
CRAVEN, LEAVITT HOMER, B.S.(Bus.)
Twin Falls High School
Drury College, Missouri
Phi Gamma Delta.

DANIELS, KENNETH MILES, B.S.(For.)
Moscow High School
Xi Sigma Pi; Associated Foresters.

DANIELS, LORIN BOLINGBROKE, B.S.(Bus.)
Malad High School
L.D.S. Institute.

DAVIDSON, JOHN RAYMOND, B.S.(Bus.)
Emmett High School
Sigma Nu; Intercollegiate Knights; Ad Club; Gem of the Mountains, 1; Argonaut Staff, 2; Blue Bucket Business Manager, 3; Blue Key.

DAVIS, CHARLOTTE SETON, B.S.(Bus.)
Caldwell High School
College of Idaho
Gamma Phi Beta; Rifle Club; Blue Bucket; Gem of the Mountains; W.A.A.

DECKER, RALF EDWARD, B.S.
Post Falls High School
Ridenbaugh Hall; Maya, Secretary-Treasurer, 3; Attic Club, President, 3; Orchestra, 2-3; Blue Bucket Staff.

DENNEY, GERTRUDE EMILY, B.S.(Ed.)
Cambridge High School
Kappa Alpha Theta; High Honors, 2-3; Spurs; English Club.

DRAGER, FREDERICK EUCEXE, B.S.(C.E.)
Bellevue High School
Ridenbaugh Hall; A.S.C.E.

DUSPIVA, VICTOR GLENN, B.S.(Agr.)
Nampa High School

DYER, REX MONTIETH, B.A.
Grangerville High School
Kappa Sigma.

ELDEN, MAX ALBERT, B.S.
Boise High School
Seaboard and Blade; "I" Club; Football, 1-2-3.

EISINGER, ELSA SUBANNA, B.A.
Moscow High School
Alpha Phi; Sigma Alpha Iota, President, 3; Delta Teth Gimel, National Treasurer, 3; W.A.A.; Women's Rifle Club, Vice President, 3; University Music Club; English Club; Sophomore Class Secretary; A.W.S. Executive Board; Gem of the Mountains, 2-3.

ELDRIDGE, GRACE ELIZABETH, B.A.
Moscow High School
Delta Gamma; The Curtain; Delta Teth Gimel, President, 3; Westminster Guild, President, 1; Class Secretary, 1; English Club; Dramatics, 1-2-3.

ELLIS, RALPH EDGAR, B.S.(Ed.)
Dayton High School, Dayton, Washington
Lindley Hall.
ELMER, WILLIAM WELLS, B.S.(Min.E.)
Lincoln High School, Portland, Oregon
Oregon State College
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; Associated Miners.

ERICKSON, MAURICE EDWIN, B.S.
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Chi Alpha Pi.

EVANS, CARL REESE, B.S.(Ed.)
Downey High School
Delta Tau Delta; Kappa Delta Pi.

EVANS, GERTRUDE ANNE, B.S.
Weiser High School
Lewiston State Normal
Kappa Alpha Theta; English Club.

FARQUHAR, JOHN THOMAS, LL.B.
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Ridenbaugh Hall; Varsity Debate, 2-3; Blue Bucket, 2-3; Argonaut, 2-3; Gen of the Mountains, 3.

FARRIS, JAMES PATRICK, B.A.
Wallace High School
Sigma Chi; High Honors, 1; Press Club; Managers' Club; Argonaut Staff, 1-2, Associate Editor 3; Chairman Student Affairs and Relations Committee; Song and Stunt Fest, 1.

FINLAYSON, VERN ARNOLD, B.S.(E.E.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Ridenbaugh Hall.

FISK, BERT, B.S.(Ed.)
Orofino High School
Lewiston Normal School

FISK, CARL, B.S.(Ed.)
Orofino High School

FORD, PHILIP, B.S.(Min.E.)
Weiser High School
Kappa Sigma.

FREDERIC, JACK LAWRENCE, B.S.(For.)
Coeur d'Alene High School
Track, 2-3; Cross Country, 3.

FEREBAUER, JACK ALOISE, B.S.(Art.)
Idaho Falls High School
Delta Tau Delta; Press Club.

Fritchman, Neil, B.S.(Ed.)
Naches High School, Naches, Washington
I lambda Chi Alpha; Scabbard and Blade; Managers' Club.

FULTON, ANNA THORNE
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Daelith Teth Gimel; High Honors, 1-2; Westminster Guild.
Fry, Marion Jean, B.S.(Ed.)
Bonners Ferry High School
Hays Hall; High Honors, 1; Highest Honors, 3; Spur; Pi Lambda Theta; W.A.A., President, 3; Treble Clef; Women's Rifle Team, 2, Manager, 3; House Presidents' Council; A.W.S. Council.

Gaffney, William Stowell, B.S.(For.)
Weippe High School
Delta Tau Delta; Xi Sigma Pi; Associated Foresters.

Galloway, Mary Maude, B.S.(H. Ec.)
Weiser High School
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Home Ec Club.

Gartner, Charles Henry, B.S.(Geol.)
Chaffey Union High School, Ontario, California
Chaffey Junior College, Ontario, California
Sigma Chi; Associated Miners.

Gerrauthy, William Michael, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Gonzaga High School, Spokane, Washington
Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington
Phi Delta Theta.

Gibbs, Ethelyn Cornelia, B.S.(H.Ec.)
St. Joseph Academy, Yakima, Washington
Home Ec Club; Daleth Teth Gimel; DeSmet Club.

Goodsell, Wylie Daniel, B.S.(Agr.)
Weston High School
L.D.S. Institute.

Goodwin, Kathleen Mary, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Boise High School
Gamma Phi Beta; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Home Ec Club; Episcopal Club.

Green, Grace Muriel, B.S.
Troy High School
Hays Hall; W.A.A., Athletic Manager; Baseball, 2; Basketball, 3.

Groover, Milton Call, B.S.(Agr.)
Idaho Falls High School
L.D.S. Institute.

Groves, Richard Eighme, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Boise High School
Stanford University
Sigma Chi; Argonaut.

Hale, Eileen Wilma, B.A.
McCammon High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Alpha Phi; Theta Sigma; English Club; Argonaut, 3; Gem of the Mountains, 3; Co-ed Argonaut, 3; Blue Bucket, 3.

Hand, Helen Gwendolyn, B.A.
Nampa High School
College of Idaho
Alpha Phi.

Harris, Robert Howard, B.S.(Chem.E.)
Sandpoint High School
Beta Theta Pi; High Honors, 1; Blue Key; Sigma Tau; Intercollegiate Knights; Associated Engineers; Executive Board, 3; Vice President Sophomore Class; Chairman Junior Cabaret, 3; Chairman Handbook and Constitution Committee, 3; Idaho Engineer, 1-2.
HARRIS, SYDNEY, B.S.(E.E.)
Payette High School
Delta Tau Delta; Interfraternity Council; Idaho Engineer, 3.

HAWKINS, HENRIETTA JANE, B.S.(Ed.)
Lewisan high School
Delta Teth Gimel; Sigma Delta Pi; Kappa Phi; Wesley Foundation.

HAYDEN, JOHN FRANCIS, B.S.(Bus.)
Geneseo High School
Delta Chi; “I” Club; Baseball, 2-3.

HENDERSON, WANDA, B.S.(Ed.)
Bliss High School

HENNINGS, CARL OSCAR, B.S.(Agr.)
La Moure High School, La Moure, North Dakota
Linley Hall.

HILL, MARGARET LUCILLE, B.S.
Moscow High School
Delta Teth Gimel; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Home Ec Club.

HOOVER, HAROLD FRANKLIN, B.S.(Bus.)
Twin Falls High School
Delta Chi.

JACOBS, ELINOR, B.S.(Ed.)
Lewisan High School
Kappa Kappa Gamma; High Honors, 2; Highest Honors, 1, 3; The Curtain; English Club; Dramatics, 1-2-3; Treble Clef, 1-2; Class Treasurer, 1; Women’s Sextette, 1.

JACOBSON, ALVIN JOHN, B.S.(E.E.)
Emmett High School
Sigma Chi; Sigma Tau; Seaboard and Blade; “I” Club, Secretary-Treasurer, 3; Baseball, 1-2-3.

JOHNSON, EVELYN ALMEDA, B.S.(Ed.)
Coeille High School, Coeille, Washington
Cheney State Normal
Forney Hall; W.A.A.; Taps and Terpsichore, 3.

JOHNSON, MATTIE LAVERNE, B.S.(Ed.)
Lewisan High School
Delta Gamma.

JOHNSON, RUTH CONSTANCE, B.S.(Ed.)
Coeur d’Alene High School
Seattle Pacific College
Hays Hall.

KENWORTHY, KENNETH PAUL, B.S.(E.E.)
Twin Falls High School
Delta Chi; A.I.E.E.

KIRKPATRICK, ALLAN ELWYN, B.S.(E.E.)
Moscow High School
LACY, DAN EDGAR, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Kappa Sigma; Basketball, 2-3; Baseball, 2-3; “I” Club.

LAI~LAW, SANDY, B.S.(Bus.)
Boise High School
Alpha Tau Omega; Scabbard and Blade.

LARSSON, PAUL REYNOLD, B.S.(For.)
Sac City High School, Sac City, Iowa
Iowa State College
Sigma Chi; Associated Foresters; Gem of the Mountains, 3; Blue Bucket, 3.

LEE, CHARLES ALBERT, B.S.(Geol.)
Lincoln High School, Lindsay, California
Delta Chi; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; Associated Miners.

LEIGHTON, JEWELL CLAUDIA, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Alpha Phi; Delta Sigma Rho; House Managers’ Association; Intramural Debate, 1; Varsity Debate, 2-3; Women’s Debate Manager, 3.

LEITHE, CARL CLEMANS, B.S.(Bus.)
Coeur d’Alene High School
Sigma Nu.

LEMOYNE, CHARLES, B.S.(C.E.)
Boise High School
Phi Delta Theta; Scabbard and Blade; A.S.C.E.

LINDSEY, DOROTHY MARGARET, B.S.
Nampa High School
Gamma Phi Beta; Spur; A.W.S. Council, 3; Pan-Hellenic, 3; Gem of the Mountains, 3; Pep Band Show, 2.

LOUIS, LILLY EVELYN, B.S.(Ed.)
Coeur d’Alene High School
Alpha Chi Omega; Spur; W.A.A.; Gem of the Mountains, 1-2; House Presidents’ Council, 3; Pep Band Show, 2.

LUNSTROM, CARL KENNETH, B.S.(Agr.)
Boise High School
Varsity Wrestling Team, 2-3; Dairy Cattle Judging Team, 2-3.

LYON, CHARLES WALKER, LL.B.
Idaho Falls High School
Polytechnic College of Engineering, Oakland, California
Beta Theta Pi; Bench and Bar; A.S.M.E.

McBINNEY, HAROLD RAYMOND, B.S.(E.E.)
Boise High School
Indley Hall; A.I.E.E.; Associated Engineer Staff, 1-2-3; Argonaut, 2; Tennis, 2.

McFADDEN, ISABELLA MARIA, B.A.
Hays High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Hays Hall.

MCKINLEY, FRANK MARVIN, B.S.(Met.)
Wallace High School
Montana School of Mines
Alpha Tau Omega; Associated Miners; Baseball, 1-2; Argonaut Staff, Circulation Manager, 2-3; Dramatics, Assistant Manager, 3; Interfraternity Council, 3; Chairman Junior Assembly.
MCLEAN, Wilbert Ray, B.S.(Agr.)
Muscattine High School, Muscattine, Iowa
Iowa State College
Delta Chi; Ag Club; Dairy Products Judging Team, 3.

MCMONIGLE, Frances Catherine, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Pi Beta Phi; DeSmet Club; Pan-Hellenic.

MCProud, Gene Elbert, B.S.(Agr.)
Lewiston High School
Ag Club.

MACDONALD, Jessie Edith, B.S.(Bus.)
Pocatello High School
Alpha Chi Omega; Spur; Gem of the Mountains, 1-2; Class Editor, 3; Argonaut, 1-2-3; Blue Bucket, 3; House Managers' Association, 2-3.

MALCOM, Susan Sidona, B.A.
North Central High School, Spokane, Washington
Gamma Phi Beta.

MAHN, Karam Singh, B.S.(Agr.)
Broderick High School, Broderick, California
Ag Club.

MATSON, George Albert, B.S.(C.E.)
Coeur d'Alene High School
Sigma Chi; Scabbard and Blade; Idaho Chemists' Club; Baseball Manager, 3.

MASSIER, John, B.S.(C.E.)
Pocatello High School
Chi Alpha Phi.

MATTHEUS, Alfred Henry, B.S.(M.E.)
Boise High School
New Mexico Military Institute
Delta Chi; A.S.M.E.

MAUS, Fred Paul, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Lindley Hall.

MAXFIELD, Ray Austin, B.S.(M.E.)
Paseo High School, Pano, Washington
Kappa Sigma.

MILES, Basil Burns, B.S.
Coeur d'Alene High School
Phi Delta Theta; Attle Club.

MILES, Lewis Clarence, B.S.(Ed.)
Lewiston High School

MILLER, George Morey, Jr., B.A.
Moscow High School
Phi Gamma Delta; English Club; Episcopal Club, President, 3; Foil and Mask; Football, 1.
MILLER, PAUL THEODORE, B.A.
Moscow High School
Sigma Chi; Press Club; English Club; Argonaut, 1-2-3; Blue Bucket, 1-2; Gem of the Mountains, 1-2, Associate Editor, 3.

MIX, MARY LUCILE, B.A.
Moscow High School
Alpha Phi.

MOORE, HELEN ELIZABETH, B.S.(Ed.)
Toledo High School, Toledo, Oregon
Washington State Normal
Women's Rifle Club; Treble Clef; Kappa Phi; Daleth Teth Gimel.

MOORE, LUCILE BLANCHE, B.A.
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Alpha Phi; English Club; Argonaut; Gem of the Mountains; Co-ed Argonaut; Dramatics; Sigma Alpha Iota.

MORLEY, LOUISE Astrid, B.S.(Ed.)
Idaho Falls High School
Alpha Phi; High Honors, 1; Sigma Alpha Iota, Secretary, 2; Pi Lambda Theta; Spur; Class Treasurer, 2; A.W.S. Treasurer, 3; Vandaliers, 2-3; Glee Club, 1; Pan-Hellenic, 2-3; Big Sister Captain, 3; Music Club, Secretary and Treasurer, 3.

MULLINER, LOUISE CLARICE, B.S.
Idaho Falls High School
Alpha Phi; English Club; W.A.A.

MURDOCK, BRIGHAM DALLAS, B.S.(Agr.)
Coeur d'Alene High School
Lindley Hall; Alpha Zeta; Ag Club, Treasurer, 3; Football, 1-2; Animal Husbandry Judging Team, 3.

NELSON, ELVIRA VICTORIA, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Moscow High School
Hays Hall; Home Ec Club.

ODEY, RACHEL LOUISE, B.S.(Ed.)
Wapato High School, Wapato, Washington
Forney Hall; Pi Lambda Theta; English Club.

O'BRIEN, CATHERINE HELEN, B.A.
Holy Names Academy, Spokane, Washington
Delta Gamma; DeSmet Club; A.W.S. Cabinet.

O'DONNELL, JOHN MORRIS, LL.B.
Coeur d'Alene High School
Phi Delta Theta; DeSmet Club; Interfraternity Council, 3; Bench and Bar Association; Class Vice President, 1; Chairman of Class Song, 1-2; Pep Band Show, 1-2.

OLSON, MARVIN ARDELL, B.S.(Geol.)
Coeur d'Alene High School
Pep Band, 1-2-3; Orchestra, 1-2-3.

O'NEIL, CATHERINE JANE, B.A.
Academy of Immaculate Heart of Mary, Coeur d'Alene
Delta Gamma; English Club; DeSmet Club.
OBERHOLZER, WILLIAM DICK, B.S.(Bus.)
Burley High School
University of Utah
Sigma Chi; Argonaut Staff, 2-3; Gem of the Mountains, 3;
Track Manager, 3.

OSTROOT, EDWIN EARL, B.A.
Moscow High School
Phi Delta Theta; English Club.

OUD, MARGARET ELIZABETH, B.S.(Ed.)
Orofino High School
Kappa Kappa Gamma.

PALMER, GEORGE LOWELL, B.S.(Agr.)
Burley High School
Tau Mem Aleph; Intercollegiate Knights; Ag Club.

PARKS, KENNETH H., B.S.
College High School
Tau Kappa Epsilon; “I” Club, 2-3; Basketball, 2-3.

PAULSON, PAUL EDWIN, B.S.(M.E.)
Duke of Connaught College, New Westminster, B. C.
University of British Columbia
Phi Gamma Delta.

PENCE, ALBERT LLOYD, B.S.(C.E.)
Payette, Idaho
Sigma Chi; Scabbard and Blade; Managers’ Club; Inter-
collegiate Knights; Chairman Decorations Committee, Junior Week, 3; Gem of the Mountains, 2-3; Football Manager, 1-2-3.

PENCE, JAMES ORVILLE, B.S.(Chem.E.)
Mackay High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Ridenbaugh Hall; Highest Honors, 1; High Honors, 2; Associated Engineers; Chemistry Club; Idaho Engineer Staff, 3.

PHINNEY, MARGARET BLAIR, B.S.
Sandpoint High School
Forney Hall; Chemistry Club.

PIZZY, PAULINE MARTHA, B.S.(Ed.)
Boise High School
Kappa Alpha Theta.

RAMSTEDT, AGNES MATILDA, B.M.
Moscow High School
Gamma Phi Beta; Highest Honors, 3; Sigma Alpha Iota, Secretary 3, Vice President 3; Music Club, Vice President, 3; Vandaleers, Secretary, 3; Treble Clef Club, Business Manager, 2; University Mixed Quartet, 2;
Women’s Sextette, 1.

RANDALL, NAOMI GLADYS, B.A.
Lewiston High School
Lewiston Normal School
Kappa Alpha Theta; The Curtain; English Club; Dramatics, 3.

RHEBSON, PETER ALBERT, B.S.(Pre-Med.)
Spokane College, Spokane, Washington
Kappa Sigma.

RUSKO, ERNEST JAY, B.S.(M.E.)
Newport High School, Newport, Washington
Chi Alpha Pi; High Honors, 1; Highest Honors, 2.
RUSSELL, IRENE, B.A.
Chewelah High School, Chewelah, Washington
Gamma Phi Beta; Sigma Delta Pi; House Managers’ Association.

SACKETT, MELVIN ERNEST, B.S.(Geol.)
Twin Falls High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; “I” Club; Football, 2-3.

SCHOONMAKER, WINIFRED, B.S.
Washington High School, Portland, Oregon
University of Oregon
University of Washington
Pi Beta Phi; Hell Divers; Tennis.

SCHUTTE, WILLIAM HENRY, B.S.(Bus.)
San Diego High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; “I” Club; Football, 2-3.

SCHUTTE, WILMA HENRY, B.S.(Bus.)
San Diego High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; “I” Club; Football, 2-3.

SCRAFFORD, HERBERT SANFORD, B.S.(Ed.)
Kellogg High School
Cheney Normal School
Beta Theta Pi.

SCOTT, EUGENE CONNOR, B.S.(Bus.)
Idaho Falls High School
Delta Chi; Intercollegiate Knights, 1-2-3; Managers’ Club, 1-2; House Managers’ Association; Football Manager, 1-2.

SERAFIN, FRED FRANK, B.S.(Bus.)
Powers High School, Powers, Oregon
Alpha Kappa Psi.

SEXTON, TINA JOY, B.S.
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Hays Hall; Highest Honors, 1; High Honors, 2; English Club.

SHAWVER, CECIL ELLIS, B.S.(Agr.)
Jerome High School
Sigma Nu; Ag Club; Baseball, 2.

SHOWALTER, TAD HARRY, B.S.(M.E.)
Nampa High School
Delta Chi; A.S.M.E., Secretary-Treasurer; Interfraternity Council.

SMITH, BERNICE WINTERS, B.S.(Ed.)
Moscow High School
Sigma Alpha Iota; Daleth Teth Gimel; Vandalettes, 3-4; Glee Club, 1-2-3.

SNOW, NELLE MARIE, B.S.(Ed.)
Council High School
College of Idaho
Delta Delta Delta; W.A.A.; English Club.

SPENCER, FERN EVELYN, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Pottlatch High School
Forsey Hall: Women’s Rifle Club; Daleth Teth Gimel; Kappa Phi; Wesley Foundation.

SPENCER, MATHIEW BERNARD, B.S.(Agr.)
Victor High School
Ag Club.
SPOOK, ORA DOROTHY, B.A.
Bonners Ferry High School
Hays Hall; W.A.A., Recording Secretary, 3; Women’s “I” Club; Attic Club, Secretary-Treasurer, 3; Women’s Rifle Club, 2-3.

STEPPHENS, AMOS RUSSELL, B.S.(Bus.)
Nampa High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

STONE, MARGORIE HELEN, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Ashton High School
Forney Hall; Home Ec Club; Kappa Phi; W.A.A.

ST. CLAIR, EUGENIA, B.A.
Idaho Falls High School
Mills College
Kappa Kappa Gamma.

SWAYNE, RHODA HOLLINGSWORTH, B.A.
Melba High School
Hays Hall; High Honors, 1-2; Highest Honors, 3; English Club; Women’s “I” Club; W.A.A., Vice President, 3; Argonaut, 1; Daleth Teth Gimel.

TALBOT, GERALD ORTON, B.S.(Ed.)
Notus High School
Lindley Hall; Managers’ Club; Associated Foresters, 1-2-3.

TANNER, MARIAHALENE ELLEN, B.A.
Burbank High School, Burbank, California
Kappa Kappa Gamma; High Honors, 1, 3; English Club; A.S.U.I., Secretary, 3; Pan-Heleien; W.A.A., Executive Board, 2; Taps and Terpsichore, Business Manager, 3; Chairman Junior Prom Program Committee, 3; Argonaut Society Editor, 2-3; Co-ed Argonaut, 2-3; Matrix Table, 2; Blue Bucket Staff, 3; Gem of the Mountains Staff, Society Editor, 3; Pep Band Show, 2.

TAYLOR, PAUL FREDERICK, B.S.(Ed.)
Twin Falls High School
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; “I” Club; Chairman of Junior Mixer, 3; Football, 1-3-3.

TELLIFERO, HELEN VIRGINIA, B.S.(H.Ec.)
Browning High School, Browning, Montana
Alpha Chi Omega; Home Ec Club; W.A.A.

THURMAN, ISAAC KERN, B.S.
Buhl High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Delta Tau Delta; Track, 2-3; Basketball, 2-3.

TOMLINSON, ERWIN MORTIMER, B.S.(Bus.)
Buhl High School
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Alpha Kappa Psi; Vandaleers, 2-3; University Mixed Quartet, 1.

THOMPSON, ROSS B., B.S.
Troy High School
Lambda Chi Alpha.

TURNER, THOMAS SAMUEL, B.S.(Ed.)
Caldwell High School
College of Idaho
Phi Delta Theta

UTT, EARL ELDRED, B.S.(Ed.)
Kellogg High School
Beta Theta Pi.
VAN UDEN, ROBERT THOMAS, B.S. (Bus.)
Wallace High School
University of Washington
Delta Chi; High Honors, 1; Highest Honors, 2-3; Alpha Kappa Psi; Scabbard and Blade; Ad Club; DeSmet Club.

VON ENDE, CARL ANKENEY, B.S.
Moscow High School
Phi Gamma Delta; Sigma Tau, Scholarship Award, 1; Idaho Engineer, 1-2-3; Idaho Chemists, President, 3.

WALKER, CHARLES LINNAEUS, B.S. (Bus.)
Boise High School
Phi Delta Theta; Scabbard and Blade; Intercollegiate Knights; Hell Divers.

WAMSTAD, CHARLES OSCAR, B.S. (C.E.)
Wilder High School
Chi Alpha Pi; A.S.C.E.

WARNER, JAMES MARTIN, B.S.
Boise High School
Alpha Tau Omega.

WEIPERT, ROY HARVEY, B.A.
Reardan High School, Reardan, Washington
Phi Gamma Delta.

WHITNEY, GERALD METIER, B.S. (Agr.)
Norwood High School

WICKS, ALSENHEATH, B.S. (Ed.)
Moscow High School
Sigma Nu; "I" Club; Basketball, 2-3; Baseball, 2-3.

WILLIAMS, DONALD WALLACE, B.S. (Bus.)
Boise High School
High Honors, 2.

WILLIAMS, MILTON MORSE, B.S. (Agr.)
Boise High School
Sigma Chi; Ag Club.

WOODARD, DON AUDLEY, B.S. (M.E.)
Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane, Washington
Phi Gamma Delta.

YOUNG, ARTHUR EDWARD, B.S. (Bus.)
Pocatello High School
University of Idaho, Southern Branch
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

YOUNG, BURTON HENRY, B.S. (E.E.)
Rathdrum High School
Sigma Chi; Track Manager, 1-2.
Officers

FIRST SEMESTER

President  Lloyd Riutcel
Vice President  Ferdinand Koch
Secretary  Frances DuSault
Treasurer  Lorna McCain

SECOND SEMESTER

President  Philip Fikkan
Vice President  Kenneth Bradshaw
Secretary  Fern Paulsen
Treasurer  Dorothy C. Williams

Mixer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Casady Taylor, Chairman

Jean Kingsbury, Bentley Galligan, George Giles

Mixer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Clayne Robison, Chairman

Wilder Deal, Robert Tucker, Ruth McRoberts, Elsie Lafferty
Sophomores

Committees

STUNT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CHARLES KEATING, Chairman
LLOYD RIUTCEL, FRANCES HANLEY

SONG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RICHARD STANTON, Chairman
MAURICE FICKES, HAZEL HAYNER

FROLIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JAMES KALBUS, General Chairman

Decorations: PAULINE NEWHOUSE, CLAUDIA JONES
Programs: JEAN KINGSBURY, WINIFRED GALLOWAY, KATHRYN GRAYBILL
Entertainment: LAWRENCE BELLINGER, MAX HOLLINGSWORTH
Music: ROBERT HERRICK, JOHN OLSON, DORIS NORELL

Pauline, Reedsaw, Williams
Armstrong, Doris L.
Ashcraft, Jacob O.
Antell, G. Mary

Bacheller, Allan W.
Baker, Charles B.
Barker, E. Roy

Barnard, Thomas A.
Bean, Roberta M.
Bertram, Marie L.

Blair, Robert E.
Blake, William J.
Bolton, Arthur D.

Bowler, William B.
Boyd, Harold R.
Breen, James J.

Brigham, Laura N.
Brown, D. Elizabeth
Brown, Charles O.

Brown, Warren H.
Burnett, Lois L.
Burnett, Loyd A.
Cagle, Howard H.
Carnes, Donald P.
Cobb, Edward B.

Congdon, Nathaniel W.
Cook, Carolyn R.
Dahlquist, Lillian S.

Davidson, Dorothy J.
Davis, M. Austin
Davis, Clare R.

Davis, Oliver T.
Deal, Wilder A.
Dell, Robert A.

Dewald, Betty H.
Donaldson, Mae Belle
Dunn, Henry

Eastburn, Marian E.
Eggers, Earl D.
Eichelberger, Dean A.

Emmett, Eloise
Eskeledson, Ivan C.
Ewansen, Olga
Featherstone, Wray W.
Fick, Jack J.

Fickes, E. Maurice

Fisher, Fred A.
Fraley, Lyle J.
Frazier, Conrad O.

Galloway, William F.
Galloway, Winifred

Gibbs, Raphael S.

Giffin, Leverett W.
Giles, George L.
Gjedle, Clara E.

Gladhart, P. Russell
Graybill, Kathryn M.
Grayot, Don C.

Green, Dorothy N.
Greer, Morris C.
Greisser, J. Robert

Grenier, Howard J.
Griffith, Donald T.

Hall, Stanley R.
HAMLETT, LEOTA V.

HANLEY, FRANCES C.

HARLAN, GEORGE

HARTMAN, HERBERT H.

HARVEY, ARETHA L.

HARVEY, GEORGE O.

Haugse, Virgil S.

HAYES, EARL T.

HAYNER, HAZEL F.

Haynes, Lester P.

HECKERT, ELWIN B.

HERRICK, ROBERT C.

Hobson, Karl V.

HODGSON, CHARLES W.

HOLBROOK, ALBERT E.

HOLLINGSWORTH, MAX H.

HOWARD, WARD C.

Hudson, Wilma E.

HULSER, MARGARET E.

HUMPHREYS, ROBERT M.

HUMPHREYS, RUTH W.
Hunt, William B.

Jones, Jedd G.

Kalbus, James W.

Keating, Charles A.

Keirer, Ruth E.

Kellogg, Margaret

Kelly, J. Riley

Kennard, Patricia A.

Kingsbury, Jean E.

Kleiner, William C.

Ladd, Arthur F.

Lafferty, Elsie W.

Lang, Robert S.

Larsen, Loyd E.

LaRue, Jane

Laskey, Irving H.

Ledford, Bryce

Lewis, William D.

Livingston, Carroll C.

Lutfropp, Edwin H.

McBride, Thomas A.
McCarty, Geraldine
McCormick, Henry F.
McPherson, Ivy M.

McRoberts, Ruth E.
McWilliams, Walter C.
Mains, Keenan B.

March, Maurice W.
Marcus, Claude V.
Menzies, Dorothy E.

Merriam, Eleanor
Milner, James A.
Milner, John G.

Moen, Arnold J.
Moore, Robert W.
Morgan, Jack I.

Moulton, Margaret R.
Mulkey, Marian F.
Murphy, N. Louise

Neal, Louise H.
Neeley, Clark H.
Nelson, Bernard A.
NEWHOUSE, PAULINE L.
NICHOLS, GRACE E.
NOCK, WESLEY S.

NORELL, DORIS I.
OLMSTEAD, BESSIE P.
OLSEN, LILLIAN R.

OLSON, PETER E.
OSTROOT, NORVAL T.
PARKER, JOHN W.

PETERSON, JOSEPH R.
QUIST, FREDERICK F.
RAMTSCHLER, JOHN M.

REDFORD, HUGH
REDMOND, M. FRANCES
REYNOLDS, GRAY D.

REYNOLDS, LOIS B.
RICHARDS, M. LAURENE
ROBERTS, ROBERTA

ROBISON, CLAYNE
RUST, HENRY G.
SATHER, NORMAN J.
SCHMITZ, ORVILLE L.

SCHODDE, HENRY T.

SCHNEIDER, FREDERICK V.

SCOTT, EDNA L.

SCOTT, M. MARGARET

SINGER, MARY E.

SHANAFELT, PAUL M.

SIMPSON, FLORENCE

SIPLE, VIRGIL A.

SMITH, RUTH L.

SMITH, WILLIS M.

SONGSTAD, VIOLET E.

SOWDER, RAYMOND W.

SQUANCE, WILLIAM J.

STANTON, RICHARD K.

STERNER, J. LIONEL

 STEWART, LORRAINE G.

STONE, SAMUEL J.

STORCH, RICHARD H.

TALBOY, MARJORIE R.

THERIAULT, HELEN C.
THOMAS, LOIS G.
THOMAS, KATHARYN M.
THOMPSON, CHARLES H.

TUCKER, ROBERT C.
VANDEGRIFT, MARJORIE A.
VINCENT, ELIZABETH A.

VON BARGEN, JOHN H.
WALLACE, HARRIET L.
WARD, PAUL C.

WESTBERG, JOHN O.
WHEELER, FRANCES C.
WILLIAMS, JACK L.

WILLIS, JOHN W.
WILSON, C. JEAN
WISWALL, JOHN W.

WITTER, HARRY B.
WOOD, AMELIA BETH
WOOD, WILLIAM T.

WRIGHT, TELPHER E.
WUNDERLICH, JACK A.
Yturri, John
FRESHMEN
Officers

FIRST SEMESTER

President  Edward Jones
Vice President  Donald Harvey
Secretary  Vivian Wilson
Treasurer  Henry Hatfield

Committees

SOCIAL

Paul Rust, Miriam Babcock, Jack Emahiser

HOMECOMING

Maxon Chase, Herbert Freece, Milton Haynes, Donald Harvey, George Moore, William Wakeman, James Placzek, Paul Filer, Oscar Jarlett, Alex Morgan, Bruce Groves, Clifford Anderson
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Freshmen

Officers

SECOND SEMESTER
President  Victor Warner
Vice President  Edward Lucas
Secretary  Rosanne Roark
Treasurer  Marjorie Wurster

Committees

Glee  Hollis Neveux, Chairman
      Vivian Wilson, Paul Rust, Mary Keating

Song  Theodore Voigtländer, Chairman
      Frances Wimer, James Armour, Frank Lutz
ADAMS, ROBERT K.
ADAMS, VIRGINIA M.
ALBEE, LESLIE R.
ALBRE, ETHELYN M.

ALDECOA, MAURINA J.
AMES, ROBERT E.
AMSTUTZ, HELEN C.
ARMOUR, JAMES V.

ASHBROOK, ROBERT L.
BARCOCK, MIRIAM D.
BARTLETT, VIRGINIA L.
BATEMAN, WINIFRED

BEAN, J. ROBERT
BEATTY, THAD
BEIMFOHR, CASPER V.
BENSON, FREDOLPH SWEN

BERGH, ALBERTA
BERRYMAN, WALTER R.
BLOOM, ALICE M.
BODILY, HOWARD L.

BOOMER, EVELYN JEAN
BOPP, EARL A.
BOW, WILSON F.
BRECKENRIDGE, JOSEPHINE

BROWN, LESTER R.
BUE, M. KENNETH
BUELL, CARL M.
CAMPBELL, CAROL J.
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CAMPBELL, DAN M.
CARLSON, CHARLES E.
CARLSON, OSCAR W.
CAROTHERS, FRANK

CARPENTER, ROBERT D.
CARTER, WINTON F.
CARTWRIGHT, HARRY R.
CHAFFINS, CLYDE J.

CHRISTIAN, HARVEY S.
CLOUGH, JEAN E.
COOK, HOWARD L.
COON, EDRIS M.

COONROD, S. GEORGE
COPPEDEE, WILLIAM H.
CREASER, HELEN D.
CULP, PERRY S.

DAHL, ARTHUR I.
DAHLKE, GUSTAV A.
DARRINGTON, LESLIE G.
DAVID, WILLIAM R.

DAVIS, BRENNAN B.
DAVIS, L. DEAN
DORSEY, STANLEY W.
DRESSER, MARION C.

DRUDING, MARJORIE
DUEDahl, NORMAN W.
DURHAM, ORA L.
DYER, JACK N.
HARRIS, Emma B.
HARRIS, Virginia C.
HARTLEY, M. Nathelle
HARTLEY, Mary E.

HARRIS, Robert W.
HARVEY, Donald G.
HAYNES, Milton F.
HENSLEY, Helen V.

HERBIG, Clifford O.
HERRICK, Mary I.
HURSEY, Elaine C.
HILDING, Raymond L.

HILL, F. Richard
HILLIER, Virginia G.
HIXON, Vernon H.
HJORT, Franklin A.

HOBBS, Morgan F.
HOPFMAN, Maurice R.
HUFFMAN, Averna
HULTBERG, Paul E.

HULTMAN, Anders B.
HUNT, Esther E.
HURST, Howard A.
INGBRETHEN, Shirley

IRWIN, Nellie A.
JAGGARD, Hector H.
JANSEN, Mildred L.
JARRETT, Oscar J.
JOHNSON, Alton L.
JOHNSON, Donald G.
JOHNSTON, Rodney P.
JONES, Edward M.

JONES, Phyl
JOSELYN, Alvin W.
JUMP, Roy W.
KEATING, Mary E.

KENNARD, Kathryn I.
KENWORTHY, Wayne A.
KERCHEVAL, Robert M.
KING, Margaret A.

KINNEY, Janet R.
KINNISON, Carl E.
KLINGER, Marion V.
KOONTZ, Francis R.

KRAEMER, Leo G.
LANGBEHN, Nicholas F.
LASH, Robert L.
LANEY, Francis T.

LATIMORE, Helen D.
LEE, Eldred
LEGORE, Mary L.
LITTLE, Margaret J.

LOCKE, Melvin W.
LOGMis, Elizabeth E.
LUCAS, H. Elizabeth
LUCAS, M. Elinor
NELSON, BERNARD A.
NEVEUX, HOLLIS E.
NICHOLSON, KATHRYN M.
O'DEA, M. EILEEN

O'NEAL, ETHLYN V.
OSBORN, RALPH R.
PARISS, HARRIET E.
PARROTT, IRENE G.

PEACH, DARLENE L.
PEAVEY, FRANK HARRIS
PIERCE, H. ELBURN
PUCKETT, RUTH M.

REHBERG, MARThA JEAN
REID, ROBERT J.
REQUIST, CHARLES R.
RICHARDSON, FREDERICK

RICHER, JEAN A.
RILEY, ALENE
ROARK, ROSANNE V.
RODELL, CHESTER

ROSHACH, FRANK J.
RUDGE, NONA E.
RUSSELL, MAURICE L.
RUST, PAUL J.

SAISKOV, JIM F.
SANDOW, HARRY
SAUNDERS, GENE D.
SCHUMACHER, RICHARD W.
WYATT, HARRIETT L.
YEOMANS, CLAY B.
YOST, MAX
YOUNG, HOWARD J.

THOMPSON, ROY E.
TRENNHAILE, STANLEY I.
TRIMBLE, G. RICHARD
TUCKER, DUDLEY G.

TURNER, GEORGE T.
TURNER, EDMOND L.
TUSING, FRANKLIN A.
UPCHURCH, ASH BROOK

VARIAN, NINA L.
VOIGTLANDER, THEODORE W.
WAGNER, HERMAN E.
WALKER, ANNE M.

WALKER, S. BRANCH
WARNER, CHARLES K.
WETHERELL, ROBERT M.
WHITE, ELIZABETH M.

WHITE, JOSEPH C.
WILLIAMS, MELBORN MAX
WILLIAMSON, ROBERT M.
WIMER, FRANCES

WINES, JEANETTE E.
WINWARD, WILBUR W.
WOLFE, HELEN L.
WOODWARD, GEORGE K.
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This year about over . . . glad to get out of school for awhile . . . what are you going to do this summer . . . things turned out differently . . . not just what I expected . . . had a tough time making my grades . . . no green caps next year . . . wonder who will do my housework . . . is there an assembly next hour . . . they wouldn't let you go to the fire . . . we tubbed the seniors last night . . . you haven't done all your outside reading . . . wonder if they will let us have a junior cabaret . . . lots of seniors graduating . . . awful sorry for them . . . this depression seems to have no end . . . doubt if I'll be able to come back . . . there goes the bell and I have a class . . . lots of fun though . . . no, college isn't a snap . . . well . . . see you later . . .
FEATURES
Hume Fight . . . tug-of-war . . . sophs go through . . . "Irish" rounding up the frosh . . . he forgot his cap . . . handicapped . . . lots of leg-pulling . . . awaiting the count . . . signal practice . . .
I-MEN . . . hatless chaps get their reward . . . talking it over . . . second offense . . . down the line they go . . . this one was too good to forget . . .
Senator Borah's Visit... Monsieur cavalry turns out... Senator Borah poses for us... Dr. Hudson, the Foundation speaker... military review... units on the speakers' platform... four important men of the day...
Campus Leaders

WILLIAM ENNIS
Member of many honoraries... enrolled in law... candidate for A.S.U.I. President... has constant fund of jokes at dinners, luncheons... continually lawyerlike appearance... affable, good companion... popular...

RAY KELLEY
Campus musician... specialty trombone... connections with everything worth while... active at Blue Bucket Inn... pre-med student... a diligent worker... reserved, but likeable... appreciated when known...

ELIZABETH TAYLOR DICK
Lately married to Kenneth... senior woman on Executive Board... officer A.W.S... has always been active in journalistic work... efficient... future clubwoman... cheerful... sense of humor... liked very much...

HARRY ANGNEY
Of genial personality... Phi Beta Kappa... tennis enthusiast... takes great interest in varsity debate... one of those friends one is proud to admit... should be a further success after college career is over...
Homecoming... Hays Hall and A.T.O. win decorations... the night of the alumni dance... ad tower at night... Pep Band on rally night... special stunt... the crowds at the game... building the fire... burning...
Homecoming Game... From the air... the band at work... An "I" tack view... how the gang on the bleachers behaved... a bird's-eye view of the game... just before the gun...
Campus Leaders

Lois Thompson
Social asset to any house, particularly her own... outstandingly musical... youngest of Thompson sisters, "Blues Singers"... devoted to basketball... cheerful smiles for everybody... extremely popular...

Joseph Filseth
Varsity debater... honor student in his school... leadership in various campus activities... Interfraternity Council man... quiet and reserved, characteristically... much admired...

William Hawkins
Law student... member of the Pep Band and Blue Bucket orchestra... Interfraternity Council President... takes a real interest in everything with which he is concerned... likeable personality...

Bertha Moore
One of the reasons why a certain house is so popular... very active in dramatics... heroine of several of the best productions... smart looking... wonderful friend... universally well liked...
No men were there? the best at the prom. McRae prune his way through school. the Murch brothers at home. President Noda hunts deer. the Home Ec laboratory. the Argonaut staff pours.
INTERESTING PEOPLE... King Spaggy... Sir Hubert Wilkins visits... "Smitty"... editor 1920 Cem... just before holidays... on the D.G. steps... doorman and housekeeper for Spinster Ship... the long and short... Mr. and Miss DaSault... Irish swaggery... 1932 football squad... our coach...
HELEN PARROTT
Member of string quartets and anything requiring the violin...radiant personality...seems to be able to have a good time anywhere...one of the popular and talented women of the campus...

SIDNEY WALDEN
The other "Musical Walden"...accomplished pianist...versatility in taking up the accordion...composer of class songs...industrious student...has acquired a very large circle of friends and admirers...

WALTER GILLESPIE
Perennial member of several song and stuntfest committees...responsible for business end of Argonaut...prominent in the several organizations with which he is affiliated...very well known...

LINN COWGILL
Woman of many interests...ardent sports enthusiast...active in projects of class and organizations...possesses the unusual characteristic of becoming more appreciated as she becomes better known...
Winter Moors
A White Campus
HERE AND THERE...Sigma Nu song winners...Idaho inventors...editor 1939 Gem...Dorothy Frederickson...Alpha Phi songbirds...Cougill and Greene...Beta skiers..."I" Club paddles members...Pres. Neale and Dean Byer...Dean French's secretary..."Ge" Hagen
Campus Leaders

AMBROSE ADAMS
An activity man de luxe ... is busy attending luncheons and meetings ... outstanding in military organizations ... regarded by some co-eds as the best looking man on the campus ... quiet and reserved in spite of such glory ...

KATHERINE MIKKELSON
Brilliant student ... past secretary of A.S.U.I. ... possessing tremendous amount of energy for one so small ... engaging personality ... always very busy ... also popular in her sorority ...

ELIZABETH BELL
Home-ec student of no mean ability ... active in Pan-Hellenic affairs ... holder of class offices ... esteemed by the women of her house, the best commendation a woman could have ... attractive, dignified ...

PHILIP CORNEIL
Business manager of The Gem ... business student, too ... prominent in class and club activities ... much in evidence in interfraternity circles ... very pleasant to associate with ...
SPOTLIGHT REVEAL ... Sigma Chi cabaret ... study hours ... house breaks ... house or nurse ... Theda (Barney) Bara ... sleepwalking ...
Gamma Phi ... metropolitan skyline ... A.T.O. lookout ... tennis courts ...
THRU THE LOOKING GLASS... the old army game... Tri-Delt freshmen... student... dusty barn burns... Charnowtch and Fitzgerald... A.T.O. dogs fighers... Idaho's Olympic candidates... Wotman Saunders... to the mountains... W.ley, Crombie, Walden, Chestnut...
JUNIOR PARADE ... a most unusual one ... bully how idea thoroughly carried out, too well most people thought ... Hesterfield girls had to be good—to make up for the rest of the parade ...
CHARLES CHENEY
Past president of senior class...is active socially...member of numerous committees and organizations to which he has been of great value...keenly interested in working for others...takes well with everybody...

EARL STANSELL
Active in the agricultural school...popular in Lindley Hall...has been officer of his class...earnest worker...very willing to cooperate...cordial in personality...greatly admired by friends...

HERMAN JENSEN
Popular “I” club member...reputation for dependability...possessor of much determination...varsity athlete...much better known as “Pete”...different, but well liked...

JAY KENDRICK
Leading light in his school...active service on many committees...quiet, pleasing personality...considerable tact...conscientious worker for those things in which he is interested...
Taps and Terps... Machine age... horse play... minuet... rhapsody in blue... Alaskan totem dance... Hawaiian hula... Philippine head hunters... witches of Salem... Over There...ticker tape...
Campus Day . . . Smith pays penalty . . . Mortar Board leads senior women . . . enter the Queen . . . coronation ceremony . . . spectators at the May fest . . . "human flowers" make an appearance . . .
MAY FETE... Queen and attendants... congratulations and flowers... the new and old for Silver Lance... How Muster Board's new and old appeared... two "playboys" of the fete...
Campus Leaders

RALPH W. OLMEYSTEAD

Otherwise known as “Red”... often seen on the campus... member of Idaho’s recently successful debate team... president of senior class... membership in many organizations... is heartily liked by all...

WARREN McDIANIEL

Past class president... interested in things artistic and architectural... an important committeeman... has contributed generous portion of time for welfare of others... agreeable nature... worth while to know him...

JACK LEE

Called “Jack” in spite of red hair... one of the best dressed men in school... “I” club member... good baseball and intramural man... popular in his own fraternity... known and liked by everybody...

PAUL EDWARD JONES

Chief interest publications... publicity chairman for many projects... rare gift of saying nothing at all unless it is important... such a personality as to encourage friends to know him better...
May Fete... winding the May pole... characteristic garb... gymnastics... a ball in the action... gathered before the throne... Indians by proxy...
Graduation Activities... Board of Regents... successive views of the march to the Memorial Gymnasium auditorium...
GRADUATION ACTIVITIES . . . up the steps . . . the crowd and the platform . . . class of '01 gathers in front of its tree . . . give us "eats" . . . leaving Ad entrance . . . getting the sheepskin . . . punishing the fool . . . all loose the gymnasium . . .
Campus Leaders

HELEN BENSON

Everyone calls her “Bennie”... constant source of wonder and amusement to all with whom she is associated... few women on the campus her equal... clever, tactful, efficient, energetic... a striking personality...

ROBERT GRANT

Senior football manager, quite active in his class... some time given to dramatics... a real worker for interests other than his own... capable, dependable... cordial personality...

ARTHUR SPAUGY

Honorary football captain... outstanding varsity athlete... characterizedly reserved, amiable... is good looking... hosts of friends, admirers... Mortar Board chose him “Campus King”...

ARDITH MELLINGER

Outstanding for the interest she has displayed in home-ec work... popular member of her class... charming in appearance and manner... asset to her sorority... has acquired considerable distinction...
IDAHO was represented in Pacific Coast Conference competition during the past year by athletic teams that exemplified all the old Vandal traditions. Fighting spirit, teamwork, and headwork were the outstanding characteristics of the season. The seniors who have played their last game for Idaho will be sorely missed but they have left behind a spirit of sacrifice and self-denial to aid the men who will carry on in their places.

A fine student body spirit that reached its climax in a tribute to a team that went down fighting augurs well for the future. With a united student body supporting aggressive and alert teams we should gain greater prestige in the coming years. Everyone, spectator and player alike, is expected to do his part to keep alive the old tradition "Idaho Fights."

LEO CALLAND.
The year just past was not a brilliant one in Idaho sports annals, but with the signing of Leo Calland, head football coach and director of athletics, for three more years, every Idaho student and alumnus is looking toward the future to that day when the Vandals will regain leadership which they once held in every branch of sport.

Calland, the “head man,” is a product of Southern California, where he was an all-American lineman in 1922. Otto Anderson, football assistant and track coach, came up from the southland with Calland in 1929 and started building. Each successive season under Anderson has been better than the preceding one. Rich Fox, varsity basketball and baseball coach, and freshman football coach, is serving his alma mater, where he was a prominent athlete in the not too-distant past. Glenn Jacoby, varsity assistant and freshman coach in most branches of sport, is also an Idaho man. Ralph Hutchinson, trainer, is a Princeton man and an all-American quarterback.
"Idaho Fights" is one of the best-known Vandal traditions and to the men who fight for them every Idaho student pays tribute. Before each game in which an Idaho team participates the players know that the student body is behind them no matter how the game ends. It is also a tradition that every Idaho student remain in the stands after a football game and sing the Alma Mater song whether Idaho wins or is defeated.

Led by the Pep Band and the yell leader and his dukes, Idaho boasts one of the noisiest cheering sections on the coast, in spite of the fact that it is one of the smallest. The band has long been noted as one of the best organizations of its kind in the West, and this year under the direction of Harry Walden, it has lived up to its reputation.

Vernon Eaton, yell king, has also done his share to keep alive that intangible something known as "Idaho Spirit." Eaton and his two dukes, Johnny Thomas and Harry Wilson, are not only good yell leaders but they are accomplished tumblers.
"I" Men

Football
Howard Berg
William Bessler
John Booker
Emmet Davis
Max Eiden

Nels Fowles
Russell Hall
Marius Hanford
Daniel Lopez
Elmer Martin

Laverne Randall
Melvin Sackett
Orrville Schmitz
William Schutte
Willis Smith

George Wilson

Arthur Spaugy
Hugh Sproat
Lloyd Sullivan
Paul Taylor
Fred Wilkie

Basketball
Daniel Aukett
Afton Barrett
Jerome Christians

Cyril Geraghty
Howard Grenier
Stanton Hale

William Hall
Horton Herman
Edward Hurley
Heath Wicks

Edgar Lacy
Kenneth Parks
Harold Stowell

John Hayden
Harold Jacobs

Alvin Jacobson
Edgar Lacy

Jack Lee
Norman Sather

William Schutte
Heath Wicks

Baseball

Harry Dewey
Charles Heath

Harry Jensen
Paul Everett Jones

Sigfrid Jossis
Bernard Lemp

Track

John Stowell

Berg
Christians
Dewey
Eiden
Hall

Hale
Hayden
Heath
Jacobs
Jacobson
Jensen

Jones
Lemp
Lopez
Martin
Parks
Randall

Sather
Sackett
Schmitz
Schutte
Sproat
Spanogy

Lee
Smith
Taylor
Wicks
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FOOTBALL
Varsity Football

Coach Leo Calland put a football team on the field last fall that every Idahoan was proud of, and justly so. No Idaho team ever played the game harder than the 1931 team played it, and no team ever brought the full significance of “Idaho Fights” out more clearly than that team did. From the 32 to 7 win over Whitman College in the opening game of the season to the 18 to 0 loss to the University of California in the final game of the year, Idaho fought.

When the season opened Calland had material for one good eleven and a few reserves, hardly enough for a second team of conference caliber. When it closed some of those reserves were playing first string positions, and even in the face of...
a series of breaks which would have ruined the morale of more than one ball team, Idaho kept on fighting.

In the opening game of the season, Idaho scored an impressive victory over Whitman. A week later the Vandals journeyed to Portland for the conference opener, where they were defeated 9 to 0. It was a see-saw affair until Joe Lillard, Oregon's colored football star, put the game on ice for the northwest champions with a long end run which gave Oregon her lone touchdown.

Idaho's next game was with Montana and resulted in a 21 to 19 conference victory for Idaho, but the Vandals paid a big price for the victory. Fred Wilkie, fullback; Paul Taylor, end; and Emmert Davis, quarterback, all first string men, were carried off the field. It was the last game of Wilkie's college career. More than a little of the Idaho scoring punch left the team when the stocky, smashing fullback left it.

A week later Washington met Idaho in Seattle and nearly turned the game into a rout in the first half, but the Vandals came back strong in the second period to battle the Huskies on even terms.

In the homecoming game Idaho upset her traditional foe, Gonzaga, 7 to 6, after entering the game an hopeless underdog in the opinion of sports writers. W.S.C. beat Idaho 8 to 9 according to figures in the official score book, but no Idaho team looked more impressive in victory than the Vandals did that day.

Idaho closed the season in a sea of mud, holding the California Bears, runners-up for the coast title, to three touchdowns. Weight meant much in the Berkeley stadium that day, and California, with the heaviest team on the coast, had lots of difficulty in scoring 18 points.

Nineteen men were given football awards. They were: John Norby, Elmer Martin, William Bessler, Arthur Spaugy, Howard Berg, Fred Wilkie, Russell Hall, June Hanford, Paul Taylor, George Wilson, Laverne Randall, Hugh Sproat, Lloyd Sullivan, William Schutte, Max Eiden, Melvin Sackett, Willis Smith and Orville Schmitz.
Two weeks after practice opened, the Idaho grid machine ushered in the 1931 football season by running and passing its way to a 32 to 7 victory over Whitman College, Northwest Conference champions, on MacLean Field.

The two teams battled on nearly even terms for the first period, which was scoreless, but from the beginning of the second quarter the game was all Idaho's. Willis Smith, who went in at quarterback for George Wilson at that time, opened the touchdown parade when he planted his cleats in scoring turf on a long end run. The Vandal interference functioned nicely and the Whitman team was unable to stop the Idaho ball carriers. "Buddy" Applegate, Missionary triple-threat field general, was the one bright spot in the invader's offense.

The Idaho backs had little difficulty in rolling up 512 yard from scrimmage and passes while Whitman was getting 186. Most of the Idaho yardage was made on straight football, featuring end runs and power plays.

Bill Bessler was acting captain for Idaho.
The ancient "Oregon jinx" held good when Idaho invaded Portland for the annual Webfoot tilt. Rated on even terms with their opponents before the game, the Vandals came out on the short end of a 9 to 0 count.

The Vandals were on the defensive throughout most of the game, though neither team was able to gain consistently through the other's line. John Norby, defensive fullback, and Art Spaugy, center, were in on nearly every tackle, throwing the Oregon backs behind the line of scrimmage time after time. "Irish" Martin, guard, also played a great defensive game for Idaho.

Oregon scored on an end run by Joe Lillard, the "Midnight Express," who was later declared ineligible for conference competition. Two more points were added when a bad pass from center, about 18 yards from the Idaho goal line, resulted in a safety for Oregon. George Wilson, Emmert Davis and Fred Wilkie led the Vandal offensive drives.

"Irish" Martin acted as captain for Idaho.
The board of strategy... Smitty shows Montana and Whitman how... they forgot rosters' lids... on the bench... the press box looks on...
more husband roosters... Smith gains against Whitman
Montana

The University of Montana felt the unleashed fury of the vengeful Vandal gridmen when the Grizzlies invaded Moscow the week following the disastrous Oregon game in Portland. Idaho rose to great heights in her 21 to 19 victory over her much heavier opponents, but it was one of the most costly victories an Idaho team ever won. Three Idaho regulars were helped off the field during the game and played no more football during the season. Fred Wilkie, fullback; Emmert Davis, quarterback; and Paul Taylor, end, were the casualties.

For three quarters Idaho slashed the powerful, hard-charging Montana line to shreds and at the beginning of the final period seemed to have the game safely tucked away by 21 to 0 margin. Three times during the fourth quarter Montana scored, falling short of a tie by the failure to make two of the conversions. Willis Smith, Fred Wilkie, and George Wilson did most of the ball carrying for Idaho, while “Irish” Martin and Art Spaugy played their usual steady game in the line. Art Spaugy was the Idaho captain.
Patched up and still bruised from the battering they received at the hands of the Montana Grizzlies the week before, Idaho invaded Seattle to go down before Jimmie Phelan's Huskies by a 38 to 7 count. For two quarters Washington ran through the Idaho team to roll up 31 points.

Willis Smith, Idaho quarterback, started a drive which found the surprised Huskies backed up under their own goal posts. An exchange of punts followed. Buse, attempting to punt from his own 10-yard line, failed to get the kick away when Lloyd Sullivan, Idaho tackle, broke through to block it and recovered for a touchdown. George Wilson converted. The Vandals played Washington to a standstill in their brilliant second-half rally, which was led by Willis Smith, George Wilson, Lloyd Sullivan and Art Spaugy. During the first half Smith brought the stands up when he took a Washington kick-off on his own 11-yard line and galloped 71 yards before a lone Husky tackler brought him down from the side.

"Irish" Martin was the Idaho captain.
Gonzaga

Scheduled to be defeated anywhere from 6 to 25 points, Idaho pulled one of the surprises of the west-coast football season by defeating Gonzaga University, which a week before had held St. Mary's to two touchdowns, by a score of 7 to 6 on MacLean Field. The game was a fitting climax to the annual homecoming week-end.

The superiority of the Idaho team is not indicated by the score, however. Calland's men rolled up 201 yards from scrimmage compared with 68 for Gonzaga and smashed through to 12 first downs against five for the Bulldogs. Willis Smith scored in the second quarter on a sustained drive from the Idaho 47-yard line. He alternated with Lee Tyrrell, fullback, at carrying the ball and went over the goal line standing up when he found a hole off tackle from the 10-yard marker. Tyrrell's placement sailed true to the mark, putting Idaho in front 7 to 0.

Gonzaga's opportunity to score came in the final period when the "Irish"
The teams take the field . . . Smith downed . . . the kick-off from the air . . . Sackett blocks Bernier . . . ready for the place kick . . . part of the crowd . . . Calland and his "ponies" . . . warming up . . . leaving the gym . . . that Vandal line
drove to the Idaho 37-yard line, where the Vandal forward wall tightened and Idaho took the ball on downs. Willis Smith, running back deep into Idaho territory, tossed a pass on the first play, but it was intercepted by "Shine" McKenna, who ran down the sideline and scored without an Idaho man touching him. Frazier's kick for the extra point went wide.

Idaho received, but Gonzaga got the ball on downs and the air was full of passes traveling toward the Idaho goal line near the end of the game.

There were no stars. It was an inspired Idaho team that took the field and swept the Bulldogs off their feet for their second straight win over Gonzaga. It was the last home game for Idaho and every man who got in it gave a good account of himself. Howard Berg played one of the greatest games of his career and Lloyd Sullivan, "Irish" Martin, Max Eiden, and Art Spaugy also had a big hand in holding the Gonzaga backs to sixty-three yards from scrimmage. Willis Smith, George Wilson and Lee Tyrrell gave fans a thrill nearly every time one of them carried the ball. Big John Norby and Mel Sackett did some fine blocking and interference work for the ball carriers.

Art Spaugy was the Idaho captain.
In the most bitterly contested game of the 1931 season, Washington State, outplayed and outfought, came from behind in the last minute of play to turn an 8 to 6 defeat into a 9 to 8 victory, when John Eubank, W.S.C. substitute, sent a placement between the uprights for the needed three points.

Willis Smith, in the longest run of the game, galloped down the sidelines for 60 yards and a touchdown, but Umpire Sam Dolan brought the ball back to the W.S.C. 11-yard line, claiming the Vandal quarterback had stepped out of bounds.

Washington State scored in the first period. Soon afterward, Wilson, who started at quarter for Idaho, dashed around right end, reversed his field and cut down the left sideline for 40 yards and a touchdown. Score, 6 to 6. A short while later Laverne Randall kicked out of bounds on the W.S.C. 11-yard line. Lloyd Sullivan smeared the W.S.C. kick, but the Cougars recovered the ball behind their line, giving Idaho two more points.

“Irish” Martin was captain of the game for Idaho.
Leo Calland’s plucky Vandals went down fighting in the final game of the season before Bill Ingram’s mighty Golden Bear machine in Berkeley. The score was 18 to 0. Playing in mud three inches deep, the light Vandals were no match for the heaviest team in the coast circuit. The Bears took advantage of the breaks to convert two Idaho fumbles into scores.

Smith was the individual ground gainer for both teams with 116 yards marked up to his credit. Once he broke away for a 45-yard run but was stopped on the California 11-yard run. There the Bears held and halted an 83-yard Idaho drive which started on the Vandal six-yard line.

Six Idaho senior lettermen wound up their gridiron careers in the Berkeley stadium. They were “Irish” Martin, Bill Bessler, Howard Berg, Fred Wilkie, Art Spaugy, and Hugh Sproat. Thirteen lettermen will return next fall for what should be one of Idaho’s best grid seasons.

“Irish” Martin was the Idaho captain in the final conference game.
The crowd at Pullman... the Pep Band... getting the drop... Montana reserves... on the goal line... incomplete... Berg kicks... Smith in the Whitman game... Idaho-Montana lined up... Smith skirts the Cougar end... Wilson going places... the band again
BASKETBALL
Varsity Basketball

Idaho opened the 1931-1932 basketball season in a two-game series with the strong Ellensburg Normal team on the home floor. Both games were fast and exciting. The Teachers rallied in the closing minutes to take the opener 36 to 28, but a fighting Vandal team came back the second night to earn a 28 to 22 decision. Both games were featured by the brilliant shooting of Nelson, Vandal forward, who scored twenty-four points in the two games.

Following the games with Ellensburg Coach "Rich" Fox took the Vandals on a barnstorming trip during the Christmas holidays and won four out of five games scheduled. On the first stop Idaho won and lost against Whitman at Walla Walla. The first game ended 43 to 30 for the Vandals, but the Missionaries took the second
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game by the same margin. The final score was 44 to 31. Two weeks later Whitman visited Moscow. The Vandals hit a fast pace from the start and settled the issue by running up a 59 to 25 score to win the series.

The second stop on the tour was at Missoula. The initial game proved to be a thriller after Idaho had piled up a 24 to 4 count at the half. The Grizzlies spurted in the second period but the final gun stopped the game when Idaho was leading 41 to 39. The Vandals had little trouble winning the second game 44 to 27. When Montana played Idaho the third time it was on the Idaho floor and a furious offense gave the Vandals the third straight. The score was 49 to 22.

Idaho opened the conference season in two spectacular battles with the University of Oregon on the home floor. Both games were close, hard-fought battles which had the spectators on edge throughout. The Vandals took an early lead in the opener which they did not lose during the entire game, although Oregon was within one point of tying the score many times. At half time the score was 11 to 10 in favor of Idaho. Wicks, Vandal guard, was the outstanding scorer with eleven points. The final score of the game was 31 to 26.

The second game of the series was even more exciting than the first. The score changed hands several times during the game and was in doubt until the final gun ended the battle. Oregon had a 15 to 13 lead at the half. With but two minutes left to play the score was tied at twenty-seven points each, but two quick goals by Oregon put the Webfoots in front in the final seconds of play. The score was 33 to 29. Grenier, Idaho center, led the scoring with fourteen points to his credit. Both games were featured by the brilliant playing of the two opposing centers.

Following the opening series, Idaho made an invasion of Oregon State and Oregon territories. The Vandals dropped both games to Oregon State by close scores. Soon after the opening whistle in the first game, Fagans and Merrill, Beaver forwards, hit a fast pace and ran up a 17 to 4 count against Idaho. The Vandal team then turned the tide and counted fourteen points for themselves while holding Oregon State to five points, and the half ended with the score 22 to 18 against Idaho. Although the game was fast and exciting from that point the Vandals were never able to cut down the Beaver lead, and the game ended with the score 33 to 31.
Led by Herman's brilliant shooting in the second game, Idaho took an early lead in the opening minutes and held it throughout the first half. The rest period found the score 16 to 13 for Idaho. Herman opened the scoring in the second half with a field goal, but the Beavers, who had been shooting wildly in the first half, found the range and ran up ten points before Idaho scored again. When it began to look like an easy victory for the Orangemen, Idaho rallied again and tied the count at 23-all. However, Oregon State tightened and ran the score to 35 to 28 when the game ended.

Idaho landed in Eugene to play the University of Oregon with an even break with the Webfeet in a two-game series, and both teams were anxious to make a sweep of the deciding series. The first game was as one-sided in favor of Oregon as the second was in favor of Idaho. Oregon jumped into an early lead in the initial game which Idaho did not threaten. The game was not a run-away affair, but the Webfeet pulled gradually ahead and at the final gun the score was 39 to 26.

The second game saw a changed Idaho team. The Vandal five did not resemble the team which had played the night before. From the opening whistle until the gun ended the game, Idaho was complete master of the Oregon team. The score which had so favored Oregon the night before was completely reversed and the Vandals ran up a 20-point lead before the game ended. The final score was 39 to 19, splitting the four-game series.

Following the trip to the coast, the Idaho team returned home for a three-game series with Washington State. Two of the games were scheduled for Pullman and one for Moscow. The Cougars were firmly imbedded in first place in the conference standings and had little trouble solving the Vandal defense. The Washington State system of blocking enabled the Cougars to run up a 48 to 33 count against Idaho in the first game of the series. Holsten and Cross, Cougar forwards, were shooting with deadly accuracy and kept the Washington State lead safe, although Idaho scored consistently.
In the second contest the Cougars again found their blocking system working to perfection and had little trouble winning 43 to 15, as their defense kept close check on the Idaho scorers. By the half Washington State had run up a 25 to 8 score and continued playing championship ball during the second period. The feature of the game was the sensational playing of McLarney, Cougar guard.

In the third meeting of the two teams Idaho showed a reversal of form to give Washington State the closest game of the year. Lacy and Herman of the Vandals played high-class basketball to give Pullman fans a thrilling game. At the opening of the game, Idaho took an early lead and succeeded in holding a 20 to 16 margin over the Cougars at the half-way mark. The Cougar defense worked brilliantly to hold Idaho to two points during the second half as the Staters scored twelve. The score at the end of the game was 28 to 22 for Washington State.

Washington State broke through the Idaho defense in the closing minutes of the last game of the series to win the fourth contest and make a clean sweep for the year. Washington State opened the scoring but the Vandals soon took the lead 21 to 15 at the half. After the second half started, Idaho gradually crawled up on the Cougars until with only two minutes to go Washington State held a 39 to 37 lead. The Staters then uncorked a strong offense which netted four field goals and one foul conversion to run the score to 48 to 37 when the game ended.

In the closest and most thrilling game of the year on the Idaho court, Oregon State College nosed out a 24 to 23 win from the Vandals in the third meeting between the teams. Idaho started the game determined to win and took an early lead as Afton Barrett found the range to the Beaver basket. The Vandals had little trouble breaking through the O.S.C. zone defense and at the half had run the score to 18 to 9. With the start of the second half it was a different story. The Orangemen gradually closed the gap until they passed the Vandals and held a 24 to 21 lead with two minutes to go. A stalling defense had Idaho helpless until Wicks slipped through for a basket. With only a few seconds to go, Grenier emerged
from a scramble of men and dropped in a short shot to apparently win the game, but in the excitement the referee's whistle had not been heard and the game ended before the ball could be put into play again.

The second game of the series was another thriller with Oregon State holding a small advantage most of the way. The game ended with the score 31 to 26 for Oregon State College.

During the last trip of the year, Idaho dropped two interesting games to the University of Washington in Seattle. The scores of the games were 40 to 35 and 47 to 34. The Huskies jumped into an early lead in the opening game and apparently were in a safe lead when the Vandals started a desperate last-minute rally which quickly cut down the score. However, the lead proved to be too large and the final gun ended the rally.

The second game was almost a repetition of the first. Again Washington had a commanding lead when the Vandals, led by the fancy shooting of Wicks, started a belated comeback. With several minutes to go the score was nearly even when the Huskies started a counter-attack which again ran up the score.

Idaho opened the last series of the year by dropping a hectic game to the University of Washington 51 to 36, on the home floor. At the start of the game the Huskies rolled up ten points before the Vandals broke into the scoring column. The score steadily mounted to 19 to 4 before Idaho found the range. A rally led by Lacy and Grenier brought the score to 19 to 11 at the half. Another spurt soon after the start of the second period brought the Vandals within three points of tying the count. With the score standing 22 to 19, Washington unloosed an attack which ran wild through the Vandal defense.

The second game of the series started as a repetition of the first, but the Vandals soon rallied and the lead was never safe until shortly before the rest period. A Washington spurt put the score to 21 to 14. The Huskies kept the lead until the end of the game, although a great rally by Idaho threatened to close the gap.
Varsity Baseball

Like the track team, the Idaho baseball squad was kept indoors long after most conference schools had played their first games by weather more suited to water polo than baseball. With only half a dozen lettermen on deck, Coach Fox was faced with the big task of building a new team to face the veterans of the other northern schools. Losing an entire infield and most of last season’s pitching staff, in addition to the weather handicap, was too big an obstacle to overcome and the Idaho team finished in last place in the northern division. However, the season had its bright spots. After the first coast invasion the Vandals returned home and played steady ball, most of their losses being by fairly close margins. Coach Fox uncovered lots of new material which should keep Idaho in the running more than ever this spring.

Season Scores

<p>| | | | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Eugene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Eugene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Oregon State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Corvallis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Oregon State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Corvallis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Washington State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pullman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Washington State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Oregon State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oregon State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Washington State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pullman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Washington State</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coach Rich Fox

Kenneth Ebert, Manager
The Vandals won four conference victories, taking one game each from the Washington champions and Washington State, the runners-up, and two games from Oregon State. The University of Oregon was the only conference school in the north not to be defeated by the Idaho batsmen.

The green and inexperienced Vandal batsmen fell before the offerings of veteran and experienced pitchers and dropped non-conference games to “Nig” Borleske’s fast Whitman crew and to the fast Booster “pro” club of Spokane. The entire squad was given a trial in these contests. These games gave the coaches their first chance to see the players in outdoor action. Errors and weak stick work were very evident in these contests, proving over-costly. One of the Whitman contests was forced to fourteen innings. The Walla Walla team finally won 3 to 2. Hayden, Johnson, Sather, and Jacobson seemed to be the only consistent hitters for the Vandal tribe. Dorothy’s flawless pitching stood out for the Whitman team.

On April 29 the Foxmen faced the conference barrier for the first time against the heavy-clubbing Oregon Webfooters in Eugene. Idaho was shut out 17 to 0 in the initial tilt and fell to the tune of 8 to 3 the next day in the second game. The weak defense of the Vandals, evidenced by many errors, gave the Oregonians the advantage. Idaho’s hits, while numerous, were kept very well scattered by the Duck pitchers. The Eugene hitters fattened their batting averages on the offerings of the Vandal twirlers. Both teams showed early season weakness.

Idaho split a two-game bill with the Oregon State Beavers May 1 and 2 at Corvallis. The first game went to the home team 14 to 3. Home runs by Brown and Ballard, and two by Grayson, swelled the Beaver total. On the afternoon of May 2 Idaho took her first win of the season by laying on everything that five O.S.C. pitchers could offer and grabbed the tilt 16 to 9. The Vandals took the lead in the fourth inning and were never headed. Corkery and Kyselka hit for the circuit, each scoring two men ahead of him. Fox’s charges capitalized on 11 Beaver errors. Daubert, the Vandal portside ace, pitched steady ball for the nine innings. Idaho cut off a Beaver rally by counting five times in the last inning.
Fox looks 'em over . . . a clean miss . . . Corkey rounding third . . . Johnson heading for the sack . . . and crossing the plate . . . foul ball . . . Schuster poles a high one . . . Lee takes a cut . . . rounding first base . . . Jacobson hits
The first two games with Washington were in Seattle, the home club taking both, the first 9 to 4 and the second 7 to 5. The high spot of the first game was Kyselka's spectacular homer late in the eighth inning. The Vandal stickmen out-slugged the Husky diamond artists in their second meeting, but the Seattle nine bunched their blows in the first and third innings for counts. Idaho tallied two runs in the sixth and two in the eighth, but was stopped with only one in the final session. The Vandal batsmen had no trouble in connecting with the slants of the Washington Moundsmen, but spectacular running catches robbed the Moscow team of winning runs in both games.

In the first of the four-game series with W.S.C. on May 11, the Cougars annexed a hard-fought game from the Vandals 8 to 6. Jacobs pitched very nice ball, going the route. Jacobson took stick honors for the day by getting a triple, a single and a double in four trips to the plate. May 12 saw the Idaho diamond artists battling W.S.C. on the home ballyard for the first time during the season. The Idaho squad put a fitting climax to the colorful May Day festivities by taking the contest 7 to 2.
Lacy and Lindsay served on the hill for the home team and Schutte backed up the plate. This was the second conference win for Idaho in seven starts.

Daubert made it two straight over Oregon State, May 15, at Moscow by taking the Beavers into camp 7 to 6. The visitors took the lead in the first half of the ninth, but the Vandal batsmen made three runs in their half of the final inning to take the game. A single, two walks, and then Hayden's long single drove in two runs to tie the score at six. A wild pitch by the Oregon State hurler, Brown, let in the winning tally. The tight defense of the Vandal nine played a big part in the victory.

Rain made it necessary to postpone the second game of the Oregon State series on the Idaho diamond until the Corvallis team journeyed to Pullman for a two-game series with W.S.C. The Orangemen evened the count at two games apiece by sending three Idaho hurlers to the showers in a hitting spree which saw them score 17 times. The Beaver pitcher had the Idaho batsmen well under control and allowed them only one run.

Idaho got off to a flying start in the third game of the Webfoot series by scoring
one run in the first inning. The Webfooters tightened up, however, and took the game 7 to 1 by garnering 10 hits off the Vandals. Hayden stole the fielding show by two brilliant catches of hard line drives to deep center field.

The Vandals dropped their second home game to Oregon 13 to 12 in a diamond scrimmage that saw Idaho score nine runs in the final three frames to threaten the Ducks' huge lead. The game was filled with spasmodic slugging and ragged fielding. Oregon scored three runs in the first and second, added two in the fourth, and four in the seventh to lead 12 to 3. Fox's men came back strong in the seventh to chalk up five on heavy stick work and Webfoot errors. A pair more were added in the eighth and two in the ninth. The Oregon club tightened late in the last inning to avert an extra-session game.

Washington State took two hard games from Idaho to complete their four-game series. Idaho placed more men on the bags than the Cougars in both games, but the bunched hits by the Pullman nine spelled defeat to the Foxmen. Lindsay went the route in the first game, which ended 4 to 1. In the return game in Moscow, Bailey's stickmen took an early lead of three runs and were never headed. The
final count stood 8 to 3. Sather was the outstanding distance hitter of the game with two home runs, one in the second canto and another in the fifth.

Idaho grabbed one of the last two games of the 1931 season against the University of Washington, 7 to 6, but dropped the second 6 to 5. The home team was held scoreless until the fifth in the first game, when Jack Hayden started a rally with a home run. The score was knotted in the eighth at 6-all. Johnson pulled the game out of the fire in true big-league style when he sent a long single to right field, went to second on a fly-out, to third on an error by the Washington second baseman, and streaked home when Raidy bunted for a perfect squeeze play. The final game of the season found the Seattle club putting up a grim battle with the title at stake. The Huskies took the game and the accompanying title after a hard-fought affair which ended 6 to 5. Sather’s homer, followed by Johnson’s with one on, put the Vandals out in front with three runs early in the game. However, after one bad inning, Pittman, the Husky twirler, was complete master.

The close of the 1931 baseball season left coach “Rich” Fox with a splendid nucleus of good men for the following year.
Standings, Northwest Meet, Seattle

WASHINGTON
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WASHINGTON STATE
OREGON STATE
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IDAHO

Varsity Track

Otto K. Anderson, track coach, was handicapped by poor training weather at the beginning of the season which kept the Vandals in the cramped quarters of Lewis court long after most northwest schools had taken to the outdoor tracks, and by a small squad from which to make his selections. Nevertheless, he put one of the strongest Idaho track squads on the field in many seasons.

Idaho showed signs of potential strength in the first meet of the season, an indoor triangular event with Washington State and Whitman as the opposition, in Pullman. Idaho took six firsts to place second with fifty-eight points, while the Cougars won the meet with eighty-seven. Whitman trailed with thirteen points. Heath won the mile run in 4:37, Lemp took the 80-yard high hurdles in 10.4, Thomas won the 880 in 2:1.4, Alvord took the 75-yard low hurdles in 8.4, Heath

Season’s Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.S.C.</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullman (indoors)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walla Walla</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington State</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missoula</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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won the two-mile run in 10:4, and McCoy tied with Ball, W.S.C., in the pole vault at 12 feet.

In three dual meets the Vandals lost only to the strong Washington State College aggregation. The showing made in the northwest meet at Seattle was far from impressive, but hard luck kept the Vandals from finishing above the Montanans whom they had previously defeated in a dual meet.

After one or two time trials on the soggy cinders of the MacLean Field oval, the Vandals journeyed to Walla Walla, where they opened the season in a dual meet with the Missionary squad. The Whitman College track was slow and kept the times of the runners below par in most events, but Idaho had little trouble in walking off with a big share of the firsts and the meet by a score of 71 to 60. The Whitmanites piled up their points in seconds and thirds, as Anderson’s small squad prevented him from entering more than one or two men in each event.

Hard luck rode with the Vandals when they embarked for Seattle and the northwest meet. Captain Chuck Heath, undoubtedly one of the premier distance men of the northwest, had influenza when the team left and failed to place. Bernard Lemp, captain-elect, failed to clear one of the sticks in the trials and did not qualify for the finals. The year before he had run second in the high hurdles to Steve Anderson, Washington Olympic champion.

Only three Idaho men placed. Bill McCoy took third in the pole vault, Johnny Thomas fourth in the half-mile, and Sigfrid Jossis fourth in the hundred-yard dash. Heath decided to run in spite of his recent illness, and took the inside of the track at the gun in the two-mile event. The long-legged Idaho veteran showed the stuff he was made of by keeping his first place position all the way until he reached the stretch, where his weakened condition began to tell. One by one other runners passed him to keep him from placing.

The following men were awarded track letters: Captain Charles Heath, Captain-elect Bernard Lemp, Norman Alvord, Sigfrid Jossis, Herman Jensen, Earl Williams, William McCoy, John Thomas, and Harry Dewey.
Whitman

Journeying to Walla Walla on April 25, a few days after the initial outdoor workout, the Vandals showed lots of potential strength by defeating Whitman College 70 to 61 in the first dual meet of the season. Idaho took ten of fifteen first places, but the Missionaries came through with enough seconds and thirds to make the meet interesting and fairly close.

Bill McCoy, Idaho sophomore, walked off with individual honors and sixteen points by taking firsts in the pole vault and javelin and seconds in the high and low hurdles. Sigfrid Jossis won the most thrilling race of the day for Idaho when he passed McGowan and Serier, Whitman, on the last turn of the 440 and hung on to his narrow lead.

Johnny Thomas won the 880 in easy fashion, stepping off the distance in 2:0.2. In the two-mile event Chuck Heath won a close race from MacKenzie in 9:59.3.

A slow track kept the time in those events out of the record class.

Lindman, Missionary weight man, broke his own Northwest record in the shot with a toss of 43 feet 6½ inches.
Washington State

In the second dual meet of the season, the strong Washington State College squad invaded Moscow and annexed an 83 to 48 victory. Idaho won only four first places. Every event was a real duel, however, and the strong Cougar team had difficulty in annexing as many points as they finally won. It was the most interesting meet of the year.

In the century Sigfrid Jossis burned up the track to win in the fast time of 9.8 and beat out Kelly, his Cougar rival, by a good five yards. Captain "Chuck" Heath and Crossetti, W.S.C., staged a great duel in the two-mile event, which Heath won in 9:36.8.

Idaho's other two firsts came in the field events, when Earl Williams won the discus and Bill McCoy won a tie for first in the pole vault. Williams' throw of 140 feet was two feet short of an Idaho record, but was good enough for an easy first place in the event. In tying with Boone, W.S.C., at 12.6 in the pole vault, McCoy established a new Idaho record.
Montana

Five records were smashed in the final meet of the season, which Idaho won from the University of Montana in Missoula by a score of 71 to 60. Three Montana records and two Idaho marks fell. The Vandal distance men were handicapped by the altitude, so no new marks were hung up in these events.

Jossis was Idaho's high point winner with firsts in the 100 and the 440. Bernard Lemp and Pete Jensen brought the two new Idaho records back from Missoula with them. Lemp skimmed the high sticks in 15.2, while Jensen tossed the shot 44 feet, 11 inches.

The only Idaho distance man to come through with a first was Johnny Thomas, who broke the tape in the half-mile event in 2:00.3. Bill McCoy and Harry Dewey shared first honors in the pole vault at 11.6.

The new Montana records were hung up by Ruth, who broad-jumped 22 feet, 5 inches; Nelson, who high-jumped 6 feet, 1½ inches; and Lockwood, who tossed the javelin 190 feet, 9 inches.
FRESHMAN SPORTS
A comparatively small group answered Coach Rich Fox's initial call for yearling football candidates, but some promising material to fill the gaps in the 1932 varsity eleven was uncovered. The Idaho Babes were able to win but one and tie one game on an unusually tough schedule, but by the end of the season a great line was developed, which Coach Calland is counting on to bolster the Vandals next fall.

The yearlings opened their schedule with Lewiston Normal on October 3. The frosh seemed unable to get started, failing to gain a first down until well along in the second quarter. The result was a 12 to 0 victory for the Teachers.

A great deal of improvement was shown in their next game with Spokane University. The losers scored in the first few minutes, but were held in check for the rest of the game. The final score was 19 to 6 in favor of the Frosh.

Bad breaks and injuries spelled defeat for the frosh in their next game with Ellensburg Normal. The Wildcats displayed a consistent and hard brand of ball to win the game, 25 to 0.

The Gonzaga Frosh defeated the Idaho Babes at Spokane 24 to 6. The game was played on fairly even terms despite the large score. Lack of scoring punch when deep in enemy territory accounted for the Babes' loss.

The yearling eleven rose to its greatest heights in the annual game with the Cougar Babes. Although they outplayed the W.S.C. Frosh almost the entire game, Idaho weakened on the last play to allow a 7 to 7 tie.

The frosh closed their season before a large crowd at Yakima on Armistice Day with Monmouth Normal School. The Oregon teachers uncorked a series of trick plays to win 26 to 7.

Those winning numerals were: Swann, McInerney, Nutting, Beatty, A. Berg, Evans, Welchko, Moser, Powers, Rich, Malmoe, Thomas, Williamson, Every, Barker, P. Berg.
A group of thirty-five players greeted Coach Glenn “Red” Jacoby’s initial call for freshman basketball the last day of November. Not foreseeing the early disorganizing of the team because of financial and scholastic reasons, the squad settled down to hard work in preparation for a tough ten-game schedule. The evening practice sessions disclosed some promising though not outstanding material.

After a month and a half of practices, the Idaho Babes tackled their first opponents, the W.S.C. yearlings, and were defeated 31 to 21. The game showed early season raggedness on both sides. In the second game played January 19 with Lewiston high school, the frosh came out on the long end of a 42 to 33 score. The last game, with the Lewiston Normal School on February 2, resulted in a 32 to 26 win for the frosh.

At the close of the first semester the squad was depleted to three members as a result of the combined attack of low scholarship and stringent financial conditions. This unforeseen occurrence was most unfortunate, for the team was just then beginning to exhibit the perfection of a well-coached group of men. Of course, Coach Jacoby was forced to cancel the three remaining games on the schedule. For the rest of the season, these three players: Ray Hilding, Victor Warner, and Junior Jones, with some players from the varsity squad, formed the Junior Varsity quintet, which entered the intramural competition in “A” league.

Although the usual numeral sweaters were not awarded, those deserving of mention who did outstanding work on the squad were: Ray Hilding, Junior Jones, Victor Warner, Ed Metzgar, Harry Sandow, George Bailey, Lewis Cox, Wayne Hampton, Gilbert Grenier, and Bill Wakeman. Of this group, Coach Jacoby considers the first three named as likely candidates for next year’s varsity team.
The 1931 yearling track squad opened the season at Pullman, meeting the Cougar Babes in a dual event on May 15. When the final points were added, it was found that 65½ points had been scored by both teams. Idaho was credited with eight first places and W.S.C. with seven. Kalbus, Idaho, was high point winner for the day, taking the 100-yard dash in 10.2 and the 220-yard dash in the fast time of 22.8. Livingston won first in the half-mile, covering the distance in 2:00.2, and was nosed out of first place in the last few yards in the mile event. Norby and Doyle, both of Idaho, tied in the shotput at 38 feet, 11 inches. Bowker won first in the javelin with a heave of 171 feet ¾ of an inch. Squance took the high hurdles in 16 seconds flat, with Bjorkland a close second. The other Idaho firsts were chalked up by Siple in the mile run, and Lackey in the high jump.

A week later the Cougar frosh came to Moscow and defeated the Idaho frosh 73 to 58. Kalbus was again high point man, winning the dashes in the same times of the previous week. Squance lowered his high hurdle run to win the event in 15.8. Bowker's best heave of 169 feet was only good for second place in the javelin. Livingston duplicated his previous performance by winning the mile run and taking second in the half-mile. Idaho's only other first was Siple's two-mile in 10:23.

On the whole, Coach Otto Anderson considers the freshman track season fairly successful. This is best proved by the great number of strong candidates that were to continue in school and greatly bolster the varsity track crew the following year. Although the freshmen did not win all of their meets, the tie score with the W.S.C. freshman track squad is very significant. This is the first time in several years that the Vandal Babes have come so near to defeating the Cougarettes on the track.

Numeral winners were: Kalbus, Squance, Livingston, Siple, Norby, Doyle, Bowker, Lackey, Bjorkland, and Wilson.
MINOR SPORTS
Idaho's tennis players had a hard job before them this spring. A long winter made early practice impossible. On the first good days, however, there was a large squad trying for positions on the team that was later to represent the University. The popularity of tennis as a minor sport has taken tremendous strides in the past few years. The courts were crowded at every available opportunity in spite of the handicap of bad weather. Meets were held with the Pullman squad. Although the Idaho racket-wielders did not win all of their matches, they held their own very well and had an even average with the players across the line at the end of the season.

The squad was made up of Martin, Sowder, Rust, Moser, Koch, Altnow, and Jockheck.

Tennis

Cross Country

The Vandal cross-country squad turned in the best performance of any of the minor sports teams this year. No meets were held this year with Washington State as in previous years. Coach Otto Anderson worked toward moulding a team for the National Amateur Athletic Union meet in Salt Lake City on Thanksgiving Day.

Anderson had a group of about a dozen men working out all fall in preparation. When the time came for the meet he had a picked team of six men to take to Salt Lake. They won the affair by overwhelming odds, every man winning a counting place at the finish. Charles Heath, veteran track star, won the race for the second consecutive year, running the three-mile course through the snow to be clocked at 18 minutes and 22 seconds. The rest of the squad in the order in which they placed were Thomas, Siple, Frederic, Livingston, and Galloway.
Boxing

Boxing aroused considerable interest on the campus this year. Lloyd Sullivan and Robert Reid coached the squad, the former acting as team captain for his third year. Several informal matches were held at various times.

Besides representing the school in several matches, the Idaho fisticuff artists engaged in several matches on amateur cards throughout the Inland Empire. Among these were exhibitions for the Spokane, Potlatch, and Lewiston athletic clubs. They also appeared numerous times at the Moscow athletic club.

The outstanding performer was Sullivan. He has held the Northwest heavyweight title for several years and formerly held the same title in the Rocky Mountain region. At the Pacific Coast amateur carnival, tryouts for the Olympics, he reached the finals in his class.

Varsity wrestling took a decided turn for the better this year and a very creditable team was produced. The grapplers were coached by Ralph Hutchinson. Daniel Lopez, last year's coach, returned to school in time for the wrestling season but was prevented by injuries from competing until late in the season.

Two meets were held with Washington State College. Idaho lost both by close margins. The first was held at Pullman and the second on the home mat. The squad also engaged in several local matches, in which they turned in outstanding performances. Later in the year Franklin, Grayot, and Lopez entered the Olympic tryouts at Portland.

The men who made up the squad were Lopez, Grayot, Lunstrum, Woodward, Carnefix, Storch, Carlson, Van Sicklin, Hammond, and Franklin.

Wrestling
Varsity swimming, in its second year as a minor sport, proved to be one of the most popular on the athletic calendar this year. There was a great deal of interest shown by the increased number of men trying out as compared to the squad of last year. It was also well received by the students, a large crowd being present whenever the aquatic stars made an appearance. This interest was largely due to the activities of the Hell Divers’ Swimming club, and the keen rivalry in intramural swimming which preceded the intercollegiate competition. Two meets were held with the paddlers from Washington State. In the first of these Idaho made a surprisingly good showing, losing only by the points netted for Pullman by their winning relay team. Those competing for Idaho were Hale, R. Blair, J. Blair, Robison, Hall, and Sweeney.

The foil and mask sport was in charge of Professor Fred C. Blanchard, who coached and directed the participants. It was sponsored by the Fencing club, of which Douglas Cruikshank is the manager.

As in former years, meets were held with Pullman. The record made in former matches with the Cougars was admirably upheld by this year’s squad. When the season was over the Idaho duelists were found to have a slight advantage over the rival fencers.

Carl von Ende and Cruikshank were the only veterans on the squad. They continued the expert competition by which they earned places on the team last season. They were closely followed by two newcomers, Robert Harris and Casper Biemfohr, who started out their first year with some outstanding performances.
Intramural Sports

INTRAMURAL SPORTS this year reached the highest peak ever known at Idaho. The competing teams representing the houses and halls on the campus were of a higher caliber, and consequently its general popularity with the students of this extensive campus activity has been greater than in previous years. Though the intramural sports program was inaugurated twelve years ago, it is just in the recent years that it has been expanded to include more than a few sports—it now includes nine.

The main purpose of the program is to give every male student in the University an opportunity to participate in some branch of athletics. In affording exercise and entertainment to players who, either through lack of sufficient time or ability, cannot compete on varsity teams, it is instrumental in teaching good sportsmanship and in building up a finer school spirit. The activity also serves to facilitate harmonious relations between the group houses.

Competition during the past year has been unusually keen in every sport. This has resulted in some very high-class performances of both individuals and of the teams. The larger portion of the credit for the great success of the year’s intramural athletic program goes to Coach Leo B. Calland, who has had general charge of the activity. Howard Berg, student manager, has also done much to contribute to the success of the games.

Intramural sport programs in colleges throughout the United States are being extended. In some schools this extension is accomplished at the expense of intercollegiate competition. But at Idaho Coach Calland, as director, has not lessened either the range or the quality of the varsity teams. When Calland came to Idaho a few years ago, one of his purposes was to develop a real and thorough schedule of intramural games to include the greatest possible number of men.

Increased popularity and the greatly expanded scope of the campus competition are indicative of the success of Calland’s consistent planning of such a program at the University. Considered from the individual student’s viewpoint in the matter of health and physical development, the intramural activity is of more benefit than the intercollegiate competition of a comparatively few men on the varsity teams.
Intramural basketball, always the favorite sport for the student fans, was received with even more interest this year. The final game, the winning squad, and the playing of every team in the tournament as a whole was unusually outstanding. A great deal of credit for the season’s success goes to the referees, Jack Williams and Oliver Frye, and the intramural manager, Howard Berg.

The Sigma Alpha Epsilon team emerged university champions after going through a 7-game B league schedule undefeated, and winning from Delta Tau Delta, title-holders in A league, in the final game. Kappa Sigma, with a percentage of .714, was runner-up in A league. Phi Delta Theta was the other outstanding team, which was undefeated until the final game with S.A.E. for the B league title.

The Idaho Coaches team, and the Junior Varsity, a team composed of members of the freshman and varsity squads, participated in the tournament, although their records were not considered in the final standing. The Delt victory in A league marks their second consecutive win. S.A.E. has skipped a year since turning out a championship team.

The final game between Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Delta Tau Delta was by far the most interesting of the season. The S.A.E. five grabbed the lead at the start and held the Delts to a 12 to 9 count at the half. The third stanza started out roughly, both teams fouling frequently. Although the guarding was close, the score rolled up to 11-all a few minutes before the final whistle. In the last two minutes, the winners sank three field goals to put the game on ice. The final score was 28 to 21.

The referees selected the following all-star teams: First team— forwards, Swanson, Kappa Sig, and Willis, Phi Delt; center, John Norby, S.A.E.; guards, Justice, Delt, and Taylor, S.A.E. Second team selections were— forwards, Rust, Delt, and Barker, Sigma Nu; center, Spaugy, Phi Delt; guards, Wilson, Phi Delt, and Jones Kappa Sig. Third team— forwards, Jacoby, S.A.E., and Kleiner, Delta Chi; center, Adams, Sigma Chi; guards, Davis, A.T.O., and Burke, Delt.
Idaho's renewed sports program was started with much more than the usual spirit and interest last fall. An extremely close competition in volleyball, the first sport to claim the attention of group athletes, gave the year's campus athletic program a real send-off. After some keen competition, Lambda Chi Alpha, defending champions, came out ahead in A league, while Phi Delta Theta won the B league title. In the match for the University championship the A league winners had little difficulty in winning from Phi Delta Theta by scores of 15 to 6 and 15 to 8 in two straight games. Lambda Chi Alpha stepped into the lead for the 1931-32 cup by virtue of winning the first championship of the year. Phi Delta Theta moved into the championship bracket by defeating Sigma Alpha Epsilon 15 to 6 and 15 to 13.

Interest in cross country was higher this year than ever before, as nearly 70 runners reported for the initial training call under "Chuck" Heath and Johnny Thomas, varsity distance runners. In the final run, Don Griffith, representing Lambda Chi Alpha, broke the tape first in the two and one-half mile event in the fast time of 13 minutes, 31 seconds. Four others crossed the finish line less than a minute behind the winner. Bob Blair, Kappa Sigma; Bruce Groves, Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Wilbur Winward, L.D.S. Seminary, each finished under 14 minutes in the order named. The Kappa Sigma team easily won first place with a total of 54 points. Lindley Hall, Lambda Chi Alpha, L.D.S. Seminary, and Tau Kappa Epsilon placed in order.
Indoor baseball, the first major sport on the intramural program, commenced January 14 on a single elimination basis. After three weeks of the keenest competition, Alpha Tau Omega emerged as university champions, defeating Sigma Chi, B league title winners, 8 to 7 in the final game. In the semi-finals, A.T.O. defeated Delta Chi for the A league championship, while Sigma Chi nosed out Phi Delta Theta 9 to 8 for the title in B league.

Heavy stick work and air-tight fielding in the majority of the games made them exceptionally interesting for the large crowds of spectators. Indoor baseball is usually one of the most popular sports on the intramural calendar, and each year there is much pre-season rivalry concerning the winner of this event. But this year the indoor baseball tournament was the closest and most interesting that has been held for that crown in several years.
Swimming, a major sport on the intramural program, had the usual close competition this year, with over one hundred men participating in the various events. The groups were divided into two leagues, with a separate meet for each. Swimmers who placed first or second in any event qualified to enter the final meet for the university championship.

In A league, the Phi Gamma Delta tankmen walked away with the title by rolling up a total of 39 points. The winners took four first places and a liberal share of the seconds and thirds. Kappa Sigma placed second with 28 points, and Beta Theta Pi trailed in third with 4.

Phi Delta Theta ran up a total of 23 points to win the B league title. Lindley Hall was close behind with 18, and Alpha Tau Omega placed third with 11.

In the final meet for the university championship, Phi Gamma Delta nosed out Kappa Sigma 29 to 26. Phi Delta Theta and Lindley Hall followed in third place with 7 points each.

In the tennis tournament, which was held early in May, Sowder, representing Sigma Alpha Epsilon, defeated Bjorkland, Phi Delta Theta, by scores of 2-6, 6-4, 6-4 to annex the university championship. The sixteen group houses were divided into the usual A and B leagues, with the winners in each playing for the title. Bjorkland defeated Wishart, Lindley Hall, in the finals for A league championship, while Sowder defeated Ennis, Sigma Nu, in the B league finals. Fifty points in the intramural standing went to the league winners, with an additional twenty-five points being awarded to S.A.E., university titleholders.
Golf

Last year marked the second year of competition in intramural golf. The tournament was held on the local nine-hole golf links. The four low scores of men from each house were counted in determining the team standings. Phi Delta Theta’s team, consisting of Willis, O’Brien, Tanner, and Irwin, came in first with a low total of 170 strokes. The Fiji team, last year’s champions, placed second with a score of 193. Alpha Tau Omega third with 198, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fourth with 201. Several high-class individual performances were turned in, notably Willis, who rounded the course in 37 strokes, two over par for the nine holes; Menard, Phi Gam, who turned in a score of 40, and O’Brien, Phi Delt, and Petzoldt, Kappa Sig, with 41 strokes each. One hundred points were awarded Phi Delta Theta, the winners, in the standings of the intramural competition.

In the intramural track meet held in May, Phi Gamma Delta, for the second consecutive year, smothered all opposition, taking eight out of fifteen first places, besides a share of seconds and thirds, to roll up a total of 53 points. Kappa Sigma trailed in second place with 29 points, Lindley Hall third with 24, and Phi Delta Theta fourth with 10. Willis Smith, Phi Gam, was again high point man with two first places, a fourth, and a berth on the winning relay team. Bowler and Aukett, Phi Gam, and Fogle, Kappa Sig, tied for second place honors with two first places each. Many outstanding performances were displayed in both track and field events, and some likely candidates, who were later to prove of much value to the varsity squad, were discovered.
W O M E N
The 1931 Gem of the Mountains contains a statement by the Dean of Women expressing admiration for the efforts and accomplishments of the young women of the University for that year.

Another year has almost passed into history and it is with interest that the following paragraph from that issue is re-stated: "Altogether it would seem that the women now ready to leave the University have in their accomplishments much to be proud of and those remaining have a fine example of what may still be accomplished."

It is difficult now to disassociate the young women of the class of 1932 from those of 1931, so splendidly have they carried on. It would seem that there has been a splendid effort to test the power of organization and to demonstrate the effect of capable self-direction. This has been a trying year, because of economic conditions and it may be observed that a large share of the discomfort, discontent, and inactivity that could have resulted has been limited, if not entirely dissipated. Praise for that accomplishment is due the entire student body.

A long-to-be-remembered year is passing, marked by a fine spirit of co-operation and of an attitude that has made for a more perfect understanding between faculty and students, and between students.

There is plenty of inspiration for still better things that shall be done by those who follow. The way has been made clear by those who have gone, and by those who are going.

Permeal J. French.
The women of the University of Idaho are organized in a body known as the Associated Women Students. The purpose of this organization is, first, to offer an opportunity for friendly, helpful fellowship among the women of the University. To develop a feeling of mutual responsibility and a high regard for both liberty and order is another purpose of the organization. This group, with Miss Permeal French as the faculty advisor, makes and enforces the rules for women on the campus. A high social standard is at all times maintained.

Building a spirit of unity and loyalty toward the University is at all times encouraged. Students are familiarized with all phases of University life and encouraged to take an interest and active part in it. This co-operation with other students in school life is at all times urged.

This year the officers are: Joan Harris, President; Elizabeth Taylor Dick, Vice President; Dahrl Bockwitz, Secretary; Louise Morley, Treasurer; and Bertha Moore, Yell Queen.

The Council members are: Teresa Connaughton, Elsa Eisinger, Irene Luke, Catherine O'Brien, Dorothy Lindsey, Marion Fry, Maude Galloway, Pearl Walters, Margaret Scott, Ruth Cook, and Mae Belle Donaldson.
The Co-ed Prom, man-less spree of the Idaho women, is an annual event of the Idaho campus, sponsored by the Home Economics Club. It provides an opportunity for Idaho women to get together and enjoy themselves at an exclusively feminine party. The women come in costume, prepared for a grand time.

The Prom was held this year on November 14 in the Women’s Gymnasium. Dancing, the principal entertainment of the evening, was interrupted at frequent intervals by loud screams when masquerading males were discovered. These enterprising individuals were made to realize that their presence was exceedingly unnecessary and were not only urgently requested to leave, but were somewhat roughly and very firmly led to the nearest door. After the women had danced a while, the various women’s houses presented entertaining stunts.

The Grand March was an entertaining feature of the evening. Animals, gypsies, fairies, Indians, and clowns passed in review while the judges picked out the best and most original costume. Austa White won first prize as a demure old-fashioned lady; Miss Mabel Locke came second dressed as Ghandi; and Jeanette Wines placed third, costumed quite simply in a night gown. The judges of both the stunts and costumes were Mrs. M. G. Neale, Mrs. E. J. Iddings, and Mrs. J. A. Kostalek.

Austa White, Chairman
The Big Sister Movement, since it was first started in 1925, has proved to be one of the most successful and valuable institutions on the Idaho campus. The plan was instituted to form a more informal relationship with new girls coming to Idaho. Through it, new girls are made to feel as though they are not complete strangers when they first come to the University. The A.W.S. Council and Dean French select the chairman.

As each new girl sends her name to the registrar she is assigned a Big Sister. Both of the girls are informed of the new relationship and as soon as possible the older one writes to her Little Sister. Quite an extensive correspondence often springs up from this informal beginning. Through it, the new girl is enabled to receive answers to all of her questions about college—those important, personal questions that cannot be answered in a general catalogue. Sometimes the girls exchange pictures and become very real friends so that they look forward eagerly to meeting.

Last fall Austa White was the Big Sister chairman. The captains who assisted her were: Elsie Lafferty, Gertrude Denney, Betty Bell, Bertha Moore, LaVernon Thomas, Katherine Mikkelson, Grace Raphael, Dorothy Janssen, Georgia Thomas, Louise Morley, and Lois Thompson.
May Fete

The history of Idaho, beautifully told by dances typifying the various stages of the state’s development, featured the twenty-second annual May Fete. Kathryn West, crowned queen of the May, with her attendants—Florence Laing as page and Pearl Walters as flower girl—seemed essentially a part of the springtime festival, as did also the procession of senior women, the tapping by Mortar Board and Silver Lance, and the presentation of the W.A.A. honor cup.

Beginning with the coming of the Indians, then the fur-traders and the missionaries, the state’s history led to the development of the industries. Dances were given to depict the mining industry, cattle-raising and dairying industries, and the sheep-raising industry. A harvester’s dance and the dance of the Idaho potato were used to picture agriculture, and the wood nymphs introduced forestry.

“East Meets West,” or the coming of the railroad, was the next important step in the development, shown by the train dance. The admission to statehood and the crowning of the state was followed by the coming of irrigation. Where there was once only barren land, trees began to grow, flowers sprang up, and birds and bees appeared. In an array of colors, groups of dancers pictured the rainbow and sunset.

The May Fete was supervised by Mrs. Florence Richardson Goff.
The Women’s Athletic Association is an organization which offers opportunity to all women in the University to participate in and enjoy all types of athletic activities. Special emphasis is laid on those individual sports which may be continued in after-school life, such as golf, tennis, swimming, hiking, horseback-riding, and winter sports.

Points are given for participation in the various sports and the girls that do the best in each sport are rewarded by an additional number of points. In this way every girl has a chance to prove her ability and at the same time receive recognition for her efforts. Membership in the organization is obtained by earning one hundred points. An “I” sweater is awarded for earning eight hundred points.

W.A.A. sponsors several annual projects in addition to the athletic program. Taps and Terpsichore is a dance recital presented in the spring of each year. It takes some special idea for its theme and carries it out by various types of dances. Part of the proceeds are used to send delegates to the women’s national athletic conventions, and part is saved to be used in the introduction and maintenance of a W.A.A. office. Another project is the high school play day.

At the end of the year the entire season is closed with a general sports banquet at which time awards are given.
The “I” Women

The “I” Women, twelve in number, represent a group who have done outstanding work in W.A.A. To earn an “I” sweater is the secret ambition of every member of W.A.A. Earning eight hundred points, four hundred of which have been received from teams on major sports, makes a W.A.A. member eligible for this group. This sounds like a very large number at first, but in reality, when one considers the many ways in which points may be earned, it is not an unattainable goal for any ambitious young woman. Keeping a health chart, hiking, volleyball, baseball, basketball, rifle, winter sports, tennis, horseshoes, horseback riding, clock golf, and swimming are some of the sports which afford opportunity for winning points. One hundred points are given to each member of a first major sports team, and fifty points are given members of second teams.

Some women have found it so fascinating to go out for sports that after their number of points has exceeded the required number for an “I” sweater, they begin working for a higher award. Eighteen hundred points are required for the “I” blanket. Eva Skinner received her blanket this year.

Baseball is becoming very popular among the women students. The 1931 season proved to be a successful one, due to the large turnout, and the increased interest in the game.

There were six games scheduled and played. The freshman team won the championship, although they met with stiff competition, especially in the senior team. Members of the winning team were: Helen Peterson, Aretha Harvey, Claudine Wakefield, Ruth Kehrer, Dorothy Green, Mary Louise Green, Lorna McCain, Helen Thornhill, Elizabeth Vincent.

An improvement which helped a great deal in stimulating interest in baseball last year was the new field across from the Memorial Gymnasium. It was constructed especially for women’s outdoor sports.

Volleyball proved to be one of the most popular sports last November when 122 enthusiasts turned out for practices. After five weeks of practice and instruction, class teams were chosen, and the plan of holding an inter-class tournament, introduced two years ago, was followed. A schedule provided for games to be played between the various class teams. The freshmen won again this year in the final inter-class game against the sophomores on the evening of the banquet.

The members of the winning team were: Ellen Frazier, captain; Juanita Bennett, Betty Gabby, Esther Hunt, Betty Obermeyer, and Eunice Ruddell.

All women who had turned out eight times, the required number of practices, were placed on teams. There was one first team for each class with two substitutes for each, besides a large number of second teams. Helen Thornhill is manager.
Rifle Team

This year has been busier than ever for the Idaho Women's Rifle Team. During the early part of the season, the members of the team organized themselves into the Women's Rifle Club. The following officers were elected: Ruth Kehrer, president; Elsa Eisinger, vice president; and Winifred Himes, secretary-treasurer. The team felt that by thus organizing, a better acquaintance and closer friendship would be established.

Soon the Women's Rifle Club petitioned the National Rifle Association for membership in that organization. The petition was granted and in due time the club received its charter of recognition and became a member. This enabled them to shoot in the matches which the National Rifle Association conducts.

The Idaho Women's Rifle Team won thirteen of their matches and lost nine.

Basketball

Basketball is one of the most popular of women's sports, and during the 1931-32 season 120 women turned out for practice. There were five freshmen teams, three junior teams, two sophomore teams, and one senior team.

The class tournaments were held from February 8 to 25. The freshmen won the championship after a hard battle with the sophomores. The players who were members of the winning team were: Marjory MacVean, Vaye Miller, Rose Broemling, Evelyn Peterson, Ellen Frazier, and Mae Pugh.

An all-star team was picked at the end of the season by Miss Mabel Locke, instructor, Frances DuSault, basketball manager, and the captains of each class team. The all-star team was made up of: Ellen Frazier, Mae Pugh, Betty Trimble, Rhoda Swayne, Marie Rosenau, and Grace Warren.

This year has been busier than ever for the Idaho Women's Rifle Team. During the early part of the season, the members of the team organized themselves into the Women's Rifle Club. The following officers were elected: Ruth Kehrer, president; Elsa Eisinger, vice president; and Winifred Himes, secretary-treasurer. The team felt that by thus organizing, a better acquaintance and closer friendship would be established.

Soon the Women's Rifle Club petitioned the National Rifle Association for membership in that organization. The petition was granted and in due time the club received its charter of recognition and became a member. This enabled them to shoot in the matches which the National Rifle Association conducts.

The Idaho Women's Rifle Team won thirteen of their matches and lost nine.
More competition than usual was shown in the tennis ladder tournament last spring and the single elimination tournament this fall. A large number of women turned out, showing that the game held its usual popularity. W.A.A. gives ten points to each woman entering the contest and the winners of higher honors are given points accordingly.

Shirley Cunningham won the singles tournament in the spring and Ruth Kehrer and Lorna McCain won the doubles tournament. Linn Cowgill and Marian Mulkey were the highest in the fall single elimination contest.

Women interested in tennis have an excellent opportunity to learn the game in the early spring when instructions are given in the gymnasium before weather permits outdoor playing. Rules of the game and correct strokes are taught.

Last winter saw the dawn of a new activity for women of the Idaho campus. It goes under the name of Winter Sports and includes everything from skiing and tobogganing to snow fighting.

For some unknown reason, perhaps because of the unusually large amount of snow in Moscow this winter, the officers of W.A.A. put their heads together and announced that playing in the snow was no longer a purposeless activity to be indulged in merely for the joy of doing it. In addition to the pleasure she attains from it, the girl who coasts and skis and plays fox and geese, now also receives points for W.A.A.—seventy-five points for sixty hours.
Horseshoes

The grounds directly behind the Women’s gymnasium, known as the horseshoe court, became a popular place last September. Even attempts of the elements to make it lose its popularity failed, for rainy days as well as sunshiny days found long lines of would-be champions awaiting their turns to try their luck at pitching.

The horseshoe tournament furnished occasion for a good deal of enthusiasm and friendly rivalry. Last year’s tournament plan was used, in which the group houses competed with each other, rather than having inter-class competition. Two girls from each group, who made the highest individual scores, represented their group. The cup, awarded as a trophy to the winning team, again went to Forney Hall. Marie Rosenau and Margaret McComb composed the Forney Hall team.

Swimming is rapidly becoming one of the most popular sports for women. Interest has been stimulated in various ways. The swimming classes are both enjoyable and instructive because they include water games and stunts as well as lessons to improve form. Life-saving instruction is given during the open hours by the life guards. Miss Katherine Rae Hall, a full-time faculty member, is in charge.

A swimming meet is sponsored by W.A.A. every year. The 1931 swimming meet was held March 27. There were twenty-five participants. The events held consisted of strokes and dives for form, free-style races and life-saving demonstrations. The highest number of points in the meet were won by Lorna McCain, Katherine Thoms, and Grace Nichols.
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An efficient business staff is as necessary as an efficient editorial staff, and Philip Cornell and Clive Johnson have conducted this side of the publication in a very creditable manner. Under the direction of Melvin Stewart and Paul Miller, this year’s editorial staff has established a new record in the portrayal of campus activities. While the responsibility for the production of *The Gem* lies in the hands of only a few people, the combined efforts of the whole staff really make it a success.
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THE IDAHO ARGONAUT is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of the University of Idaho. Published every Tuesday and Friday of the school year, it contains a complete account of campus events and student activities. It is a member of the Pacific Intercollegiate Press Association. Paul Edward Jones has been editor of The Argonaut during its thirty-third year of publication. Walter Gillespie has directed the business staff, and John Torrey, succeeded by Frank McKinley, have been in charge of circulation.
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THE IDAHO BLUE BUCKET is the official humor magazine of the Associated Students of the University of Idaho. Published quarterly during the college year, it contains the humor, literary efforts, and opinions of the undergraduates. This magazine is a mirror of the students’ life and activity. It also has a department which is used as an outlet for personal views on campus problems.
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THE IDAHO BLUE BUCKET was begun under the sponsorship of the English Club as "a humor and literary magazine." With this objective in view, this year's staff has tried to revive its early purpose of advancement of original literary composition among students. Through their work they have given a new and higher standard to this magazine, placing it among the major publications on the campus.
The Idaho Engineer is a technical journal published by the Associated Engineers and the Associated Miners of the University of Idaho. This magazine is representative of all persons in the field of engineering. It records all campus news dealing with student engineers, and gives an account of the activities of Idaho's alumni. This magazine also contains information regarding the profession of engineering. The Idaho Engineer is published in December and May of each year.
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THE IDAHO LAW JOURNAL is the official publication of the College of Law of the University of Idaho. It is published in November, January, March and June. The Editorial Board is composed of the law faculty, twenty-two representative lawyers appointed by the bar commissioners at the request of the law faculty, and honor students in the law school. This is the second year of publication of The Idaho Law Journal.
Publications 1932-1933

GEM OF THE MOUNTAINS

Under the supervision of Paul Miller, The Gem of the Mountains for 1933 should attain a new standard of excellence. Miller has been an active member of The Gem staff for three years and is well acquainted with the problems of yearbook production. With his already valuable experience with The Gem and his connections with various printing establishments, he has a more thorough background than is found in most incoming editors. In addition to Gem work, Miller has taken an important part in the publication of The Idaho Argonaut and Blue Bucket, and has been a member of various student committees.

THE IDAHO ARGONAUT

Conroy Gillespie, present managing editor of The Idaho Argonaut, succeeds to the position of editor for the year 1932-33. Gillespie needs no introduction to Idaho students. Active in journalistic and campus affairs, and with the experience of two years as managing editor, he is eminently qualified to become responsible for the editorial policy of the student newspaper for next year. In addition to the above, Gillespie has had two years' journalistic experience on several Pacific Northwest and Intermountain region newspapers.

IDAHO BLUE BUCKET

James Farris is the new editor of The Idaho Blue Bucket for the year 1932-33. Experience on The Argonaut and Gem of the Mountains, in addition to the position he has held on The Blue Bucket staff, give him valuable qualifications for this position. This year he has been chairman of the Student Relations Committee, newly formed by the A.S.U.I. This committee has been very useful in acquainting Idaho students with problems existing in other schools and with the solution of these problems. In accordance with the change in policy started by The Blue Bucket this year, Farris plans to further expand the program in next year's issues.

Development of publications at the University of Idaho has been most notable. Though the three major publications had very modest beginnings, they now occupy prominent positions in their respective fields. The Gem of the Mountains was first published in 1901 when a small appropriation was made by the administration. As the scope of activities in the University become greater, the work of giving a representative portrayal of student life has increased tremendously. In 1899 The Idaho Argonaut was first published. During the beginning years it was a small-size sheet which carried only the most meager campus news. Today The Argonaut is rated as one of the best and most thoroughly edited student newspapers on the Pacific Coast. The Idaho Blue Bucket was started only a few years ago, but it now claims a unique position among college humor publications. Mingled with the humorous material are literary productions and articles of student expression on the various problems confronting students in the colleges of the United States.
With the attainment of a group average of 4.917 last year, the Delta Delta Delta sorority is again in possession of the Mary McClintock Upham Cup. The cup was won by this house in 1929, but in 1930 was lost to the Delta Gamma sorority. Regulations regarding the award state that any group of women, the majority of whom live in the same house, reaching a higher scholastic average than any other group, shall have possession of the cup for one year. A provision in the establishment of this award by Mrs. Upham is that to gain permanent possession, it must be won for three consecutive years. In 1922 Mrs. Elizabeth Kidder Lindley started the tradition of offering a silver loving cup for high scholarship to University of Idaho women, her cup being permanently won in 1925 by Pi Beta Phi sorority.

Achieving last year the scholarship average of 4.532, highest of any of the men’s groups on the Idaho campus, the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity once more is the possessor of the Burton L. French Scholarship Cup. The cup was won by this house in 1929, but in 1930 was lost to the Delta Gamma fraternity. Regulations regarding the award state that any group of men, the majority of whom live in the same house, reaching a higher scholastic average than any other group, shall have possession of the cup for one year. A provision in the establishment of this award by Burton L. French is that to gain possession, it must be won for three consecutive years. In 1922 Phi Gamma Delta fraternity won the first cup, and Tau Kappa Epsilon also won it permanently in 1928. In offering the award, Burton L. French made eligible all men’s groups at the University of Idaho, which accommodate not less than sixty per cent of its members. Competition for this cup becomes keener every year, and it requires the winner to have a higher scholarship average each successive year.

Men’s Scholarship

Tau Kappa Epsilon

Women’s Scholarship

Delta Delta Delta

Delta Delta Delta
Phi Chi Theta

On the basis of scholarship, activities and leadership, a gold key is awarded annually by Phi Chi Theta to the junior woman in the School of Business Administration who has most successfully fulfilled these requirements. Katherine Mikkelson, with a grade average of 5.882 during her junior year, was the last recipient of the key. Miss Mikkelson is being graduated this year with a major in secretarial science, having maintained a remarkable scholastic average all through school. Phi Chi Theta is a women's national honorary business fraternity.

With the enviable scholastic average during his sophomore year of 5.652, Erwin Mortimer Tomlinson of Buhl was presented with the Alpha Kappa Psi Key last year. The key is awarded annually to the man in the School of Business who makes the highest grades in his sophomore year. Alpha Kappa Psi is a men's national business honorary, maintaining ideals of scholarship and business integrity. Besides his activities in his particular field, Tomlinson is also president of the Vandaleers.
Sigma Tau

The Sigma Tau Scholarship Medal is awarded each year to the student in the School of Mines or the College of Engineering who receives the highest scholastic average during his sophomore year. Last year the winner of the medal was Eldred Alvin Rice. Rice is from Longview, Washington. He is majoring in chemical engineering, winning the award with an average of 5.528. Two years ago Robert McRae, enrolled in the School of Mines, won the award. Sigma Tau is a national engineering honorary and does much on the Idaho campus to promote scholarship among the engineering students. The strict standard of scientific excellence required for membership in Sigma Tau assures a high level of achievement for the organization and for each individual member.

Alpha Zeta

To the student in the College of Agriculture who, during his freshman year, attains the highest scholastic record, is extended the Alpha Zeta Award. Last year Charles Worth Hodgson received the honor with a grade average of 5.543. Hodgson is from Cottonwood. While his scholarship average was not as high as many that have been made in the past, his general and versatile interest and ability in the affairs of the College of Agriculture make him one of the most outstanding freshman agriculture students ever to win this award.

Alpha Zeta is a national honorary fraternity whose purpose is to promote scholarship among students majoring in agriculture. Leslie Lawton, who maintained an average of 5.594, received the award last year.
Drama
THE ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENTS of Fred C. Blanchard in the work of drama on the campus have attracted considerable attention during his two years here. In presenting the best productions obtainable, he has elevated the University theatre to a marvelously high level. His keen judgment of acting and staging has made his interpretations precisely right. This year saw on the campus under his direction four three-act plays and two groups of one-act plays.

Coming to the University this year as acting head of the Art and Architecture Department, Paul R. Ihrig found an ideal outlet for his artistic talent in designing sets for the four major plays. Genuine genius was displayed in some of his scenes, the castle hall in "Death Takes a Holiday" receiving the highest commendation. Authenticity of design with the effective use of intense shadows and brilliant highlights made this scene particularly pleasing. All his subjects were especially noteworthy as displays of artistic beauty in combination with dramatic values.
To the Ladies

Scintillating with wit and humor, Kaufmann and Connelly’s comedy, “To the Ladies,” opened the University drama season on November 13 and 14.

Based on the fact that a wife is often the greatest reason for her husband’s success, the play transports the hero, Leonard Beebe, from a mere clerk to secretary of the president of a large piano concern—by his wife’s efforts. The ever entertaining John Thomas found an ideal vehicle for his talent in the role of Beebe. Fine support in the part of his wife, Elsie, was contributed by Catherine Brandt. Outstanding in the play was the work of Elinor Jacobs as Mrs. Kincaid, who is also discovered to be the guiding force behind her husband, John Kincaid, admirably played by Harry Robb.

Young men of "The Cradle Song" . . . the warm turns in "The Whole Town's Talking" . . . "To the Ladies" . . . Catherine Boudri as Elsie Beebe . . . just before the curtain . . . feast day to a Spanish Couple . . . glimpsed from the flies . . . the warm wriggles
The Cradle Song

The note of restful beauty in the quaint convent setting, the spiritual atmosphere of Catholic hymns, and the reserve and sureness of the acting made "The Cradle Song" an outstanding triumph.

G. Martinez-Sierra's romantic masterpiece is set entirely against a background of Spanish convent life, opening in the first act with the finding of an infant girl on the convent steps. The kindly sisters take her in; and eighteen years later, in the second act, the play ends when the child, now grown to girlhood, leaves to marry. It was a challenge to the ingenuity of both the director and actors.

Bertha Moore, as Sister Joanna of the Cross, gave a fine emotional performance. A matchless characterization was contributed by Margaret Moulton as Teresa, the naive girl raised within the convent walls. Members of the cast were: Kathryn Hart Conger, Grace Eldridge, Lucille Moore, Betty Brown, Dorothy Menzies, Naomi Randall, Elinor Jacobs, Alberta Bergh, Elizabeth Loomis, Lillian Sorenson, Raphael Gibbs, Clayne Robison, and Walter Pratt.
"Death Takes a Holiday" was presented both at the University and the Little Theatre in Spokane. The play tells the story of Death, who assumes human form. A charming love story is interwoven in the plot when Death, as Prince Sirki, falls in love with Grazia, the lovely young heroine. Impressive conceptions of these two parts by Lionel Campbell and Bertha Moore were features of the superbly-acted production.

As Duke Lambert, owner of the castle, Clayne Robison gave his best performance of the year. Naomi Randall and Dorothy Menzies contributed unusual studies as young women of contrasting types who become infatuated with the prince. Matronly roles were effectively portrayed by Catherine Brandt and Elinor Jacobs; the virile characters of Eric Fenton and Duke Lambert's son, Corrado, were admirably done by Winfred Janssen and Howard Altnow, respectively. A touch of comedy was added by Raphael Gibbs as the aged and witty Baron Cesarea. Casady Taylor was smartly military as Major Whitred of the French Foreign Legion.
Enter Prince Siroli . . . Death once more . . . Sorrow . . . a romantic proposal . . . one of “those moments” from “Death Takes a Holiday” . . . royalty at home in “The Twelve-Pound Look” . . . figures of despair
A Paragraph For Lunch

A real "first night" performance was furnished Idaho with the initial presentation of "A Paragraph for Lunch," by George Milton Savage, Jr.

Specially written for an Idaho showing, the three-act farce proved to be the most riotous entertainment at the University since "Tom Cobb." Centering about the activities of Mr. and Mrs. Prouty, the play tends to present the contrasting characters of this couple. Mrs. Prouty is a social climber, while her husband is a big business man with an urge "to organize and exploit everything that comes within his touch." Mrs. Prouty invites some artists out to their summer home, and Mr. Prouty puts them to work.

Members of the cast were: Grace Eldridge, John Thomas, Raphael Gibbs, Harry Robb, Margaret Moulton, Howard Altnow, Betty Brown, Lucille Moore, Elinor Jacobs, John Milner, Marthalene Tanner, and Casady Taylor.

One-Act Plays

Four one-act plays were presented on January 15.

Barrie's "The Twelve-Pound Look," centering about the independence of women, was enacted by Robert Grant, Azalia Krantz, and Geraldine McCarty.

"Champagne," a play of a more serious nature, which shows the life of a poor Jewish family in a great European city, had for its cast Ethlyn O'Neal, Mrs. Emma Harris, Helen Kurdy, Lillian Sorenson, and Jean Ricker.

A thoughtful comedy, "Before Breakfast," depicts the conflict between the gentry and servant classes in England. Included in the cast were Glenn Exum, Delia Walton, John Greenway, and Nina Varian.

"Lonesome Like," a highly amusing comedy written in Lancashire dialect, tells the story of a young man who adopts a mother. Franklyn Bovey, Sara Throckmorton, Robert Herrick, and Rosamond Tenney played the various roles.
DEBATE
Debate at Idaho

THE POLICY of the Idaho debating teams has been entirely different this year. In the past the debates have been a trifle dry because little effort was made to please the audience. This year a special attempt was made to entertain.

Idaho teams in the future plan to engage in cross-question debates to accomplish this purpose. Coach A. E. Whitehead states, "There is a great deal of hedging and equivocal answering in cross-questioning, but from the standpoint of the audience it has a distinct advantage. A second important feature of the cross-question debate is that it encourages extemporaneous speaking which in my opinion is the essence of debate."

Perhaps the most interesting and surely the most unusual debate on the year's schedule was with the University of Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania team was on a trip which takes debaters to colleges all over the United States. The question was "Resolved: That congress shall enact legislation providing for the centralization of industry." The cross-questioning method was used, and since this was only the second time that cross-questioning had been used on the Idaho campus, it was received with a good deal of applause. The audience decision went to Idaho.
Varsity Debate for Men

Questions of national interest were debated by the men's varsity debate team this year. Resolved: "That wage reduction has retarded progress toward recovery from present economic depression" was the first question used. The other was, Resolved: "That Congress should enact legislation providing for the centralized control of industry."

The first debate of the season took place at Genesee, December 2. Karl Hobson and Claude Marcus upheld the affirmative on the first question against Whitman.

Joseph Filseth and Harry Angeny debated Nazarene College at Nampa, February 12, on the second question. It was a non-decision debate.

Olmstead and Martin debated the University of Oregon February 18, and won the decision. March 1 they debated the University of Washington, and were again victorious. Filseth and Angney debated the University of Montana February 24.

The latter part of March, Paris Martin and Ralph W. Olmstead went on a two weeks' tour and debated against seven Pacific coast schools.

Varsity Debate for Women

University of Idaho co-ed debaters exercised woman's prerogative—changing her mind—to great advantage once during the season. When Mildred Peterson and Jewell Leighton went to Seattle to meet the University of Washington team they found that both sides had prepared the negative side of the case. They were to debate a non-decision debate on the merit of Nevada's divorce law. "Give us two minutes and we'll be ready on the affirmative side," said the Idaho team.

The question for the first series of debates was, Resolved: "That college disciplinary measures should be the same for both men and women."

Mary Axtell and Jewell Leighton upheld the negative side at Whitman College and Washington State College, December 8 and 9; they lost both decisions. Mildred Peterson and Teresa Connaughton defeated the negative teams from Whitman and W.S.C. December 11 and 12.
A large number of freshmen were out for debate under Robert Vincent, coach. Charles Merrick, Mark Felt, and Maurice Russell debated Washington State College January 7 on, Resolved: “that the Pacific Coast Conference ought to be divided into a northern and southern league.” They won the decision.

Clifford Dobler, Robert Bennett, and Cecil Greathouse took the negative and were also victorious in the debate against W.S.C.

Virginia Bartlett, Ruth Pickett and Jane Merrick debated at Washington State College January 8, on centralized control of industry. They lost the decision. Helen Latimore, Virginia Merrick, and Margaret Smith, affirmative, won the decision in the debate here.

The intramural debate question for women was, Resolved: “That the cultural rather than the utilitarian standpoint should be emphasized.” Forney Hall and Gamma Phi Beta were winners, Alberta Bergh and Edris Coon debating for the latter, while Hallie Hansen and Carol Campbell represented Forney. In the semi-finals Delta Gamma defeated Gamma Phi Beta.

The men chose as their question, Resolved: “That the Statue of Liberty is a tombstone rather than a signpost.” Following the first rounds Delta Tau Delta, Phi Gamma Delta, L.D.S. Institute, and Kappa Sigma were in the lead.

In the semi-finals Kappa Sigma defeated Delta Tau Delta squad. The same evening Phi Gamma Delta lost to the L.D.S. Institute.
MUSIC
ANOTHER eventful and successful year for the music department has been brought to a close under the supervision of Professor Carleton S. Cummings, Director. On few campuses can be found a music faculty which will fill all the requirements Idaho's music faculty meets at the present time. Idaho music students are especially fortunate in being able to study under instructors of such genuine talent and teaching ability. Professor Cummings, before coming to Idaho two years ago, taught music and sang widely in New York, Boston, and Chicago.

In addition to Mr. Cummings, the music faculty is composed of Professor Carl Claus, Director of the University Orchestra, University String Quartet, and violin instructor; Mr. Raymond C. Miller, instructor of wind instruments and director of the Moscow High School Band; Miss Isabel Clark, instructor in piano; Miss Miriam Little, instructor in 'cello and music theory; Miss Dorothy Frederickson, instructor in voice and music theory; Miss Agnes Marie Bothne, instructor in voice and director of Treble Clef and Vandalettes; and Miss Bernice Bernard, instructor in theory and methods.

Many students from states other than Idaho are coming to the University to get the benefit of the Idaho music faculty. Their reputation has spread throughout the country.
Two years ago there drifted about the campus reports concerning a new musical organization shortly to make its debut. Few students paid more than passing attention; three months of long rehearsals came to an end, and the group was still unknown. From surrounding towns students began to hear reports of a group of Idaho students who could sing as Idaho students had never sung before. Came a day when the unheralded organization was introduced to the student body at an evening concert that jammed the auditorium—a student audience that called again and again for encores.

Thus the Vandaleers shot meteor-like into campus acclaim that recognizes and rewards genuine worth and results, be the recipient individual or organization. Shortly thereafter the Vandaleers toured southern Idaho, literally singing their way to state-wide fame.

Unique in organization, the Vandaleers are truly representative of Idaho students and their musical ability. Primarily they are a mixed chorus, nine women and eight men. Their program is a kaleidoscope of matchless group singing, solo numbers, trios, quartets, and even double quartets. Three changes of costume set off their abilities to even better advantage, and allow for feature dance and instrumental numbers indicative of their versatility.

Competition for places in the Vandaleers is keen. Enough good singers were eliminated in the last tryouts to form another complete organization. Credit for the success of the group goes to Prof. Carleton Cummings, their organizer and director. So well has he trained the group that he seldom appears on the stage. Kenneth Hensley is president and manager of the organization and Agnes Ramstedt secretary. Members are: Louise Morley, Lois Thompson, Hazel Hayner, Elizabeth Gilmore, Virginia Steward Hartman, Florence Simpson, Pauline Paterka, Helen Parrott, Agnes Ramstedt, Joan Harris, Donald Corless, Martin Rosell, Kenneth Hensley, Clifford Mullikin, Elvon Hampton, Jack Nunemaker, Erwin Tomlinson, Norval Ostroot, John Jenney. Lois Hints accompanies the group.
Pep Band

The Idaho Pep Band, under the leadership of Harry Walden, has successfully finished another school year. Probably no musical organization on the Idaho campus has won more widespread recognition. They are best known for their music at football and basketball games. This splendid reputation has not been confined to Idaho alone, but has spread up and down the coast as they travel to college centers with Vandal athletic teams. During the years 1931 and 1932 they made three trips. The first was to Portland, with the football team when they played Oregon. While in Portland they succeeded in gaining fame for the manner in which they played “The Twelfth Street Rag” at one of the theaters. Another trip was made to Pullman for the Washington State College game. Attention was again called when the Pep Band broadcast over KHQ before the Gonzaga game.

William Hawkins
The annual Pep Band show given each spring is almost a tradition at Idaho. Written, staged, and produced in musical comedy manner by the students, this show is one of the outstanding musical events of the year. This year the program was divided into four distinct groups. The first of these was selections played by the Pep Band. The second was popular arrangements played by a fifteen-piece stage orchestra. The third group was a review under the direction of Jimmy Harper, assisted by the University tumbling team. The last was a group of marches and school songs played by the Pep Band.

The other members of the Pep Band were: Trumpets, Charles McConnell, George Jullion, Charles Ratcliffe, Elburn Pierce; clarinets, Robert Nixon, Clayton Boyd, Lyle Fraley, Donald Equals, Glenn Exum, and Don Wolfe; trombones, Ray Kelley, Samuel Stone, Richard Stanton; drums, William Hawkins, also manager of the Pep Band, and Sidney Walden; altos, Harry Angney, William Wood; baritone, Peter Olson; sousaphone, Marvin Olson.
Membership in Treble Clef is one of the highest honors that a University woman can obtain, members being selected on the basis of musical ability. Under the leadership of Miss Agnes Bothne several concerts were given this year.

Members are: First sopranos, Betty Bandelin, Laura Brigham, Jean Clough, Marjorie Druding, Frances Hanley, Mary Hartley, Jessie Keeney, Ruth Johnson, June McCabe, Margaret McComb, Flora Muleahy, LaRene Richards, Rosanne Roark, Ida Mae Schofield, Grace Shawen, Margaret Shepherd, Margaret Shonts, Marjorie Talboy, Ruby Wolfe, Verona Wolff, Roberta Bean, Ruth Brody, Janet Gooding, Louise Rosecrans; second sopranos, Eva Jane Brown, Mae Belle Donaldson, Virginia Evans, Marion Fry, Mildred Meredith, Helen Moore, Cecelia Nacke, Vida Nichols-Roy, Irene Parrott, Marjorie Redfield, Edna Scott, Erna Deane Sogard, Helen Stetler, Lorraine Stewart, Elizabeth Thompson, Elizabeth Vincent, Bertha Wilburn, Marjorie Wurster, Eva Weidman, Martha Rehberg, Nona Rudge; altos, Harriet Baken, Alice Bell, Lenore Burnett, Carol Campbell, Betty Gabby, Linn Cowgill, Margrethe Kjosness, Lucile Mott, Grace Nichols, Kathryn Nicholson, Ethlyn O'Neal, Harriet Parish, Martha Shawen, Bernice Smith, Olive Tibbs, Marjorie Vandegrift, Frances Wimer, Nathelle Hartley, Elinor Lucas.

The Vandalettes is a musical organization new to the Idaho campus, organized this year under the direction of Miss Agnes Bothne.

Members are: First sopranos, Laura Brigham, Ruth Brody, first semester, and Edna Bohman, second semester; second sopranos, Edna Scott, Elizabeth Thompson; altos, Harriet Baken and Bernice Smith.
The University String Quartet is probably one of the best known and best liked of the various concert groups at Idaho. For many years they have had such a reputation, and this year is no exception. On March 20 this group presented one of the most pleasing recitals of the university year before a very appreciative and quite enthusiastic audience.

The quartet this year is made up of Professor Carl Claus, member of the music faculty and director of the orchestra, who plays first violin; Miss Helen Parrott, one of the outstanding violinists at the University and a member of the group last year, second violin; Miss Patricia Kennard, a resident of Moscow, viola; and Miss Miriam Little of the department of music faculty, who plays 'cello.

A new and interesting group that was organized on the campus this year under the direction of Professor Carleton Cummings is the Men's Quartet, made up of four freshmen. The unusual choice of the four voices from one class caused much interest and excitement. However, Professor Cummings explained that not only did these four freshmen display evidence of unusual musical possibilities, but also that by receiving the full four years' training the result would be better for the music department at Idaho and for the men themselves. His prediction is being fulfilled, for even in the first year the quartet has shown remarkable development. Likewise it has taken a rightful place in the musical program at the University.

Members in the quartet are: First tenor, Reginald Lyons; second tenor, Wayne Hampton; first bass, Paul Rust; second bass, Carl Fischer.
The University Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Professor Carl Claus, presented three concerts this year.

JUDGING
Idaho Judging Teams

Work carried on in connection with the judging teams is one of the most important activities of the College of Agriculture. In fact, if there is any one feature of Idaho’s well organized College of Agriculture that is more outstanding than the others, it is the excellency and general high calibre of its judging teams. Members of the College of Agriculture faculty who are directors of the various judging teams give unstintingly of their time to the training of individual team members and to the perfection of the team as a unit. The members of these teams are selected each year from those students in the practice judging classes who receive the highest grades.

At present Idaho has four teams: The Grain Judging team, which judges small seeds, and grain and forage crops; the Dairy Cattle Judging team, which judges the various breeds of dairy cattle; the Animal Husbandry Judging team, which judges hogs, beef cattle, and sheep and horses; the Dairy Products Judging team, which judges cream, butter, milk, and cheese.

Every fall the teams go to Portland to participate in the Pacific International Livestock Show in competition with teams from the University of Oregon, Washington State College, University of California, University of British Columbia, and Montana State College.

Agronomy Judging Team

Having been rated first four times in the last five years, the Agronomy team was winner over the other schools again this year. The Idaho team scored 8190 points out of a possible 9600. John Hohnhorst was high point man of the contest, making 2840 points out of a possible 3200. Professor Harold W. Hulbert coached the team.
In competition with Dairy Products teams from the University of Oregon, Washington State College, University of British Columbia, University of California, and Montana State College, the University of Idaho placed second. University of California won first, five points ahead of Idaho. Wilbert McLean won further honors for Idaho, by scoring the highest number of points in the contest. McLean is a junior from Muscatine, Iowa. He has a very good record in the judging of dairy products, on which team he has had a position each year since coming to the University. The team was coached by Donald R. Theophilus, associate professor in dairy husbandry.

The Animal Husbandry Judging team was coached by Professor C. W. Hickman of the animal husbandry department. As a team, Idaho ranked first in the show, making 4268 points out of a possible 5000. Two firsts were taken, one in judging hogs and one in judging sheep. In beef cattle, Idaho placed second, and took third in judging horses. Joseph Heward was high point man on the team, and second in the contest. He scored 899 out of a possible 1000. Heward, a senior from Grace, has been a member of Idaho judging teams for four years. His record this year is very high and indicates the steady progress he has made. Arthur Middleton placed third with 870 points.
Dairy Cattle Judging Team

This year the Dairy Cattle Judging team, coached by Theodore R. Warren, placed third in competition with the other teams. Seconds were taken in judging Jersey, Holstein and Guernsey breeds and a third in judging Ayrshire breeds. Out of a possible 4800 points, Idaho scored 3761. Irwin Slater, junior, was high man, ranking third in the contest in number of points made. He placed second in judging Jerseys and fourth in Holsteins. John Freis was third in judging Guernseys, and Ernest Palmer ranked fourth in judging Jerseys.

Idaho has a high standard of achievement to live up to each year, having acquired many trophies and medals in the past. Competition for places is keen, and students and instructors cooperate in a careful preparation each fall for the show at Portland, since the Pacific International Livestock Show is one of the most important agricultural exhibits held in the United States.

The experience the students of the College of Agriculture get in their work on the judging teams has a very high transfer value for them in practically any line of agricultural pursuit they may choose to follow after they graduate. Many graduates openly attribute their success to a knowledge of the fine points obtained in learning to judge and correctly evaluate the various animals and agricultural products which are studied by the teams.

Competition for positions on the teams is very keen, for a great number of students turn out for the teams in every division. Names of team members who are to compete in the Pacific International Livestock Show, held at Portland each fall, are announced just a few days before they leave for the show.
MILITARY
Idaho’s Military Leader

The University of Idaho is particularly fortunate in having Brigadier General E. R. Chrisman as head of the Military department. The excellent rating which the Reserve Officers Training Corps has received for the past several years is largely due to the persistent and conscientious efforts of General Chrisman.

General Chrisman’s war experience includes the Sioux Indian campaign of 1890, the Spanish-American War, the Philippine insurrection, and commandant of the United States forces in Porto Rico during the World War. Also during his services in Porto Rico he served as military governor of the territory. With such a wealth of experience and such great leadership ability there is no doubt as to why the Idaho R.O.T.C. unit is considered one of the best in the country.

This is General Chrisman’s twentieth year on the Idaho campus. Besides his great accomplishments in the Military department, his interest in student activities has been equally great. It was through his efforts that the first national fraternities were brought to the Idaho campus. He introduced Scabbard and Blade, national honorary military organization; he is an honorary member of Blue Key, national service fraternity; he is a member of the University Academic Council; and also a member of the Discipline committee. In 1923 he was made chairman of the faculty committee on student organizations, in which position he has served ever since.

His laudable efforts and accomplishments have and always will make General Chrisman one of the best known and most beloved men of Idaho.
Reserve Officers Training Corps

Captain H. L. Henkle, Infantry D.O.L., came to the University of Idaho in 1930. He is in charge of the junior class in military instruction and drill. During his first year at Idaho he was coach of the Men's Rifle team.

Captain W. A. Hale, Infantry D.O.L., is instructing his first year at the University of Idaho. He has charge of the sophomore class. Captain Hale coached the Men's Rifle team which placed among the leaders throughout the country.

Lieutenant J. W. Sheehy, Infantry D.O.L., was transferred to the University in 1929. A graduate of West Point, he is well qualified in the instructional training of the basic students of military. Lieutenant Sheehy is also the Women's Rifle team coach.

Lonie Woods, staff sergeant, is in charge of all military equipment issued in the armory. Sergeant Woods during his years at Idaho has become quite a personality among the cadets.

Frank Barnum, staff sergeant, has charge of the clerical work of the Military department. Sergeant Barnum also assists in the field drill, and is assistant coach of the rifle team.
Cadet Regiment

FIRST SEMESTER

Commanding Regiment
Colonel Thomas J. Kury

Executive Officer
Lt. Colonel Robert H. Bell

Regimental Adjutant
Captain Nathaniel W. Congdon

Captain Kenneth R. Hensley

FIRST BATTALION
Major Charles W. Heath

COMPANY A
Captain Thomas Neilson
First Lt. Lionel Campbell
First Lt. Harold Stowell
Second Lt. Walter Frisberg

COMPANY B
Captain Ted Helmer
First Lt. Charles Graybill
First Lt. Sandy Laidlaw
Second Lt. Glen Smith

COMPANY C
Captain Kenneth Dyer
First Lt. Marius Hanford
First Lt. Lewis Morgan
Second Lt. Aldon Norrell

SECOND BATTALION
Major S. Lee Johnson

COMPANY D
Captain Charles A. Adams
First Lt. Ernest Brasch
Second Lt. John Daugherty

COMPANY E
Captain Henry Hornhorst
First Lt. Harry Young
Second Lt. Donald Wiseman
Second Lt. Virgil Thompson

COMPANY F
Captain Stanton Hale
First Lt. Ernest Peterson
Second Lt. William Hall

THIRD BATTALION
Major Wesley C. Calkins

COMPANY G
Captain Parker Wickwire
First Lt. Ralph W. Olmstead
Second Lt. Paul Aust
Second Lt. Arnold Calvert

COMPANY H
Captain Winfred Janssen
First Lt. Robert McCluskey
Second Lt. Edwin Parker

COMPANY I
Captain George Hoggan
First Lt. Alfred Matthaeus
Second Lt. Clyde Ross

Senior Officers
Cadet Regiment
SECOND SEMESTER

COMMANDING REGIMENT
Lt. Col. Kenneth R. Dyer

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Capt. Ted V. Helmer

FIRST BATTALION
Major Stanton G. Hale

Company A
Capt. Lionel Campbell
First Lt. Sandy Laidlaw
Second Lt. Tillmer Davidson
Second Lt. Chub Wendle

Company B
Capt. Winifred Janssen
First Lt. Lewis Morgan
Second Lt. Aldon Hoffman

Company C
Capt. Ralph W. Olmstead
First Lt. Paul Aust
Second Lt. Walter Friberg

SECOND BATTALION
Major Charles A. Adams

Company D
Capt. Aldon Norell
First Lt. Glen Smith
Second Lt. Curtis Mann

Company E
Capt. Marius Hanford
First Lt. Harold Stowell
First Lt. Lloyd Young
Second Lt. Charles Brown
Second Lt. Wyman Croy

Company F
Capt. William Hall
First Lt. John Daugherty
First Lt. Clyde Ross
Second Lt. Oliver Davis

THIRD BATTALION
Major Parker E. Wickwire

Company G
Capt. Henry Hohnhorst
First Lt. Alfred Mattheus
Second Lt. Edward Hurley

Company H
Capt. George Hoggan
First Lt. Ernest Peterson
First Lt. Virgil Thompson
Second Lt. William Felton

Company I
Capt. Ernest Brash
First Lt. Charles Graybill
First Lt. Edwin Parker
Second Lt. Donald Williams

Company K
Capt. Robert McCuskey
First Lt. Arnold Calvert
Second Lt. Willis Smith

Junior Officers
Military Band

Bandmaster and Instructor - - - Bernt Neilsen
Cadet Drum Major - - - Stanley Jepsen

The Military band of this year is again one of the best bands in the West. Furnishing music for military parades, athletic contests, and at the graduation ceremonies, the band has become an important factor on the campus. For fifteen years, Bandmaster Bernt Neilsen, retired army band leader, has developed and directed Idaho bands to leadership in the field of military music. Another feature of the cadet band is the annual band concert given in the university auditorium, in which militant and classical music is played.

The band is made up of approximately fifty-five pieces, and its members are for the most part freshmen and sophomores. Underclassmen may choose military band in preference to basic drill if they have the necessary qualifications. Stanley Jepsen was chosen for the entire year as the Cadet Drum Major.
In his first year as coach of the Men's Rifle team, Captain Hale developed a group of riflemen that have surpassed all previous Idaho teams in target marksmanship. Winning thirty intercollegiate matches and losing but eight, Idaho placed among the leaders in national rifle competition. Franklin Tussing led this year's team in scoring points, followed by Donald Griffith, Victor Baumgartner, and Vernon Nelson. Other members of the team are Thomas Neilson, Ambrose Adams, Max Yost, Arthur Davidson, Robert Ames, Russell Betts, Arnold Moen, Arthur Ladd, John Prichard, Charles Brown, and Alex Morgan.
The Idaho unit of the R.O.T.C. established an excellent record at Fort George Wright during last summer's camp. The University of Idaho placed first in rifle marksmanship and second in pistol. This high score in rifle marksmanship won for them the Sam S. Cohen trophy. In addition to this Ambrose Adams and Harold Doty, both from Idaho, were picked as the two best rifle shots of the camp and later competed in the National Rifle matches at Camp Perry, Ohio.

Each year it is the custom to pick the most outstanding cadet, basing the selection on his attitude and activities during the period of camp. Ambrose Adams was chosen. Winfred Janssen, also from Idaho, won the camp golf tournament.

With these achievements in the various events the University of Idaho out-ranked by far all other schools in camp competition. R.O.T.C. units from other schools present were Washington State, Montana, and Montana State.

Thirty-eight of the seventy-nine students at Camp Wright were from Idaho. Members of the regular Idaho military staff who were also at camp were Lieutenant J. W. Sheehy and Sergeant F. Barnum. Lieutenant Sheehy was platoon leader and Sergeant Barnum was the company's first sergeant.
The Senior Ball was the first prominent social event of this year. It was given at the Elks' Temple, Friday night, December 4. The grand march was led by Charles Cheney, class president, and Cecil Sanders, general chairman.

The programs were of black celluloid. The hall was exquisite in black and silver, and the effect produced was one of a forest at night with futuristic Christmas trees hedging in the dancers and stars twinkling above. A novel program of entertainment was presented by Camille Harris and Charles Helm, who did an Argentine specialty dance.

The decoration committee was composed of Warren McDaniel, Thomas Neilson, Chud Wendle, LaVernon Thomas, Helen Benson, and Bernard Lemp. The programs were selected by Jay Kendrick, Betty Bell, and Jack Lee. Invitations were issued by Austa White and Jean Tedford. Lois Thompson, Helen Hanson, and Katherine Mikkelson arranged the entertainment. Finances were in charge of Donald Equals, Robert Grant, and Charles Heath.

The patrons and patronesses included: Mrs. Mervin G. Neale, Miss Permeal J. French, Dean and Mrs. Ivan C. Crawford, Dean and Mrs. W. E. Masterson, and Mr. and Mrs. Leo B. Calland.
The Military Ball was given on Saturday night, March 4, at the Elks' Temple. The grand march was led by General and Mrs. E. R. Chrisman, followed by Colonel and Mrs. Ivan C. Crawford.

A military and patriotic scheme of decoration was portrayed through the use of a colorful and realistic mock battlefield. The programs were in perfect taste with the formal military tone. They were of heavy black suede.

Credit for this year's success goes to Ambrose Adams, general chairman, and the members of his committees. The choice of the programs was made by Thomas Neilson. Kenneth Dyer planned the intricate scheme of decoration and supervised the execution of these plans. The orchestra was hired by John Morgan, and Stanton Hale was responsible for the excellent entertainment.

Keith Talley played a marimbaphone solo. A novel skit was enacted by David Morgan and Laurence Bellinger.

The patrons and patronesses were: General and Mrs. E. R. Chrisman, President and Mrs. M. G. Neale, Colonel and Mrs. Ivan C. Crawford, Captain and Mrs. H. L. Henkle, Captain and Mrs. William A. Hale, and Lieutenant and Mrs. John Sheehy.
On February 12, at the Blue Bucket Inn, a new tradition was created by the “I” men. This was the annual coronation of their choice for queen at the “I” Club Mixer. Betty Merriam was chosen queen.

Patrons and patronesses were Dean Permeal J. French, Coach and Mrs. Leo B. Calland, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F. Hutchinson, Mr. and Mrs. Otto K. Anderson, and Professor and Mrs. C. W. Chenoweth.

Jack Hayden and John Thomas arranged a clever program for the dance, consisting of vaudeville skits and musical selections. A vocal solo was given by Katherine Brandt, accompanied by Claire Gale. The Phi Delt Trio sang three numbers. Jimmy Harper and two of his pupils gave dances.

Elmer Martin was general chairman for the St. Valentine’s dance; Jack Lee was master of ceremonies; and Alvin Jacobson handled the publicity.
Spinster Skip

The annual Spinster Skip, given by Mortar Board, was held February 13 at the Blue Bucket Inn. An innovation this year was the selection of Arthur Spaugy as “Campus King.”

The programs, featuring the coronation of the king, carried out the Valentine scheme of decoration, with large red hearts in a block cut on the front cover.

Lois Thompson was general chairman. Committees for the Skip consisted of: Programs, Bess Louise Hogg; orchestra, Joan Harris.

Patrons and patronesses were Dean Permeal J. French, honorary member of Mortar Board; Dr. and Mrs. George Morey Miller, and Dean and Mrs. Thomas S. Kerr.
Balloons, serpentine, bright lights, noise-makers, and the Junior Cabaret to top off that hectic and hilarious week of perfect enjoyment left nothing undone in the way of celebrating Junior Week. The Blue Bucket Inn was filled to capacity with student merry-makers on the evening of Saturday, April 16, to conclude the week’s festivities of the assembly, parade, and prom with the proper spirit.

The Bucket was transformed into a cabaret of a true style by James Flynn and his committee on decorations. Balloons and bright-colored lights were suspended from the ceiling, and serpentine and noise-makers were on hand to add to the gayety and atmosphere. George Morey Miller, Jr., chairman of the tables committee, made arrangements for reservations. A program arranged in cabaret style was presented during intermission.

Robert Harris was general chairman for the cabaret. Winifred Schoonmaker and Catherine Brandt secured the entertainment. Others on the committees were: Rex Dyer, music, and Ellen Jack, patrons.

The list of guests for patrons and patronesses included: Dean Permeal J. French, Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Kostalek, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Barton, Dean and Mrs. Ivan C. Crawford, and Professor and Mrs. I. N. Carter.
The annual Junior Prom given on Friday, April 15, at the Elks' Temple was the crowning event of all the festivities of Junior Week. The function was formal, as is the usual custom.

Japanese lanterns in various hues characteristic of the Orient gave a dim and enchanting atmosphere to the hall. The programs were made of white Japanese silk and decorated in the University colors.

Winfred Janssen, general chairman of the Prom, appointed a staff of twenty-five capable members to aid Albert Pence, chairman of the decoration committee. The chairman of the entertainment committee was Joseph Gilgan. Marthalene Tanner and her committee chose the programs. Ray Davidson was in charge of the hall and music. The decorations committee was divided into three divisions headed by Grace Eldridge, Kathleen Keener, and George Funke.

Patrons and patronesses included: Governor and Mrs. C. Ben Ross, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Vincent, President and Mrs. M. G. Neale, Miss Permeal J. French, Dean and Mrs. W. E. Masterson, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Kerr, Mr. and Mrs. Allan Janssen, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Chamberlain, and Lieutenant Governor and Mrs. G. P. Mix.
Blue Key

For the purpose of honoring their five new members, the members of Blue Key, national honorary for junior and senior men, entertained at an initiation dance at the Sigma Nu house on February 19. This dance is an annual affair and always follows the initiation which is held in the afternoon. During intermission the initiates, Melvin Stewart, Arthur Spaugy, Conroy Gillespie, Robert Harris, and Winfred Janssen, provided the entertainment by presenting a stunt.

Soft lights made the interior of the house very effective so that no decorations were needed. Ray Kelley and William Hawkins were in charge of the dance, assisted by the other members, as there were no special committees appointed.

Members of the faculty invited as patrons and patronesses were General and Mrs. E. R. Chrisman, Dean and Mrs. Ivan C. Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Buchanan, and Mr. and Mrs. Allan Janssen.

Scabbard and Blade

Scabbard and Blade, national military honorary, entertained with a formal dinner dance. The affair was given in honor of Colonel Pillow, administrative inspection officer of the ninth corps area.

The affair was held in the ballroom of the Hotel Moscow on the evening of April 28. A delectable dinner was served the guests at 6:30 o'clock, after which dancing was the diversion of the evening. Beautiful spring flowers decorated the room. Dance programs were appropriate to the occasion.

Thirty-six members of Scabbard and Blade with their guests were in attendance. Patrons and patronesses included: General and Mrs. E. R. Chrisman, Colonel and Mrs. Ivan C. Crawford, Captain and Mrs. W. A. Hale, Captain and Mrs. H. L. Henkle, and Lieutenant and Mrs. John Sheehy.

Thomas Neilson was chairman, assisted by Kenneth Dyer and Jack Morgan.
Interfraternity Council

A pow-wow council meeting was held by the Interfraternity Council on the evening of March 9 at the Sigma Nu house. The dance programs, of a mottled maroon and lavender color, pictured Indians dancing around the fire at a council pow-wow. Sheepskins with crests of fraternities and sororities hung from the walls.

Mr. Robert F. Green, Mr. Edward E. Poulton, Mr. Harold Boyer, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Barton, and Dean and Mrs. Wm. E. Masterson were patrons and patronesses.

Don Harris was general chairman for this clever dance. His committee was Morris O'Donnel and Frank McKinley. This annual dance has long been a tradition observed by the Interfraternity Council.

Other Dances

This year various campus organizations have sponsored many clever dances. The "Ag Bawl" was held on October 17.

Intercollegiate Knights sponsored an all-college dance at the Memorial Gymnasium on October 30. Spurs sponsored a Blue Bucket dance on November 10.

The sixteenth Co-ed Prom was given on November 14. Stunts were given by all the women's groups. Forney Hall won first prize. Costume prizes were awarded.

Under streamers of pale yellow shading to orange, the Associated Engineers gave a dance on December 5. The programs were of silver and purple.

The women's gymnasium was transformed into a primeval forest when the Associated Foresters gave their dance on November 7. The Muckers' Ball of the Associated Miners was staged there on January 30. The programs were of brown fiber paper and depicted a man at the bar in early mining days.

The Sigma Nu house was the scene of the Sigma Tau formal on February 5. Guests from the Pullman chapter were present.
Mortar Board Fashion Tea

Mortar Board’s Fashion Tea, which was given for the first time on the Idaho campus March 4 at Hays Hall, proved to be a real success.

The models chosen by Mortar Board were: Virginia Lee Maguire, Elizabeth Loomis, Eileen Hale, Elaine Cash, Doris Norell, Betty Merriam, Peggy Newhouse, Ione Walters, Marjorie MacVean, Marthalene Tanner, Catherine O’Neil, Dorothy Torgeson, Grace Raphael, and Marjorie Crane.

Executive Board Dance

Following a tradition of several years’ standing the A.S.U.I. Executive Board was this year entertained at a formal dinner dance by the Washington State College Student Board of Control.

The Blue Bucket Inn ballroom was chosen by the W.S.C. Board for the scene of the affair. The dance was carried out in cabaret style, small tables being placed at intervals around the room, with the center reserved for dancing.

Class Mixers

Dean French addressed the Juniors at their first mixer held on October 21. The second Junior Mixer on November 17 had a novel entertainment of motion pictures of Idaho football games. On the following night the Sophomores gave a mixer.

John Thomas was in charge of the entertainment for the third Junior Mixer of February 5. Hollis Neveux was the chairman for the Freshman Glee on May 6.

Clayne Robison was in charge of the second Sophomore class dance on April 19, and James Kalbus was chairman of the frolic.
REPRESENTATIVE IDAHOANS
Lionel Campbell

because—THROUGHOUT HIS UNIVERSITY CAREER HE HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE MOST ACTIVE MEN IN HIS CLASS . . . A LEADER IN MANY PHASES OF COLLEGE ACTIVITY . . . GREATLY ADMIRE AND RESPECTED BY STUDENT BODY AND FACULTY.

Bess Louise Hogg

because—OF THE IMPORTANT PART SHE HAS TAKEN IN THE AFFAIRS OF IDAHO WOMEN DURING HER FOUR YEARS IN COLLEGE . . . ALWAYS INTENSELY ACTIVE IN FURTHERING THE INTERESTS OF THOSE WITH WHOM SHE IS ASSOCIATED . . . A TRUE IDAHOAN.
Joan Harris

because—she, too, has been an important figure in women's affairs, in addition to participation in musical circles... endowed with a charming personality which has been directed always toward aiding her fellow workers.

Harry Walden

because—his success in musical activities on the campus has won for him widespread admiration and acclaim... popular as leader of Idaho's pep band, his character exemplifies all that is real and genuine.


Austria White

because—a generous portion of her four years has been spent working for the interests of others . . . as a member of many committees, as a leader in women's affairs, she has been of invaluable service to her class and university

Stanton Hale

because—of the forceful initiative which he has exerted in the many branches of campus life in which he has taken part . . . he has been one of those who have helped to make four years of college a success, both for Idaho and for himself
Charles Heath

*because*—**HE HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMBINED AN ACTIVE CAREER OF ATHLETICS, STUDENT GOVERNMENT, AND CAMPUS LEADERSHIP, TO ACHIEVE A POSITION OF DISTINCTION ON THE CAMPUS . . . HIS DETERMINATION AND FAIRMINDEDNESS HAVE MADE HIM AN INSPIRATION TO OTHERS**

Paris Martin

*because*—**HE HAS IN A MOST THOROUGHLY UNSELFISH MANNER CONTRIBUTED HIS SHARE TO MANY CAMPUS AND UNIVERSITY PROJECTS, FOR WHICH HE EXPECTED NO REWARD . . . HE POSSESES THE COURAGE TO ADHERE TO HIS OWN CONVICTIONS**
HONORARIES
Phi Beta Kappa

Founded at William and Mary College December 5, 1776
Alpha Chapter of Idaho Installed June 5, 1936

OFFICERS

President
ELMER FREDERICK BETH

Vice President
FREDERIC CORSE CHURCH

Treasurer
VAUGHN PRATER LATTIG

Student Councillors
MARY HELEN BROSnan
STANLEY SHELDON SPAIN

FACULTY

HAROLD LUCIUS AXTELL
WILLIAM CARE BANKS
ELMER FREDERICK BETH
WILLIAM HAROLD BOYER
FREDERIC CORSE CHURCH

JAY GLOVER ELDREDGE
RALPH HUNTER FARMER
GUSTAF WILLIAM HAMMAR
ARTHUR SYLVESTER HOWE
JOHN ANTON KOSTALEK
VAUGHN PRATER LATTIG

WILLIAM EDWARD MASTERSON
GEORGE MOREY MILLER
EUGENE TAYLOR
ELLA WOODS
JOHN PHILIP WYMER

MEMBERS IN THE CITY

GERTRUDE BOUTON AXTELL
MARY NORIE BANES
SISTER MARY CARMEL
ADA BURKE DAVID

OLA BONHAM KINHOUSE
JAMES HARVEY FORNEY
MABEL WOLFE GILL
LOUISE BLAC HAMMAR

VIOLA WOLFF HOLLEY
HELEN WINIFRED MELGARD
WARREN TRUITT
PEARL SNOODGRASS WADE

BERTE MERRIAM HOCKADAY

STUDENT MEMBERS

DAVID HARRY ANGEY
MARY HELEN BROSnan
LIONEL THADDEUS CAMPBELL
KATHRYN HART CONGER

JOHN DUMAS EWING
NANCY ALLEN FINCH
EMMA VIOLA NELSON

BETHEL PACKENHAM POUTON

REX BURNS PONTIUS
STANLEY SHELDON SPAIN
PEARL HAZEL WALTERS

CONSTANCE HELEN WOODS
The Society of Sigma Xi has a strong chapter at the University of Idaho with an enrollment of forty-seven active members and thirteen associate members. The object of the society is to encourage original investigation in science, pure and applied. Meetings are held monthly at which reports are given by members concerning the results of research work.
Blue Key

OFFICERS

First Semester
Kenneth O'Leary
William Ennis
Ambrose Adams
William Hawkins
Paul Edward Jones

President
Second Semester
William Ennis
Harry Robb
Warren McDaniel
Walter Gillespie
Lionel Campbell

Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant-at-Arms

RA
PH
W.

FRASK S.lolUlN
PEYTOS SOMMERCUIP
ARTHUR SPAUCY
ME”VIN
STEWART
JOHN TRUEMAN
BARIlY 
VA”UES

GENERAL E. R. CHRISMAN
Al.I.AN J"KSSEN
CECIL HAGAN

FACTORY

President M. G. Neale
George Horton
Dean I. C. Crawford
Jesse Buchanan
Harold Boyer
Allan Janssen
Cecil Hagan

MEMBERS

Ambrose Adams
Dean Arnold
Lionel Campbell
Philip Conneil
Raymond Davidson
Donald Equals
William Ennis
Walter Gillespie

Conroy Gillespie
Dale Goss
Charles Graybill
Gerald Grimm
Stanton Hale
Donald Harris
Robert Harris
William Hawkins

Winfred Janssen
Clive Johnson
Paul Edward Jones
Ray Kelley
Warren McDaniel
Jack Mitchell
Claude Marcus
Kenneth O'Leary

Ralph W. Olmstead
Harry Robb
Frank Smuin
Peyton Sommecamp
Arthur Spaugy
Melvin Stewart
John Trubman
Harry Walden

Blue Key is a National Upperclassmen’s Honorary Fraternity, founded at the University of Florida in 1924 and installed on the Idaho Campus in 1925. Membership is chosen from upperclassmen who are outstanding in leadership, campus activities, scholarship, and personality. The motto of the organization is “Serving I Live.”
Phi Alpha Delta

OFFICERS
Justice
ROBERT BROWN
Vice Justice
JHN EWING
Clerk
WILLIAM ENNIS
Treasurer
GEORGE BEARDMORE

MEMBERS
MELTON AMOS
GUS ANDERSON
GEORGE BEARDMORE
ROBERT BROWN
HAROLD COFFIN

EDWARD CROSS
LEONARD DI MICELI
WILLIAM ENNIS
JOHN EWING

KERMIT JEPPESON
CLAUDI MARCUS
JOHN PEACOCK
HUGH REDFORD
ROBERT VOSHEIL

Phi Alpha Delta is a national honorary professional law fraternity, founded at Northwestern University in 1902. James Kent Chapter was installed at the University of Idaho in 1914. The purpose of the fraternity is the promotion of high standards, leadership and cooperation among the students and practitioners in the legal profession. Its membership is limited to students in accredited law schools whose work has been particularly outstanding.
Phi Chi Theta

OFFICERS
President  INA PETERSON
Vice President  HELEN POWERS
Secretary  HELEN BENSON
Treasurer  ALICE O'HARA

HONORARY MEMBER
ELLEN RIEPIERSON

MEMBERS
ISA ADAMSON
HELEN BENSON
HELEN CARNEY
NEVA GREEN

ELLEN JACK
BETTY MERRIAM
KATHERINE MIKKELSON

ALICE O'HARA
INA PETERSON
HELEN POWERS
LURA LEE SHARP

PHI CHI THETA is a national business honorary for women. It was founded in 1924, and Pi Chapter at the University of Idaho was installed in 1926. The fraternity places a premium on scholarship, activities and leadership, and each year awards a key to the woman in the School of Business who best meets these requirements. The fraternity also aims to create high ideals among all women who are to follow business careers.
Alpha Kappa Psi is a national honorary for men in the School of Business Administration. The Alpha Kappa Chapter on the University of Idaho campus is the thirty-third chapter of this national professional commerce fraternity, and was installed in 1923. The national was founded in 1904 at the New York University School of Commerce. The aim of the fraternity is general development of professional interest in business.
**Alpha Zeta**

**OFFICERS**

- **Chancellor**: DONALD BELL
- **Censor**: EDWIN WELLHOUSEN
- **Scribe**: HAROLD BROWN
- **Chronicler**: EARL STANSELL
- **Treasurer**: RALPH L. OLMSHEAD

**FACULTY**

- CHARLES W. HUNGERFORD
- DEAN EDWARD J. IDINGS
- CHARLES A. MICHELS
- DEAN FRANCIS G. MILLER
- JULIUS E. NORDBY
- PAUL L. RICE
- GEORGE S. SCHILLING
- ARTHUR M. SOWDER
- CLARENCE C. VINCENT
- CLAUDE W. WAKELEAD
- THEODORE K. WARREN

**MEMBERS**

- DONALD BELL
- ROBERT FISHER
- CARL HENNING
- KARL HOBSON
- WORTH HODGSON
- Edwin Dekay
- Joseph Gillett
- Dallas Murdock
- Ralph Lee Olmstead
- Glenn Pratt
- John Hornhorst
- Glenn Holm
- Carl Lunstrum
- Paul L. Rice
- Alfred Shaw
- Irwin Slater
- Earl Stansell
- Floyd Trail
- Edwin Wellhousen
- Harry Wellhousen
- Wade Wells

**ALPHA ZETA** is an honorary agricultural fraternity. Members are chosen from students who have completed three semesters of academic work in the College of Agriculture, and who have attained a satisfactory basis of scholarship and leadership. Its purpose is the promotion of higher scholarship, leadership, and cooperation among the students who are studying in the field of agriculture. The fraternity was founded at Ohio State in 1897, the Idaho Chapter in 1920.
Sigma Tau

OFFICERS

President: JOSEPH CREMANS
Vice President: DANIEL McLAUGHLIN
Secretary-Treasurer: CARL von ENDE
Historian: ROY JOHNSON

DEAN I. C. CRAWFORD
J. E. BUCHANAN

FACULTY

L. C. Cady
H. F. GAEBER
J. W. Howard

J. H. JOHNSON
T. IVAN TAYLOR

MEMBERS

ROBERT ALWORTH
ROBERT BAILY
JOSEPH CREMANS
DONALD EMIGH

CLIFFORD HALLVIK
ROBERT HARRIS
HENRY HORNHORST
JOHN IZATT
ALVIN JACOBSON

ROY JOHNSON
DANIEL McLAUGHLIN
CARL von ENDE
HOWARD WORLEY

SIGMA TAU is a national honorary engineering fraternity. Rho Chapter at Idaho, established in 1922, is affiliated with the national, which was established in 1904 at the University of Nebraska. Its purpose is to recognize scholarship and professional attainment in engineering. Members are selected on the basis of scholarship, practicality, and sociability from the junior and senior classes in the engineering and mines school.
Sigma Alpha Iota

OFFICERS

President         ELSA EISINGER
Vice President    LOIS THOMPSON
Recording Secretary HELEN PARROTT
Treasurer         HELEN STETLER
Editor            VIRGINIA EVANS

FACULTY

ISABEL CLARK
DOROTHY FREDERICKSON
AGNES BOTHINE

MEMBERS

HARRIET BAKEN     JOAN HARRIS
MAE BELLE DONALDSON PATRICIA KENNARD
ELSA EISINGER     LOUISE MORLEY
VIRGINIA EVANS    HELEN PARROTT
ELIZABETH GILMORE

SIGMA ALPHA IOTA is the oldest national honorary strictly musical fraternity. It was founded at the University of Michigan in 1904. The Sigma Zeta Chapter was installed at Idaho in 1924. The purpose of the fraternity is to promote in every possible way the interest of its members and to further in any way possible the best interests of music in America and in the University. Members are selected from women specializing in music.
Sigma Gamma Epsilon

OFFICERS

President
Roy Johnson

Vice President
Donald Emigh

Secretary-Treasurer
Alfred Rasor

Editor
Charles Lee

ALFRED L. ANDERSON
A. W. FAHRENWALD
DEAN JOHN W. FINCH

FACULTY

THOMAS H. HITE
F. B. LANEY
D. C. LIVINGSTON

W. W. STALEY
EDWARD TULLIS
STEWART UDELL

ROBERT BAILY
ARCHIE BILADEAU
DONALD CARNES
JOHN CARPENTER
JOSEPH CREMANS

MEMBERS

FRITZ DANIELSON
DONALD EMIGH
WILLIAM ELMER
ROY JOHNSON
CHARLES LEE
EMERT LINDROOS

ROGER McCONNELL
ROBERT McRAE
MARVIN OLSON
ALFRED RASOR
KARL SALSkov

SIGMA GAMMA EPSILON is a national professional mining fraternity. Its members are selected from the men of the junior and senior classes who are taking major work in mining, metallurgy, or geology. This fraternity has for its object the social, scholastic, and scientific advancement of its members. Existence as a national dates from 1915 at the University of Kansas. The Idaho Chapter was installed May 27, 1929.
Scabbard and Blade

OFFICERS

Captain  PARKER WICKWIRE
First Lieutenant  THOMAS NEILSON
Second Lieutenant  WINFRED JANSSEN
First Sergeant  TED HELMER

MEMBERS

GEN. E. R. CHRISMAN  LIONEL CAMPBELL  LEWIS MORGAN
LT. COL. I. C. CRAWFORD  NATHANIEL CONGDON  THOMAS NEILSON
CAPT. H. L. HENLE  KENNETH DYER  RALPH W. OLMSLEAD
CAPT. W. A. HALE  MARIUS HANFORD  HAROLD STOWELL
LIEUT. J. W. SHEEHY  TED HELMER  PARKER WICKWIRE

PLEDGES

JACK BAUMAN  DON HARRIS  CURTIS MANN  LAVERNE RANDALL
ARTHUR DAVIDSON  CARL HENNINGS  ELMER MARTIN  WILLIAM ROBB
WALTER FRIBERG  EDWARD HURLEY  GEORGE MATSON  WILLIS SMITH
NEIL FRITCHEMAN  ALVIN JACOBSON  JAMES NORELL  ROBERT VAN UDEN
WILLIAM HALL  HARRY JACOBY  ALBERT PENCE

THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF SCABBARD AND BLADE is a national military honorary, selecting its members from students of the University who have done outstanding work in the advanced military course. “B” Company, Sixth Regiment of the national organization, was installed on the Idaho campus in 1925. The national organization, consisting of seven regiments with seventy-nine companies, was founded at the University of Wisconsin in 1901.
The Curtain

OFFICERS

President
HOWARD ALTNOW

Secretary-Treasurer
BERTHA MOORE

Director
FRED C. BLANCHARD

MEMBERS

HOWARD ALTNOW
CATHERINE BRANDT
LIONEL CAMPBELL
GRACE ELDREDGE
WILLIAM ENSIS
NANCY FINCH

Raphael Gibbs
Robert Grant
Elinor Jacobs
Winfred Janssen
Dorothy Menzies
Bertha Moore
John Peacock

NAOMI RANDALL
LLOYD RUTCZEL
HARRY ROBB
CLAYNE ROBISON
CASADY TAYLOR
JOHN THOMAS

The CURTAIN, local dramatics fraternity, is composed of members chosen for outstanding ability as actors, directors, or playwrights. The functions of the fraternity are directed towards furthering dramatic activity at the University of Idaho; towards the study of acting and play production; towards establishing on the campus certain ethics of the theatre; towards encouraging, through its alumni, the production of desirable amateur plays in Idaho.
Theta Sigma

OFFICERS

President  Elizabeth Taylor Dick  
Vice President  Norma Longeteig  
Secretary  Mary Lucille Kerr  
Treasurer  Evelyn McMillan

MEMBERS

Mary Axtell  Elizabeth Taylor Dick  Norma Longeteig  
Elizabeth Brown  Eileen Hale  Evelyn McMillan  
Linn Cowgill  Mary Lucille Kerr  Lorraine Stewart  
Eliza Taylor Dick  Elsie Lafferty  

Theta Sigma is a local journalism honorary for women. It was organized at Idaho in 1927 with the purpose of creating professional interest in journalism among women on the Idaho campus. Qualifications for membership are a major or a minor in journalism, and at least three semesters work on The Idaho Argonaut. Sponsored by Theta Sigma are activities intended to aid journalism on the campus and in high schools throughout the state.
Delta Sigma Rho

OFFICERS

President
JOSEPH FILSETH
Vice President
HOWARD BALLIF
Secretary-Treasurer
HARRY ANGNEY

DR. GEORGE M. MILLER
JEAN COLLETTE

PENDLETON HOWARD

FACULTY

JEAN COLLETTE

HARRY ANGNEY
HOWARD BALLIF
JOHN EWING

MEMBERS

JOSEPH FILSETH
JEWELL LEIGHTON
CLAUDE MARCUS

KENNETH O'LEARY
RALPH W. OLMSTEAD
ROBERT VINCENT

DELTA SIGMA RHO is a national forensic honorary. The Idaho chapter was installed in May, 1927, the national having been founded in Chicago in 1906. Membership is limited to those persons who possess greater than average forensic education, training, and experience, and who have participated in a speaking contest on behalf of the University. The organization includes in its functions the sponsoring of all debate activities on the campus.
Phi Upsilon Omicron

OFFICERS

President  MARIORIE GRIFFITH
Vice President  Beth Wood
Secretary  Irene Luke
Treasurer  Maxine Thornhill

HONORARY MEMBERS

KATHERINE JENSEN  ADAH LEWIS  IDA INGALLS  MARION FEATHERSTONE

MEMBERS

DAHRL BOCKWITZ  MARY ELLEN HECKATHORN  IRENE LUKE
ELIZABETH BELL  MARGARET HILL  ARDITH MELLINGER
FRANCES DUSAULT  DOROTHY JANSSEN  MAXINE THORNHILL
KATHLEEN GOODWIN  MARGARET KELLOGG  AUSTA WHITE
MARJORIE GRIFFITH  VALETTA L'HERISSON  BETH L. WOOD

PHI UPSILON OMICRON is a national professional home economics fraternity. It was established at the University of Minnesota in 1909, and was installed on the Idaho campus in 1918 as Zeta Chapter. The purpose of the organization is to aid its members morally, socially, and intellectually, and to advance and promote home economics as a profession. Membership is based upon scholarship, professional attitude, personality, and leadership.
Pi Lambda Theta

OFFICERS

President: VNNA ANDRASEN
Vice President: GEORGIA BELL
Secretary-Treasurer: EDNA DURBIN

PERMEAL FRENCH
MARY KIRKWOOD

FACULTY

BERNICE MCCOY
MURIEL MCFARLAND
ELLEN RIEIERSON

MEMBERS

VELMA ANDRASSEN
VENNA ANDRASSEN
SUE COMPTON ARMOUR
GEORGIA BELL
MARGARET BOLIN
FLORA BUCKINGHAM
KATHRYN COLLINS

MARGARET CUDY
GERTRUDE DENNEY
EDNA DURBIN
MARION FRY
ALTA GARRISON
JOAN HARRIS

AGNES HORTON
LULU GRACE HOUTCHENS
JEWELL LEIGHTON
EDNA MILLER
LOUISE MORLEY
Cecilia Macke

RACHAEL NOYES
HATTIE RIEIERSON
MRS. WAYNE SMITH
GEORGIA THOMAS
LOIS THOMPSON
ELIZABETH WILLIAMS
BEULAH WRIGHT

Pi Lambda Theta, national honorary education fraternity for women, has for its principal purpose the encouraging and fostering of interest in teaching and educational affairs. It concerns itself with scholarship, encouraging graduate work, creating a professional spirit in teaching and in advancing teaching standards. The national was founded in 1917 and Phi Chapter at Idaho was installed on May 22, 1926.
Kappa Delta Pi

OFFICERS
President ROLAND STURMAN
Vice President FRED WHITE
Secretary MILTON VETTER
Treasurer CLIFFORD MULLIKIN

FACULTY MEMBERS
DEAN JAMES F. MESSENGER
Prof. W. WAYNE SMITH
DR. CHARLES E. HOLLEY
DR. ALLEN C. LEMON
PROF. GEORGE S. SCHILLING

MEMBERS
JOSEPH BURKE
THEODORE CORREL
CARL EVANS
GERALD GRIFF
CLIFFORD MULLIKIN
FRANCIS NONINI
RAY NORRIS
MELCHER PRIEKE
ELDON SCHOCK
WAYNE SNOOK
ROLAND STURMAN
ELDRED UTT
MILTON VETTER
FRED WHITE

Kappa Delta Pi is a national honorary educational fraternity, maintaining the highest educational ideals and fostering fellowship, scholarship, and achievement in the field of education. The honorary is formed for the purpose of recognizing outstanding service in the field of education and social service. The national was founded at the University of Illinois in 1911. The Idaho chapter was installed in June, 1928.
Xi Sigma Pi

OFFICERS

Forester
Associate Forester
Secretary-Fiscal Agent
Ranger

GEORGE FISHER
WILLIAM GAFFNEY
CORLAND JAMES
FLOYD OTTER

FACULTY

- DEAN FRANCIS G. MILLER
STANLEY C. CLARKE
- DR. ERNEST E. HUBERT
FLOYD L. OTTER
LITER E. SPENCE
- DR. EDWIN C. JAHN
ARTHUR M. SOWDER

MEMBERS

RALPH AHLSKOG
KENNETH DANIELS
GEORGE FISHER
WILLIAM GAFFNEY

LLOYD HAYES
STANLEY HEFFNER
CORLAND JAMES
FRANK MAKARA

DOUGLAS MILLER
ROYALE PIERSON
DAVID STAUFFER
CHARLES WELLNER

Xi Sigma Pi is a national honorary forestry fraternity. The object of the organization is to secure and maintain a high standard of scholarship in forest education; to work for the upbuilding of the profession of forestry; and to promote fraternal relations among workers engaged in forest activities. The fraternity was founded at the University of Washington in 1908, while Epsilon Chapter at Idaho was installed in 1920.
THE SPUR organization is an honorary service organization, which is "at your service" in every activity in which the student body participates. Its functions include anything which will further the interests of the students and of the University. The honorary is for sophomore women and was founded at Montana State College in 1920. The Idaho chapter of Spurs was installed in 1924.
Intercollegiate Knights

OFFICERS

Grand Duke
JACK MITCHELL
Royal Scribe
ROLLIN HUNTER
Royal Keeper of Exchequer
CHARLES KEATING

JUNIOR COMMITTEE

WINFRED JANSSEN
ALBERT FENCE
CLIVE JOHNSON
EUGENE SCOTT

MEMBERS

ROBERT BENNETT
BENTLEY GALLIGAN
ELPHRED LEE
NORMAN ROBERTS
MAXON CHASE
ROLLIN HUNTER
MELVIN LOCKE
CLAYNE ROBISON
AUSTIN DAVIS
DONALD JOHNSON
LEONARD McCARTY
CHESTER ROBISON
HUGH ELDRIDGE
JIMMY KONES
JAMES MORKER
PAUL RUST
IRVING FAIRWEATHER
FRED KOCH
JAMES MOIRER
WALTER TANNLER
JACK PICK
FRANCIS KONNTZ
HOLLIS NEVREX
EDWARD TOBIN
PAUL FILER
ROBERT LANG
JOHN OLSON
HERBERT FREICE
MERRITT OWEN
HUNTER NEVEUX
JOHN POWELL

THE INTERCOLLEGiate KNIGHT organization was founded at the University of Washington. The Idaho chapter, known as the Ball and Chain Chapter, was installed on the campus in 1922. This fraternity is a national honorary service organization for freshman and sophomore men. The purpose of the group is general sponsorship and the arrangement for all functions of the associated students.
Maya Fraternity

OFFICERS

Teochultli-Itza  WARREN McDaniel
Chilan-Itza     LLOYD STALKER
Ko-Hul-Itza    RALP DECKER
Noque-Itza     BASIL MILES

FACULTY ADVISOR

M. W. MEZIAN

MEMBERS

Hugh Burnett
Ralph Decker
Jedo Jones

Warren McDaniel
Basil Miles
Lloyd Stalker

Maya is an honorary architectural fraternity. The Temple of Chac-Mool was founded at the University of Idaho in 1931. Its purpose is to recognize scholarship and to promote professional attainment in architecture by integrity and sincerity in the profession.
CLUBS
American Society of Civil Engineers

OFFICERS

President  Clifford Hallvik
Vice President  Arthur Davidson
Secretary-Treasurer  Alfred Sachse

MEMBERS

William Attridge
Rayburn Brians
Palmer Rue
Charles Cairns
Charles Cross
Regino Dannug
John Daugherty
Arthur Davidson
Sidney Deane

Frederick Drager
Vernon Eaton
Harold Hafferson
Clifford Hallvik
Lawrence Hankins
John Izatt
Allan Janssen
Carl Larson
Charles LeMoyne
Peter Olson

Ernest Peterson
Roman Ramos
Alfred Sachse
Franklin Smith
Walter Spencer
Claude Studebaker
Charles Thompson
Charles Wamstad
Ervin Werner

THE IDAHO STUDENT CHAPTER of the American Society of Civil Engineers was installed at the University of Idaho in 1926. The American Society of Civil Engineering was founded in 1852 for the advancement of the engineering profession. Membership in the chapter is composed of the students registered in the civil engineering curriculum. The society maintains contact with its national organization and with practicing engineers and their problems.
The Attic Club, organized in October, 1930, and composed of students enrolled in either the Art or Architecture departments, promotes professional interest and creates a friendly spirit between the two departments. It also sponsors all art and architecture exhibits during the year, and takes charge of arrangements for the annual Art and Architecture Day.
The English Club, one of the first organizations of the campus, includes in its membership all the instructors, majors and minors in the department, as well as students who have distinguished themselves in composition, journalism, debate or dramatics. Activities of the club are directed not alone toward furthering interest in the study of English, but also toward performing special services to the University and the student body in general.
The AG Club, organized twenty-three years ago, is composed of students registered in the College of Agriculture. The purpose of the club is to sponsor the activities of its college and at the same time to bring students together in friendship and to stimulate interest in agricultural affairs. Activities sponsored each year include the Little International Livestock Show and the annual publication of *The Idaho Agriculturist*, agricultural journal.
THE ASSOCIATED ENGINEERS is an organization of the faculty and the students of the College of Engineering. Through a program of lectures by prominent practicing engineers whom it secures, through engineering films and other educational features which it sponsors, the organization attempts to fulfill its purpose of creating interest in engineering activities and to make possible broader understanding of engineering.
The ASSOCIATED MINERS is a club composed of students and faculty in the School of Mines. The club provides a means by which students of mining may become better acquainted with each other, and at the same time furthers the purpose of sponsoring interest in the school and the profession and of promoting features of educational value to its members. The association is affiliated with the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.
The Bench and Bar Association is a local organization, including in its members all students regularly enrolled in the College of Law. The general purpose behind the organization has to do with creating and developing among its members an ethical and professional attitude which will be of value in their chosen profession. The Bench and Bar Association was organized at Idaho in 1912 and has functioned continuously since that date.
The Home Economics Club is affiliated with the American Home Economic Association and is a member of the Idaho State Federation of Women’s Clubs. All women who are enrolled in the Home Economics Department are members of the organization. The aims include the promotion of friendship and the creation of interest in home economics work. Among its functions are the sponsoring of the Co-ed Prom, and the maintenance of several fifty dollar loans for women.
Hell Divers' Club

OFFICERS

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Publicity Manager
Instructor

CLAYNE ROBISON
MARY AXTELL
CLIVE JOHNSON
CHARLES CHENEY
KATHARYN THOMS
LORNA MCCAIN

MISS JANETTE WIRT
MISS MABEL LOCKE

FACULTY

MEMBERS

MAX EIDEN
HERBERT FEECE
STANTON HALE
FRANCES HANLEY
EDWARD JONES
MARGARETHE KJOSNESS
HENRY LACY

BERNARD LEMP
LORNA MCCAIN
GEACE NICHOLS
WINIFRED SCHOOKMAKER
RUTH STEELE
WILLIS SMITH
PHYLLIS TEMBY
ELIZABETH THOMPSON

MAXINE THORNHILL
KATHARYN THOMS
CHARLES WALKER
CHUD WENDELL
ELIZABETH WHITE
DOROTHY G. WILLIAMS
HARRY WILLIAMSON
AMELIA BETH WOOD
CARL YANIK

THE HELL DIVERS' CLUB is the University of Idaho chapter of the American Red Cross Life-Saving Corps, organized on the campus in October, 1930. The organization is composed of members who have passed the senior life-saving tests of the American Red Cross. The work of the organization includes the sponsoring of swimming activities, and in studying and practicing life-saving, first-aid, and advanced swimming.

THE HELL DIVERS' CLUB is the University of Idaho chapter of the American Red Cross Life-Saving Corps, organized on the campus in October, 1930. The organization is composed of members who have passed the senior life-saving tests of the American Red Cross. The work of the organization includes the sponsoring of swimming activities, and in studying and practicing life-saving, first-aid, and advanced swimming.
The House Managers' Club was formed on the campus of the University of Idaho in March, 1931, for the purpose of providing an organized body for mutual aid in the solution of problems which arise in connection with managing group houses, and to create a group buying power to procure greater service and savings in obtaining supplies. The membership of the group includes house managers of all sororities and fraternities on the campus.
The Associated Foresters

OFFICERS

President: JOSEPH PECHEANEC
Vice President: PHILIP LORD
Secretary-Treasurer: CHARLES FITFIELD
Ranger: JOHN COOK

FACULTY

DEAN F. G. MILLER
ARTHUR M. SOWDER

PROF. E. E. HUBERT
FLOYD L. OTTER

EDWIN C. JAHN
LITER E. SPENCE

STANLEY C. CLARKE
C. L. PRICE

GRADUATE STUDENTS

STANLEY HEPHER
FRANK MAKARA
DOUGLAS MILLER
ROYALE PEARSON
DAVID STAUFFER

MEMBERS

RALPH ASHE
LESLIE ALBREE
MALENE ALLENDRE
MILTON ANDREWS
PAUL ANDERSON
DONALD ASAL
PAUL ASY
MARK BAUER
RUDOLPH BENSON
CLARENCE BROWN
HAROLD BROWN
JAMES BROWN
LOYD BURNETT
CHARLES CARLSON
STANLEY CLARKE
EDWIN CONWELL
JOHN COOK
MELVIN COONRAD
FLOYD COOMPT

CHARLES CRAWFORD
KENNETH CRAWFORD
KENNETH DANIELS
CHARLES DAVENPORT
BRYAN DAVIS
RALPH DeLANE
ROBERT DELL
JACK DINDO
HAROLD EDWARDS
ROBERT Everts
JOSEPH FABER
WILLIAM FEATHERSTON
DELOS FICKERS
CHARLES FITFIELD
PAUL FIBER
GEORGE FISHER
HUME FRAYER
JACK FREDERICK
HERBERT FREICE

WILLIAM GAFFNEY
WILLIAM GEHRISMAN
JOHN GIBB
JOHN GILMORE
VERNONIO GOED
EDWARD GREISER
GEORGE HARLAN
LEXE HARRIS
HAROLD HAYES
JULIO Hegt
ROBERT Herkman
RICHARD HILDES
FRANK HILL
MORGAN HOBBS
JESSE HOPKINS
PAUL INGEBRITSEN
COHAIAND JAMES
Oscar JARRETT
JIMMY JAY

STANLEY JEPSON
DONALD JOHNSON
ROBERT JOHNSON
ROBERT KELLOG
LEXE KING
GEORGE KLEIN
JOHN KRAMER
BRUNO KEIN
PAUL LARSON
ROBERT LASH
RAYCE LEFEO
JOHN LEUS
PHILIP LORD
RICHARD LLYN
KALIYVA MAKI
PAUL MARITS
WILLIE MCCONNEL
HENRY McCORNER
WISLUR MERCHANT

NORMAN MILLER
JAMES MELSER
PAUL HULTBERG
ANDRE HULTMAN
EARL MORGANTHO
VIORG MOSS
LAWRENCE NEWCOM
ROBERT OLYN
FLOYD TUNSCON
JOHN PARKES
HOMER PARKER
JOSEPH PECHEANEC
THEODORE LAIDIE
ELLESTE FEENMAN
PHILIP RICKS
GRAY REYNOLDS
HORACE RICHARDS
HAROLD SAVINGS
MORRIS SCHALLER
COURTENAY STEVENS

THE ASSOCIATED FORESTERS is an organization in the School of Forestry which has as its purpose the promotion of greater activity and interest within the school toward the profession of forestry. Sponsoring of educational and social features in the school are among the functions performed by the organization. Membership includes all faculty and students of the School of Forestry.
**"I" Club**

**OFFICERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Elmer Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Jack Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary-Treasurer</td>
<td>Alvin Jacobson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergeant-at-Arms</td>
<td>Willis Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MEMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Aukett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afton Barrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Berg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bessler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Booker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerome Christians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmett Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Dewey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Eiden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nels Fowles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyril Geraghty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Grenier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marius Hanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton Hale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Heath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Hurley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horton Herman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Jacobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin Jacobson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigfrid Jossis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herman Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Everett Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgar Lacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Lemp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmer Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laverne Randall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melvin Sackett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman Sather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orville Schmitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Schutte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Spaugy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh Sproat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath Wicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred Wilkie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Wilson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "I" Club is an organization whose members are selected from men of the University who have been officially awarded a letter for participation in major intercollegiate athletics. It was formed as a medium of meeting for all athletes, to aid in keeping Idaho's athletics clean, and to build up the athletic activity of the University. Included in its activities are functions of a service and social nature.
THE KAPPA PHI CLUB is composed of women students of the University who are members of, or who express a preference for the Methodist Church. The organization was founded in 1916 at Kansas University. Tau Chapter at Idaho was installed in 1928. The aim of the club is: Every Methodist woman in the University world today a leader in the church tomorrow.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION is the organization through which Methodist Episcopal students of the University do their work in the church. Religious and social life is provided in various recreations, such as dramatics, music, bible study, and devotion. Four hundred students of the University are affiliated with the church. The Rev. J. Edgar Purdy is sponsor of the club.
DeSmet Club

OFFICERS

President GEORGE SWINDAMAN
Vice President CATHERINE O'BRIEN
Secretary CONROY GILLESPIE

MEMBERS

MAURINA ALDROSA
RAY ANDREWS
THOMAS BARNARD
LAURENCE BRIDLINGER
ELMER F. BRITI
ANDRE BREGAD
ANDREW HOBINSKI
JOHN KIRAS
WILLIAM BOURNE
EARL DUFFY
AL. SHAUNE
JAMES BURGES
ROLAND BURNING
ROSE MARY BRUGMELING
OWEN BUSCHMAN
EDWARD BYRNE
PATRICK CALHAN
DOROTHY CHARBRIGHT
THOMAS CONKLIN
JULIA CONWAY
WILLIAM CONNALLY
JOSEPH CREMAIN
BRIDMAIT DAVIES
ROBERT DE MICHIE
CRAIG DOUGLAS
MARGUERITE DULAN
STANLEY DULAN
JOHN DUGGAN
MAX EDEN

ELAINE EHRLINGER
OLGA ENRICO
JAMIE FARRIS
VERONICA FLOATOON
ALBERT FITZPATRICK
BRADLEY FRIEDMAN
JOHN FRIED
GEORGE FUKES
CIVIL GERASIMOU
WILLIAM GERRARD
ETHYLING GIBBS
LEONARD GIUS
LEWIS GUYTON
JOSEPH HABAN
CONROY GILLESPIE
WALTER GILLESPIE
CINERUS CRESSON
HOWARD GERMAN
EMILIANA GIBBONS
VERONICA HARLAN
WILFRED HAUPTHEY
MATTHEW HOFFMAN
HAROLD JACOBSON
ALVIN JACOBSON
HARRY JACOBY
EDWARD JAMES
OSCAR JASTRA
JOHN JENNY
JACQUELINE JOHNSON
MURRAY JOHNSTON
GEORGE JULIUS
HELEN KNEVIN
KATHERINE KIRKIN
KAYLENE KIESE
HELEN KIRKIN
ROBERT KERSCHER
FRANCIS KERSHNER
ALBERT KIRKIN
LEO KRAMER
MORRIS KUESSL
HELEN KUEN
JOHN KURZ
THELMA KUZ
JOHN LAPIDGE
VALERIE L'HIBERNON
LILLY LOUIS
JULIO LOSIER
DONALD MACDONALD
HELEN MACMION
MARGARET McKENZIE
NANCY McKENZIE
JAMES McCORD
MARTIN McCLINTON
SUSAN McCOLLUM
JAMES MCCOY
MARY MCCLAIN
MARGARET MCMAHON
FRANCIS McMONKIE

JACK McQUADE
MARGUERITE MADER
SUSAN MISHKA
JAMES McADAMS
PAUL MARTIN
ERIN MASON
FRANK MARTIN
FELIX MEYER
CHARLES MCBRIDE
EDWARD MCBRIDE
CHRISTINE MILLER
NORMAN MILLER
EVELYN MORRIS
ALONZO MORRIS
LOUISE MURPHY
KATHERINE MAC
HALENA NAYE
NELLIE NIELSEN
HELEN NICKEL
CATHERINE O'BRIEN
ROBERT O'BRIEN
CLIFFORD O'CONNOR
FRANK O'CREGAN
MORRIS O'CONNOR
RALPH O'NEILL
JOHN CHINN
CATHERINE O'NEAL
ANDREW CUMMINS
DELLA PETERS
JOSEPH PETERS
SPELLEN POPE

ROMAN RANSOM
BERNARD REEDER
STEPHAN REBEK
IRA ROSSMEY
JOHN ROSE
MARGARET RUELLER
MARY SCHLITZER
MARGAET SCOTT
JANET SMITH
JENNIFER STONE
GEORGE SWINDAMAN
GEORGE THAYER
GEORGE THOMAS
KARINA THOMAS
JAMIE THOMAS
CHRISTY TIBBETT
SUSAN TIBBETT
FRANK TIFFORD
ROBERT VAN UDEN
CHARLES WARDER
VICTOR WARNER
BONNIE WEAVER
FRANCIS WENNETT
PATRICK WEDDING
CHARLES WELCH
DOROTHY WILLIAMS
HARRY WELLS
SUZY WHITE
PETER VOGEL
JAMES YABRIG
HARRY ZIMENSKI
SIGMA DELTA Pi is a national Spanish honorary, the Idaho chapter of which was established in 1926. Membership is limited to upperclassmen who are Spanish majors having an average of “B” in all Spanish courses. The purpose of Sigma Delta Pi is to champion the promotion of a live interest in the language, literature, and culture of Spanish-speaking lands. The spirit of the organization is indicated by its motto, “Let us go forward under the inspiration of Spain.”
The Episcopal Club is an organization of students of the University who belong to the Episcopal denomination. The purpose of the organization is to serve wherever possible special student needs. The local organization is affiliated with the National Student Council, which includes in its functions the creating of a world-wide interest in religion and religious problems, particularly as they affect university students.
THE ATHLETIC MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION was organized in May, 1928. The purpose of this organization is to bring together all athletic managers into a working unit, so that they may assist each other during the seasons of the various sports; to facilitate the handling of games, and to aid the coaches and the Graduate Manager.
INDEPENDENTS
Lindley Hall

SENIORS

DONALD EMIGH
NOEL FRANKLIN
GORDON HANNUM
TED HELMER
LAWRENCE HOLLINGSHEAD

JOHN IZATT
HUGO JOHNSON
KEENAS KUNKEL
WILLIAM LANCASTER

BENJAMIN PLAGSINO
REX PONTIUS
ALFRED RYOR
ELTON REEVES
MELVIN ROSE

HAROLD SHERBY
EARL STANDELL
EARL STORMER
KARL STORMER

JUNIORS

RALPH ELLIS
JACK FREDERICK
ROBERT JOHNSON
EMORY LINDSAY
ELBERT LONG

WELCHER LUNDEN
ROBERT MANNING
FRITZ MAYS
HAROLD McHINNEY
ROBERT McRAE

DALLAS MURDOCK
GENO PLAGSINO
DALE RIGGINS
IRA ROSSMACK
ALFRED SACHSE

FRANKLYN SHEELY
ARL SULLIVAN
WILLIAM WYTHEBALL
FRED WHITE
HARRY WHITEHALL

SOPHOMORES

MORRIS GREENE
LOYD HAYES
RAYMOND HOBAL

HENRY MCCORMICK
MERRITT OWEN
JOHN PARKER
LAWRENCE PETERSON

STEVEN PORK
FRANK TAFIT
GERALD TALBOT

GALT WHITTLE
LAWRENCE WORTH
JACK WUNDERLICH

FRESHMEN

ARTHUR DAHL
GUSTAV DARRICK
ROBERT DANIELS
GEORGE DANIELSON
WILLIAM DAVID
BRENNAN DAVIS
ALFRED DAY
CHARLES DOUCETTE
ROBERT EVERET
WILLIAM FEIL

CLAIR FREEMAN
BYRON HARMAN
ALTON JOHNSTON
MURRAY JOHNSTON
WILLIAM KELLER
GEORGE KLEIN
ARTHUR LADD
KALVBERO MAKI
VINCINT MARIUS
LEONARD MCCARTY
DONALD MURPHY

LEWIS OBERMEYER
GORDON O'BRYAN
EVERETT OLSON
ROY OLSON
EDWIN OSBERMEYER
GRAY REYNOLDS
STEPHEN ROBBINS
EUGENE ROHRL
RICHARD ROMAN
HARRY SADROW

WILLIAM TIER
DUDLEY TUCKER
GEORGE TURNER
RAY VAN ECKNIN
CHARLES WILLIAMSON
HELMER WIEBERLUND
HOWARD WİTHLABIS
GEORGE WYERMAN
SHIELDS WITWER
HINEY ZIENINSKI
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Ridenbaugh Hall

GRADUATE STUDENTS

STANLEY HEPHER  FRANK MAKARA  CARL SHAW

SENIORS

ELMER ADKINS  LAWRENCE HANKIN  HENRY LACI
EDWIN DEKAY  KENNETH KAIL  WALLACE McPHERLAM
JOHN EWING  MORRIS KUCKAU  FREDERICK MARK

DONALD McClaIn  JOSEPH FICIANI

JUNIORS

FRITZ DANIELSON  JOHN FARQUHAR  GEORGE FUNKE
RALPH DICKER  ARNOLD FINLAYSON  VIRGIL HAIGER
FREDERICK DRAPER  JAMES FLYNN  CARL HENNING

CHARLES MORDER  JAMES FENCE  BERNARD RIEGER

LEONARD TUCKER  EARL WILLIAMS  OTIS WILLIAMS

SOPHOMORES

DUANE CAMPBELL  VERNON HIXON  FRED KOCH
EARL EIGERS  WILLIAM JOHNSON  CARL LUNSTRUM
EARL HAYES  FRED KINNEY  ARNOLD MORN

ARNOLD MORN  VERNON NELSON  PETER OLSON

ELBRETH RICE  ANSBERT SKINA  FRED SKINA

FRESHMEN

JESSE ANDERSON  NORBAHL BROOMSHAW  HUGH HILL
GEORGE BAILEY  MAXON CHACE  BENJAMIN HULTMAN

NORBAHL BROOMSHAW  HUGH HILL  EDWIN LUND

MASON CHACE  BENJAMIN HULTMAN  JACK MINKLE

DONALD CRANSTON  DONALD JOHNSON  BRUNO ORLANDINI

RALPH PIPER  GAYLE SIMMONS
E. Adkins, C. Caudle, R. Decker, E. DeKay, F. Draper, D. Eggers
G. Mayes, R. McClusky, E. McPord, A. Menden, C. Mauer, P. Olsen
E. Osbourn, J. Peckhorn, J. Pever, G. Pratt
Tau Mem Aleph

HONORARY MEMBERS
W. J. Wilge  H. Bottin

SENIORS
Reed Lewis  Dean Peterson  Sheldon Sanders  Donald Weisman
Kermit Olson  Frederick Roberts  Virgil Thompson  Donnell Hunt

JUNIORS
Archie Biladeau  Loyd Burnett  Kenneth Daniels  George Palmer
Douglas Cruikshank  Wallace Monnett

SOPHOMORES
Vincent Bevis  Arthur Bolton  Norman Roberts  Russell Wamsley
John Fattu  Worth Hodgson

FRESHMEN
Norman Johnson  Lloyd Latta  Elmer Lundquist  Hugh McKay
James Moerder  John Prihard  Walter Virgin

Prichard, Daniels, Peterson, N. Roberts, Thompson, F. Roberts, Hunt, S. Swayne, A. Swayne, Prichard
L. D. S. Institute

SENIORS
William Attridge
Glen Conner
Joseph Gillett
Joseph Heuward
George Hoggan
Harold Larson
Glen Smith

Juniors
Osborn Ashcraft
Loren Daniels
Wylie Goodsell
Malton Grover

Sophomores
Harold Albee
Paul Ingibeitessen

Freshmen
Leslie Albee
Howard Bodily
Leslie Darrington
Verne Groco

Shersley Ingibeitessen
 Eldred Lee
Curtis Taylor
Wilson Winward

O. Ashcraft, W. Attridge, H. Bodily, G. Conner
L. Daniels, L. Darrington, J. Gillett, W. Goodsell
F. Grco, M. Grover, J. Heuward, H. Lucas
E. Lee, H. Bedford, G. Smith, G. Stone
C. Taylor, W. Winward
Hays Hall

GRADUATE
MARGARET SINCLAIR

JUNIORS
MARY LUCILE KERR
Marilyn Kerr
AZALEA KRAUZ
Isabella McFadden
HELEN MILLER

SOPHOMORES
DOLORES GREEN
Bernadine Hansen
CLAUDIA JONES

FRESHMEN
HELEN CREASER
MARGARET LITTLE
ETHELYN O'NEAL

MAURINE ALBRECHT
HEELI AMSTUTZ

WINIFRED HEMNS
DOROTHY JANSSEN

JOLENE JOHNSON
VERNA PARDOE

HELEN POWERS
LENA ROGERS

CATHERINE TALKINGTON
VERONICA WOLFF

ROBERTA BELL
MARIE BERTRAM
ELAINE CASA
LUella de GERO

MARIAN FRY
GRACE GREEN
EUNICE HUSSELSON
KUTH JOHNSON

EYRE Nelson
MARY SHERIDAN
TINA SEYTON
OKA SPOOR

RHOME SWAYNE
OLIVE TIBBS
VIRGINIA THOMPSON
ELIZABETH TRIMBLE

HAYS HALL

ROBERT T. BEIL
MRS. ROBERT T. BEIL

MURMINE ALBRECHT
HEELI AMSTUTZ
M. Albous, H. Anctave, R. Bell, M. Bottrum, D. Chamberlain
H. Cresser, O. Duxham, M. Fry, D. Green, C. Green
W. Himes, L. Heyman, B. Hodge, D. Jaussens, M. Jaussens
J. Johnson, R. Johnson, C. Jones, P. Jones, M. Kerr
I. McFadden, L. Matt, L. Olsen, E. O’Neal, V. Pardue
H. Powers, A. Riley, L. Rogers, I. Schafeld, R. Smith
O. Spoor, R. Swain, E. White, V. Wolff
Forney Hall

Seniors
Velma Andresen
Verna Andresen
Helen Carney
Cecilia Nacke
Thelma Pearce
Grace Raphael
Lura Lee Sharp
Martha Shawen
Beulah Sessions
Ruth Steble
Helen Stetler

Juniors
Isa Adamson
Reulah Berreman
Flora Buckingham
Dorothy Chapman
Agnes Horton
Evelyn Johnson
Frances Kershenik
Jane Lockoff
Dorothy McFarland
Dorothy Menhes
Rachel Noyes
Mabel Patchen
Margaret Phennepy
Fern Spencer
Mardorina Stone

Sophomores
Evelyn Cross
June Davidson
Clara Gerdie
Helen Gentry
Mildred Meredith
Vivian Peterson
HeLEN Peterson
Marie Rosenau
Grace Shawen
Margaret Scott
Mardorina Talboy

Freshmen
Kathleen Alexander
Carol Campbell
Jean Hooper
Marian Ginder
Hallie Hanson
Mary Hartley
Elaine Hersby
Averna Huffman
Andrienne Lovette
June McCabb
Maria McElroy
Eleanor Martin
Louise Marsh
Flora Mulcahy
Margaret Shofts
Ida Mar Turner
Mihlum Virtsan
Jeanette Wines
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Daleh Teth Gimel

SENIORS
Gorhtrude DeWinter  Mary Ellen Beckathorn  Mabel Litch  Ruth Mitchell  Georgia Thomas
Dorothy Devery  Mildred King  Isa Mair Mccrea  Alice O'Hara  Grace Warren
Elizabeth Gilmore  Helen Kurdy  Bernice Smith  Delia Walton

JUNIORS
Williamina Armstrong  Lillian DeWinter  Henrietta Hawkins  Mary Kerr
Helen Cheekshank  Elsa Edminger  Margaret Hill  Helen Moore
Muril. Cruikshank  Grace Eldridge  Jenny Hutchinson  Fern Spencer

SOPHOMORES
Kathryn Aram  Mary Louise Bush  Frances McConnell  Violet Singsbad
Mary Axell  Hilda Dailey  Ruth Humphreys  Louise Throckmorton
Frances Baken  Marie DeWinter  Patricia Kennard  Elizabeth Vincent
Hannah Baken  Jean Donaldson  Eina Scott  Nita Winn

FRESHMEN
Rose Broemling  Maxine Hofmann  Margaret Kimberling  Bernice Sather
Grace Fenton  Helen Hensley  Margaret MacVean  Margaret Shepherd
Emeline Greiser  Kathryn Kennard  Marie Lynch  Mary Tuttle
Dorothy O'Hara  Eunice Rudee

First row: M. DeWinter, Thomas, Moore, Eldridge, A. O'Hara, D. O'Hara, Lynch, Rodell, Craikshank
Second row: L. DeWinter, Humphreys, Eunett, Greiser, Hofmann, Sorensen, Mitchell, Reardon, McCrea, Fulton, Dailey
OFFICERS

President
DOROTHY CRAVEN

Vice President
ELIZABETH BELL

Secretary
CONSTANCE WOODS

PI BETA PHI
DOROTHY CRAVEN
ELSIE LAFFERTY

DELTA GAMMA
BETTY MERRIAM
CONSTANCE WOODS

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
ELINOR JACOBS
MARTHALENK TANNER

GAMMA PHI BETA
LINN COWGILL
DOROTHY LINDSEY

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
GERTRUDE DENNEY
PEARL WALTERS

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
TERESA CONNAUGHTON
LOIS THOMPSON

ALPHA PHI
LOUISE MOREY
AUSTA WHITE

DELTA DELTA DELTA
RUTH COOK
MARJORIE GRIFFITH
The Pan-Hellenic Association is composed of two members of each sorority on the Idaho campus. The purpose of the organization is to regulate matters of common interest to the sororities and to foster inter-sorority relationship. Through affiliations the organization endeavors to follow sorority advancement throughout the country and to secure this advancement for Idaho. The organization was established in 1912.
Pi Beta Phi

Founded 1867—Monmuth College
Idaho Alpha Chapter—February 24, 1933
Colors—Wine Red and Silver Blue
Flower—White Carnation

SENIORS

Dahli Bockwitz
Dorothy Craven
Vera Forbis
Helen Hanson

JUNIORS

Robertta Bogan
Neva Green
Winifred Schuonmaker
Frances McMonigle
Josephine Standahl
Ione Walters

SOPHOMORES

Mae Belle Donaldson
Elise Lafferty
Lorna McCann
Roberta Roberts
Helen Theriault
Dorothy Williams
Amelia Beth Wood

FRESHMEN

Bettie Groves
Nellie Irwin
Mary LeGrose
Marguerite Maher
Rosanne Roark
Anne Smith
Helen Wolfe

R. Bean, D. Bockwitz, D. Craven, M. Donaldson
F. Forbes, N. Green, B. Groves, N. Irwin
E. Lafferty, M. LeGrose, M. Mober, E. McCain
F. McMonigle, R. Roark, R. Roberts, W. Schuonmaker
A. Smith, H. Theriault, H. Wolfe, A. B. Wood
Kappa Kappa Gamma

Founded 1879—Monmouth College
Beta Kappa Chapter—February 26, 1916
Colors—Dark and Light Blue
Flower—Fleur-de-lis

FACULTY
VAUGHN PRAEFER LAFFIG

Dr. Ella Woods

SENIORS
ELIZABETH BELL

ELEANOR BERGLUND

JUNIORS
IRENE ASHE

ELINOR JACOBS

MARJORIE CRANDI

MARY ELLEN Kjosness

MAUDE GALLOWAY

MARGARET Ouso

VIRGINIA GASGOINE

EUGENIA ST. CLAIR

VIRGINIA STEWARD HARTMAN

MARTHALENE TANNER

SOPHOMORES
LAURA BRIGHAM

MARGARET KELLOGG

WINIFRED GALLOWAY

JANET LAHUE

MARY LOUISE HEPWORTH

AMELINE TSENDALL

FRESHMEN
JEAN CLOUGH

FRANCES MCNAUGHTON

HELEN GALEY

ERMA DEANE SOGARD

NATURELLA HARTLEY

RAMONDA TSENNEY

MARGARET Kjosness

ASHBROOK UPRUNCH

JANET KINNEY

NINA VARIAN

KATHRYN NICHOLSON

VIVIAN WILSON

E. Albert, I. Ash, E. Bell

E. Berglund, I. Brigham, J. Cough, M. Crone, H. Cailey

M. Gallaway, W. Gallaway, V. Gasgoine, N. Hartley, E. Jacobs

M. Kjosness, J. Kinney, M.E. Kjosness, J. LArue, F. McNaughton


M. Tunn, A. Tendall, R. Tenny, A. Upchurch, N. Varian
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Kappa Alpha Theta

Founded 1870—De Pauw University
Beta Theta Chapter—May 15, 1890
Colors—Black and Gold
Flower—Black and Gold Pansey

FACULTY
MARGARET BARRY    PAULINE LAMAR

SENIORS
VEOLET ADAMS    GUYVOR NORTTHUG
JANET GOODING    HELEN PARROTT
PEARL WALTERS

JUNIORS
GERTRUDE DENNEY    PAULINE PULLEY
HELEN EDY    NAOMI RANDALL
GERTRUDE EVANS    HARRIET WALLACE
FRANCES WERNER

SOPHOMORES
MARY ASTELL    FERN PAULEEN
BETTY DEDWALD    EDNA SCOTT
WILMA HUDSON    ANNE SNOW

KATHARYN THOMS

FRESHMEN
BETTY HANDELIN    IRENE PARROTT
RUTH BROOK    ELIZABETH LOOMIS
JUNE EMMERS    MARJORY MACVEAN

M. Astell, B. Handelin, G. Denney, B. Dewsoll
H. Eddy, J. Emmers, G. Evans, J. Gooding
W. Hudson, E. Loomis, M. MacVean, G. Nortthug
H. Parrott, L. Parrett, P. Paulsen, P. Pilly
N. Randall, E. Scott, K. Thomas, H. Wallace
P. Walters, F. Wernette
Alpha Phi

Founded 1872—Syracuse University
Beta Zeta Chapter—June 15, 1928
Colors—Silver and Bordeaux
Flowers—Forget-me-not, Lily-of-the-valley

FACULTY

LEAH RUCHAN
RUTH KEISBERG

SENIORS

ELIZABETH GILMORE
MARY ELLEN HUCKATHORN
ELIZABETH POOLER

MERSILLE KENSTRO
RUTH WEST
AURORA WHITE

JUNIORS

CATHERINE BRANDT
BESSIE CLARK
MILDRED CLARK
ELSA EWSNER
EILEEN HALE

HELEN HAND
LEON LEWIS
JEWELL LEIGHTON
MARY MIX
LOUISE MORELLE

SOPHOMORES

HAYE MAYNE
MARGARET HULSBER
IVY MCGIVERN
MALVA MULKEY

ELIZABETH VINCENT

FRANCES RICHMOND
MARTY HINSON
LORRAINE STEWART
MARGARET VANDERGRIFT

FRESHMEN

VIRGINIA BARTLETT
VIRGINIA MARRIS
HELEN LATHMORE
ELIZABETH LUCAS

MARGARET MILICK
LOUISE MURPHY
RUTH PUCKET
MARGARET SMITH

F. Bartlett, C. Hands, B. Clare
M. Clare, P. Ewing, E. Gilmore, E. Hale, H. Hand
V. Harris, J. Heyner, N. Heckathorn, N. Hulver, H. Latimore
E. Jacob, M. Mix, J. McPherson, L. Moore, L. Moyer
M. Malloy, L. Mulkey, L. Murphy, E. Paust, R. Pico"
Delta Gamma

Founded 1874—Lewis School, Mississippi
Na Chapter—September 16, 1911
Colors—Bronze, Pink, and Blue
Flower—Cream White Rose

FACULTY

IRA INGALLS

JUNIORS

FRANCES BLOOM  MAGGIE BROWN  MAE ROSS
ELIZABETH TAYLOR DICK  MARY SHELLER  ADOLFINE O'NEILL
CHARLOTTE GINN  ALICE HILLER  LAVINIA JOHNSON
FRANCES LARSON  CAROLINE STONE

SOPHOMORES

JANE MAXWELL  INA PEPPERSON  FLORENCE ROBERTS
LA VERNON THOMAS  CONSTANCE WOODS

SENIORS

FACULTY

JANET MAXWELL  INA PEPPERSON

KATHLEEN KERNER  MARY McMANAMIN  BETTY MERRIAM
JANET MORGAN  CATHERINE O'BRIEN

KATHLEEN KERNER  MARY McMANAMIN  BETTY MERRIAM
JANET MORGAN  CATHERINE O'BRIEN

ETHEL ANDERSON  ELLEN CHANDLER  KATHRYN COLLINS
GRACE ELDRIDGE  JESSIE HUTCHINSON

CATHARINE O'NEILL

ELIZABETH BROWN  KATHRYN GRAYBILL
MARY LOUISE GREEN  JULIA HOOVER

FLORENCE SIMPSON

FRESHMEN

MYRA LEA ADAMS  VIRGINIA ADAMS  ALICE BLOOM
JOSEPHINE BRECKENRIDGE  LESLIE GABRIEL  VERA HILLER
LAVERNE JOHNSON  ETHEL O'DEA

HARRIET PARISH  BLANCHE REESE  JEAN RICKER
NORA RUDGE  ANNE WALKER  MARJORIE WURSTER

V. Adams, E. Anderson, J. Breckenridge, A. Bloom
G. Eldridge, L. Gabby, C. Gies, K. Goughill, M. Grover, V. Hillier
J. Hutchinson, K. Keener, B. McRoberts, J. Maxwell, M. Merriam, E. Merris
K. Miller, J. Morgan, M. Moulton, G. Nichols, C. O'Brien, E. O'Dea
C. O'Neill, H. Purish, J. Peterson, R. Rizer, J. Richer, F. Robey
N. Rudge, J. Thomas, A. Walker, C. Woods, M. Wurtzer
Gamma Phi Beta

Founded 1874—Syracuse University
Xi Chapter—November 22, 1889
Colors—Buff and Brown
Flower—Pink Carnation

FACULTY
LUCILLE RAMSEY
ELIZABETH JOHNSON

SENIORS
KATHRYN HART CONGER
BERTHA MOORE
LENN COWGILL
FERN SCOTT
VIRGINIA EVANS
DOROTHY SIMPSON
JEAN TESFORD

JUNIORS
EVELYN BARNES
VIRGINIA MAGUIRE
EMMA COLLINS
SUSAN MALCOLM
CHARLOTTE DAY
LORENA MOORE
KATHLEEN GOODWIN
AGNES RAMSEY
DOROTHY LINDBY

IRENE RUSSELL

SOPHOMORES
DOEIS ARMSTRONG
PATRICIA KENNARD
MARY LOUISE BUSH
JEAN KINGSBURY
FRANCES DU-SAULT
LOIS RAWLS
JANE DUNN
LOIS REYNOLDS
HARRIETTE DWIGHT
DOBOY SCOTT
FRANCES HANLEY
ELIZABETH THOMPSON

JEN WILSON

FRESHMEN
MIRIAM BASCOCK
KATHRYN KENNARD
ALBERTA BUSH
MARGARET KING
EDITH COON
ELISON LUCAS
MARGIE DREMIDDEN
MARTHA JEAN REMISBER
JENNIE HICK
MARY KATHERINE RILEY
MARTHA KATHLEEN
FREDERICKA SMITH
NINA KEATING
BELLE MAE WILBURN

JOYCE WILLIAMS

D. Armstrong, M. Bache, E. Barnes, A. Burgh, M. Bush, E. Coon
L. Cowgill, C. Davis, M. Drueding, J. Dunn, F. DuSault, H. Dwight
V. Evans, K. Goodwin, F. Hanley, K. Hart Conger, M. Herrick, M. Konin
K. Kennard, P. Kennard, M. King, J. Kingbery, D. Lindsey, E. Lucas
F. Maguire, S. Malcolm, A. Melling, B. Moore, L. Moore, A. Ransdell
J. Rehberg, L. Reynolds, I. Russell, D. Scott, F. Scott, D. Simpson
F. Smith, J. Tinsford, E. Thompson, B. Wilburn, J. Wilson
Alpha Chi Omega

Founded 1855—DePauw University
Alpha Iliho Chapter—May 9, 1924
Colors—Scarlet and Olive Green
Flowers—Red Carnation and Smilax

FACULTY
DOROTHY FREDRICKSON
MIRIAM LITTLE

SOPHOMORES
MYRTLE GILMORE
RUTH KEMMER
LOUISE NEAL

JUNIORS
Teresa Connaughton
Ellen Jack
Helena Kearns

SENIORS
HELEN BENSON
JOAN HARRIS
KATHERINE KEARNS
VALETTA L’HERISSON

JUANITA BENTON
MARY ELLEN DURAGE
FRANCES WINTER

HATTIE REIHZON
LOIS THOMPSON
RETHA L. WOOD
BRULAH WRIGHT

LILLY LOUIS
JESSIE MACDONALD
HELEN TELAFFO

MARION DRESSER
BRITTY JEAN FISHER

J. Bennett, H. Besse, T. Connaughton, M. Desser
M. Durage, B. Fisher, M. Gilmore, J. Harris
E. Jack, K. Kearns, R. Kehrer, L. L’Herisson
L. Louis, J. MacDonald, E. Noel, P. Newhouse
F. Wheeler, F. Wimer, B. Woods, R. Wright
Delta Delta Delta

 Founded 1888—Boston University
 Theta Tau Chapter—May, 1929
 Colors—Silver, Gold and Blue
 Flower—Penny

 FACULTY
 Pauline Brown Matthews

 SENIORS
 Virginia Belle Evans
 Marguerite Griffy
 Marguerite Grohowsky
 Agnes McKiernan
 Katherine Mikkelsen
 Maude Thorpehill
 Dorothy Tubbridson
 Lillian Wesler

 JUNIORS
 Beulah Barker
 Etheldreda Brossard
 Norma Longstreg
 Evelyn McMullan
 Neptie Snow
 Gladys Wilson

 SOPHOMORES
 Ruth Cook
 Marian Eastburn
 Marguerite Elleworth
 Bernadine Hansen
 Dorothy McPhillamey
 Geraldine McCarty
 Irene McKiernan
 Dorothy Williams
 Betty Woodward
 Abigail Wadsworth

 FRESHMEN
 Elaine Erlinger
 Anna Lee Hughes
 Esther Hunt
 Georgia Hunt
 Marguerite Matthews
 Lohia McGrath
 General McKinney
 Jane Merrick
 Virginia Merrick
 Celeste Miller
 Marguerite Redfield
 Lillian Sorenson

 R. Barker, R. Cook, M. Eastburn, E. Erlinger, V. R. Evans
 M. Griffy, M. Grohowsky, B. Hansen, E. Hunt, N. Longstreg
 M. Matthews, J. Merrick, G. McGrath, L. McGrath, A. McKiernan
 I. McKiernan, G. McPhillamey, E. Millikan, D. McPhillamey, K. Milhelson
 N. Snow, L. Sorenson, M. Thackhill, R. Tubbridson, L. Wadsworth
 D. Williams, G. Wilson, E. Womward
House Mothers

Alpha Chi Omega - - - - - - - - MRS. R. L. CAMPBELL
Alpha Phi - - - - - - - - MRS. B. F. NEAL
Beta Theta Pi - - - - - - - - MRS. LENORE SCOTT
Chi Alpha Pi - - - - - - - - MRS. STELLA KEYS
Delta Delta Delta - - - - - - - MRS. C. H. BENHAM
Delta Gamma - - - - - - - - MRS. ELIZABETH GIVEN
Gamma Phi Beta - - - - - - - - MRS. W. J. MCKENNA
Kappa Alpha Theta - - - - - - - MRS. GERTRUDE PECAR
Kappa Kappa Gamma - - - - - - - MRS. ELIZABETH H. SHAW
Pi Beta Phi - - - - - - - - MRS. HARRY J. SMITH
Forney Hall - - - - - - - - MRS. EVELYN R. CLARK
Hays Hall - - - - - - - - MRS. LENNA SHOUP
Lindley Hall - - - - - - - - MRS. J. G. WATTS
Ridenbaugh Hall - - - - - - - MRS. WATT PIERCY

Mrs. E. Clark
Mrs. E. Green
Mrs. S. Keys

Mrs. W. J. McKenna
Mrs. B. F. Neal
Mrs. L. Scott

Miss L. Shoup
Mrs. E. Shaw
Mrs. H. Smith
FRATERNITIES
Interfraternity Council

BETA THETA PI
Don Harris
Delbert Shaw

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Clive Johnson
Frank McKinley

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Stanton Hale
Jack Lee

SIGMA NU
Charles Cheney
William Ennis

PHI DELTA THETA
Paul Edward Jones
Morris O'Donnell

KAPPA SIGMA
Rex Dyer
Ralph W. Olmstead

SIGMA CHI
Lionel Campbell
Kenneth O'Leary

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
William Hawkins
Claude Marcus

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Harry Dewey
Joseph Fiseth

DELTA CHI
Jay Kendrick
Ted Showalter

DELTA TAU DELTA
Donald Equals
Sydney Harris

LAMBDHA CHI ALPHA
Harry Angney
Kenneth Hensley
Beta Theta Pi

Founded 1839—Miami University
Gamma Gamma Chapter—September 19, 1914
Colors—Shell Pink and Sky Blue
Flower—Rose

FACULTY
DEAN JAY G. ELBRIDGE

HAAROLD BOYER

SENIORS
VERNON EATON

GEORGE JULIUS

CICIL HUT

KARL SALISBURY

CHARLES DRAKE

DELROY SHAW

JUNIORS
WALLACE BROWN

FOREST MILLING

OLIVER FYRE

DONALD MOORE

JOSEPH GILGAN

NORMAN SATHER

DONALD HARRIS

RALPH SPARGUE

ROBERT HARRIS

DANIEL SWEENEY

CHAURO LYNES

ELIHER UTT

ELSIE MARTH

THOMAS WAHL

SOPHOMORES
THOMAS BARNARD

JOHN MELNER

CHARLES O. BROWN

GEORGE PAPERS

BENNET GALLIGAN

JOSEPH PETTIS

JACK GAY

JAMES SHORTS

JACK HOGUE

NORMAN SINCLAIR

MAX HOLLINGSWORTH

ROBERT TUCKER

FRESHMEN
ROBERT AMES

GEORGE MOORE

CLYDE CHAFFINS

FRANK ROSEBACH

HARVEY CHRISTIAN

JIM SALISBURY

HUGH ELDRIDGE

PAUL SHANAFELT

JOHN HAHN

CLAYTON SPEAR

ROY JUMP

EDMUND TURNER

ROBERT LASH

THEODORE VOIGTLANDER

R. Ames, T. Barnard, W. Brown, C. Brown
J. Gilgan, J. Grey, J. Hulse, D. Harris, C. Hart, R. Harris
C. Behe, J. Hoge, M. Hollingsworth, G. Jullian, R. Jump, R. Lash
C. Lyons, E. Martin, J. Milner, D. Moller, G. Moore, G. Peaph
J. Peterson, F. Rosbach, K. Salisk, J. Salisk, N. Sather, H. Scraftra
C. Speer, P. Shanafelt, D. Shute, J. Short, N. Sinclair, H. Sprague
D. Sweeney, R. Tucker, E. Turner, E. Ut, T. Voigtlander, P. Elmore

[346]
Phi Gamma Delta

Founded 1848—Jefferson College
Mu Iota Chapter—March 11, 1921
Color—Royal Purple
Flower—Clematis

FACULTY

DR. GEORGE M. MILLER
Lieutenant JOHN W. SHERBY
RICHARD A. FOX

GRADUATE

CLAIR GALE

SENIORS

WILLIAM BARCHOCK
STANTON HALE
CARL YANIK

JUNIORS

LEAVITT CRAVEN
JACK LEE
MONEY MILLER
EDWIN PAULSON

ROBERT AUSTIN
BRUCE BOWLER
HOLDEN BOWLER
KENNETH BRADBUSH
OLIVER DAVES
MAX EIDEN
CONRAD FRAZIER
EDDIE FRY
WILLIAM GALLOWAY
LEVERETT GIFFIN

ROBERT ADAMS
THAD BEATTY
EARL BOPP
PERRY CULP
JACK EMAHIEF
WILLIAM GIFFIN

ROBERT WILLIAMSON

ROBERT McBRIDE
MALCOLM RENFREW

ROBERT McBRIDE
CARL VON ENDH
e
ROY WEIPERT
DONALD WOODARD

J. Armour, R. Ausin, T. Beatty, E. Boop, R. Bowler
K. Braddishaw, W. Carter, L. Creven, P. Culp, O. Davis, M. Eiden
J. Emahieff, C. Frazier, W. Galloway, L. Giffin, W. Giffin, S. Hale
H. Hesit, E. Jones, J. Lee, R. Lyons, K. Mauns, M. Miller
T. McBrider, R. McBrider, E. Paulson, M. Reserbe, C. Rodell, C. Robinson
G. Schmitz, W. Thomas, C. von Este, H. Wagner, P. Ward, R. Watherell
R. Adams, R. Weipert, R. Williamson, D. Woodard, C. Yanik
Phi Delta Theta

Founded 1848—Miami University
Idaho Alpha Chapter—1908
Colors—Argent and Azure
Flower—White Carnation

FACULTY
OREN FITZGERALD
GEORGE E. HORTON

SENIORS
ROBERT BROWN
PAUL EDWARD JONES
CHARLES LE MOYNE
ROGER MCCONNELL
PAUL MARTIN

JUNIORS
ARNOLD CALVERT
JEROME CHRISTENS
WILLIAM GERRAUGHT
BEN MILES
GALENSFORD MIX
ESSIE NELSON
ERNEST NELSON

SOPHOMORES
HAROLD BOYD
WILLIAM BRADSFORD
KENNETH Dyer
HORTON HERMAN
CHARLES HILL
ROBERT LAFERTY

WILLIAM WILLIS

FRESHMEN
DANIEL CAMPBELL
FRANK CAROTHERS
ROBERT FELTON
HORACE GINN
MERRILL GREEN
DONALD HARVEY

VICTOR WARNER

E. Bjorklund, H. Boyd, M. O'Brien, R. Brown, D. Campbell, J. Christians
F. Carthers, K. Dyer, W. Gerrauxley, M. Green, D. Harvey, H. Herman
C. Hill, P. Jones, C. Mann, P. Martin, R. Metzger, E. McConnell
B. Miles, G. Mce, L. Mce, E. Nelson, M. O'Donnell, J. Olson
E. Orstow, N. Orstow, E. Palmer, F. Penney, H. Robb, W. Robb
A. Sprouse, R. Stanton, G. St. Clair, T. Turner, B. Walker, C. Walker
C. Warner, F. Warner, O. Westberg, L. Whitlock, W. Willis
Sigma Chi

Founded 1855—Miami University
Gamma Xi Chapter—March 16, 1924
Colors—Blue and Old Gold
Flower—White Rose

FACULTY
Dr. J. Wesley Barton
Fred C. Blanchard
Jessie E. Buchanan
Frank Stantoon
Dr. Ernest E. Hubert

GRADUATES
Lee Gillette

SENIORS
Ambrose Adams
Howard Ballif
Lionel Campbell
Bernard Lemp
Thomas Neblzhon

Juniors
Jack Bauman
Donald Carneel
Nathaniel Condon
James Farra
Charles Gassert
Dick Groves
Herbert Hartman
Alvin Jacobson

Juniors
Paul Larson
George Maxton
Paul Miller
Kenneth O'Leary
Dick Oberwolzter
John Peacock
Albert Pence
Herman Young

Sophomores
Warren Brown
Austin Davis
Philip Fikken
Raphael Gibb

Freshmen
Robert Barker
Charles Carlson
Cain Fischer
Rodney Johnston

Raymond Strawner

A. Adams, H. Baillif, J. Bowman, L. Campbell, C. Carlson, D. Carnes
N. Condon, A. Davis, C. Fischer, P. Fikken, C. Gassert, R. Gibb
J. Kalbas, P. Larson, B. Lemp, G. Maxton, P. Miller, D. Moore
P. Pence, W. Pierce, W. Simon, R. Storch, R. Strawner, G. Taylor
H. Walker, M. Williams, B. Young, L. Young
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Founded 1854—University of Alabama
Idaho Alpha Chapter—November 1, 1919
Colors—Purple and Gold
Flower—Violet

**FACULTY**

| Louis C. Cady | R. J. Fangborn |
| H. L. Henkle | J. H. Edmondson |
| Glenn Jacoby | Arthur sowder |

**SENIORS**

| Milo Axelsen | Glenn Holm |
| Claire Barrett | York Kildea |
| George Readmore | Charlie McConnell |
| Donald Bell | Jack Nunnemaker |
| Philip Corneal | Jesse Patch |
| Francis Crayton | Raymond Spencer |
| John Donovan | George Swinaman |
| Joseph Pilketh | Randall Wallis |
| Gordon Giles | George Whigwood |

**PARKER WICKWIRE**

**JUNIORS**

| William Ahbee | John Powell |
| Burnell Baker | Parker Pinnwell |
| Arthur Davidson | Hugh Redford |
| Tellmer Davidson | Melvin Sackett |
| Harry Dewey | William Schutte |
| Cowboy Gillespie | Amos Stephens |
| Walter Gillespie | John Truman |
| Harry Jacoby | Roland Walker |
| Paul Everett Jones | Gene Wilcox |
| James Potter | Arthur Young |

**SOPHOMORES**

| Dale Clemens | Kenneth Sowder |
| Wilder Deal | Raymond Sowder |
| George Giles | Charles Thompson |
| Winston Jones | Orin Tracy |
| John Norby | William Wood |

**FRESHMEN**

| Cecil Greathouse | Trayler Stevenson |
| Ralph Morgan | George Tanghe |
| Robert Moser | Frank Tussing |
| Roy Thompson | 

R. Walker, C. Barrett, C. Boardman, W. Berryman
D. Bell, P. Courret, F. Crow, W. Duel, H. Dewey, J. Donovan
J. Filbert, G. Giles, G. Giles, W. Gillespie, C. Grouchous, C. Holin
P. Jones, F. Koonitz, Y. Kildea, C. McConnell, R. Morgan
R. Spencer, C. Suticman, C. Thompson, R. Thompson, F. Tussing, J. Truman
R. Walker, W. Wood, P. Wickwreir, A. Young
Delta Tau Delta

Founded 1890—Bethany College
Delta Mu Chapter—May 2, 1931
Colors—Purple, White and Gold
Flower—Pansy

FACULTY
Dean E. J. Eddings
Dr. Carl L. von Kinde

Dr. John A. Kostalek

Melvin Conroy
Donald Conroy
Donald Easley
Wayne Farley

Herman Jensen
Martin Rossell
Fred Rieger
Roland Spurman

Martin Thorsen

Juniors
Ralph Ahlesog
Francis Biers
George Barlacy
Wayne Burks
David Davis
Carl Evans

Jack Ferralogue
William Gaffney
Seymour Haddis
Edward Hurley
Winfred Janssen
Howard Langley
Kerr Thurman

Sophomores
John Greenway
Robert Lang
Fred Miller

James Milner
Wesley Nock
Henry Rust

Jack Morgan

Freshmen
Simon Conroy
Norman Duedahl
Robert Engles
Daniel Evans
Robert Ford
Leonard Gaffney
Morgan Hogge

Robert Kercheval
Arthur Nelson
Fred Richardson
Paul Rust
Joseph White
Clay Yeomans
Raymond Weston

R. Alksong, G. Barlays, R. Catterwright, M. Castell, S. Cawood
D. Conroy, N. Duedahl, C. Evans, R. Ford, J. Forebauer
W. Gaffney, S. Harris, M. Hobbs, W. Janssen, H. Jensen
R. Kercheval, R. Lang, H. Laxalam, F. Miller, J. Milner
J. Morgan, A. Nelson, W. Nock, F. Richardson, M. Rossell
H. Rust, P. Rux, K. Spaulding, R. Stewart, M. Thorne
S. Thorson, F. Reiger, J. White, C. Yeomans
Alpha Tau Omega

Founded 1865—Virginia Military Institute
Delta Tau Chapter—May 28, 1923
Colors—Azure and Gold
Flower—White Tea Rose

FACULTY
WILLIAM PITTMAN
JOHN MILTON RABER
CLAUDE WARELAND

SENIORS
GUS ANDERSON
HOWARD BIRD
PAUL EMERS
ROBERT GRANT
WILLIAM HALL
HARRY HORSWILL
RAY KELLEY

JUNIORS
HOWARD ALPZNOW
ROBERT BALEY
CLAYTON BOYD
THOMAS CHESTNUT
RICHARD CHROMIE
MARIUS HAMFORD
JAMES WARNER

SOPHOMORES
DEAN EICHENBERGER
FRANKLIN EDDY
JIGE JONES

FRESHMEN
ROBERT ASHERBOOK
FRED BENSON
ALFRED BERG
PAUL BERG
WORTH CLARK
HOWARD COOK
ARTHUR DAML
DAVID EVANS

W. Alton, R. Ashbrook, H. Berg, C. Boyd, T. Chestnut, T. Crowder
E. Davis, A. Dahl, D. Eichelberger, P. Emers, D. Evans, R. Crow
W. Hall, F. Hjort, H. Horswill, O. Jaelle, J. Jones, C. Johnson
R. Kelley, S. Kindsvo, C. Lmore, R. Laver, C. McBirney, D. McLauklin
F. Mc Kinley, J. Mitchell, R. Morris, H. Neeus, M. Pollon, J. Pahl
R. Reid, C. Sanders, J. Sanders, V. Schneider, F. Smuin, M. Soderquist
W. Squires, J. Warner, H. Warloy, M. Yost
Sigma Nu

Founded 1852—Virginia Military Institute
Delta Omicron Chapter—May 22, 1875
Colors—Black, White and Gold
Flower—White Rose

FACULTY
Herbert E. Latting
Paul R. Irby
Dean J. F. Messenger

SENIORS
William Bishler
John Booker
Charles Chenevay
Joseph Creeds
Dale Goss
Charles Graybill

CHUB WENDLE

JUNIORS
Roy Barker
Nelson Carabin
Owen Carpenter
Raymond Davidson
William Ennis

HEATH WICKS

SOPHOMORES
James Breen
Glenn Elzum
Lyke Fralick
John Gresser
Lester Haynes

HARRY WILSON

FRESHMEN
James Bean
Kenneth Bue
Wayne Hampton
Milton Haynes
Carl Kusinsson
Robert Lambert
Edward Lucas

HOWARD THOMASON

R. Barker, R. Bann, J. Booser, J. Breen, K. Bue, N. Cairns
O. Carpenter, C. Chasey, J. Creeds, R. Davidson, W. Ewers, G. Evans
L. Fralick, R. Greiner, E. Hampton, W. Hampton, M. Haynes, L. Haynes
W. Howard, R. Humphreys, E. Jarboe, J. Johnson, C. Keith, C. Kinnison
C. Leibo, E. Luns, F. Lucas, E. Makave, R. Moore, C. Morfit
G. Saunders, R. Scannaker, E. Shawer, M. Stover, N. Stover, J. Strong
K. Tally, H. Thompson, H. Walden, S. Walden, C. Wendle, H. Wicks
Kappa Sigma

Founded 1869—University of Virginia
Gamma Theta Chapter—April 22, 1865
Colors—Scarlet, White and Green
Flower—Lily-of-the-Valley

FACULTY
GENERAL E. R. CHRISTMAN

GRADUATE STUDENT
KENNETH JONES

SINdORS
DEAN ARNOLD
ROBERT BAILY
JOHN BLAIR
CHARLES CROSS
HARVEY EDELBRUTE
HENRY LACY
FRED LINDBERG
WARREN MCDANIEL

JUNIORS
HUGH BESLER
Rex Dyer
Muray Estes
Philip Ford
Augustus Galloway
Russell Hall

SOPHOMORES
ROBERT BLAIR
William Blake
Rollin Hunter
Albert Kooris
William Lewis

FRESHMEN
Casper Beimfurd
Delmont Bond
Robert Carpenter
Jack Dyer
James Fogle
Clifford Hering
Walter Tannler

Robert Herman
Paul Holtberg
Charles Neiley
Elburn Pheobe
DeVere Schlueter
Hubert Stivers

D. Arnold, R. Bailly, C. Boekele, H. Bower, J. Blair, R. Blair
W. Binks, R. Carpenter, J. Crandall, C. Cross, J. Dyer, R. Dyer
H. Ekkatt, P. Ford, F. Galaway, R. Hall, C. Herbig, P. Hulberg
F. McDaniel, Charles Nedly, C. Nedly, R. Olmstead, E. Pierce, F. Quist
C. Raftert, P. Rehman, L. Rehn, L. Smith, P. Summers, N. Speirs
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Founded 1899—Illinois Wesleyan University
Alpha Delta Chapter—January 1, 1928
Colors—Cherry and Gray
Flower—Red Carnation

FACULTY
Prof. J. Hugo Johnson
Prof. D. R. Theophilus
Paul L. Rich

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Robert C. Cassell
John Sandmeyer

SENIORS
Harry Cline
William Hawkins
Edwin Wellhousen

JUNIORS
Frank Archer
Owen Buchanan
William Elser
Robert Fisher
Charles Gelinsky
Russell Gladhart
Edward Harris
Edward Johnson
Shepied Jones
Claude Marcus
Kenneth Parkes
Matthew Schaller
Wayne Stokes
Erwin Tomlinson

SOPHOMORES
Jack Fick
Morris Greer
Carrol Livingston
Virgil Seiple

FRESHMEN
Clifford Anderson
Joseph Bennett
Robert Bennett
Oliver Calvin
Bruce Groves
Herschell Swann

Wayne Harper
Wilbur Merchant
William Merrick
Charles Requith
Tom Robson

F. Archer, O. Buchanan, H. Cline, W. Elmer
J. Fick, R. Gladhart, M. Greer, B. Groves
W. Hawkins, E. Johnson, S. Jussis, C. Livingston
C. Marcus, H. McCormick, W. Merchant, W. Merrick
K. Parks, C. Requith, H. Rauscher, W. Stokes
E. Tomlinson, W. Waggoner, E. Wellhousen
Delta Chi
Founded 1839—Cornell University
Idaho Chapter—November 6, 1921
Colors—Buff and Red
Flower—White Carnation

Faculty
Pendleton Howard
Dr. F. G. Miller

Seniors
Edward Cross
Eliza Frost
Theodore Gathe
Glen Hays
Leebey Hughes

Juniors
Robert ALworth
Ray Anderson
Allen Hackebiller
Henry Dunn
Henry Faizer
John Haynes
Alonzo Hoffman
Walter Hughes
William Kleiner

Charles Lee
Alfred Mattheaus
Wesley McLean
Charles Scoggin
Eugene Scott
Ted Shoemaker
Floyd Trail
Robert Van Veen
Howard Weisman

Don Wolfe

Sophomores
Wallace Baker
Maurice Fickes
Carl Hogue
Harold Hogue
Wayne Kenworthy
Hugo Kraemer

Melvin Locke
Thomas Moffett
Bernard Nelson
Joseph Pimentel
Owen Seitz

Junior
Lester Brown
Everett Fickes
Herbert Freck
Hector Jagger

Freshmen
Alvin Joblan
Marion Kinkel
Robert Spence
Courtney Stevens

L. Hughes, H. Hooper, R. Jaggerd, G. Johnson, A. Joslyn, J. Kendrick
K. Kneecath, W. Kneecath, W. Klein, M. Kimmel, J. Kramer, C. Lee
M. Lawler, A. Matthew, W. McLean, T. Moffet, B. Nelson, E. Scott
O. Scott, S. Spaid, R. Spencer, T. Shoemaker, N. Steffeld, C. Stevens
F. Teal, R. Van Ulen, R. Voschief, J. von Bargen, H. Wiseman
Lambda Chi Alpha

Founded 1909—Boston University
Beta Xi Gamma Chapter—June 3, 1927
Colors—Purple, Green and Gold
Flower—Violet

FACULTY
Kenneth Dick
Professor G. L. Luke
Professor W. W. Smith

SENIORS
Harry Anguey
Ross Bennett
Evan Gustafson
Clifford Hallvik
Kenneth Heinley
Gordon Hauk
Fred Jacobson
Roy Johnson
Lewis Morgan
Donald Nicholas
Alden Norrell
Horace Richards
George Schreiber
Maurice Wilson

JUNIORS
Earl Alden
William Featherstone
Ross Thompson
Neil Fitchman
Harold Manning

SOPHOMORES
Irving Fahweater
Willie Featherstone
Donald Griffith
Egon Kroll
Wilbur McConnell
Robert Wallace
John Yturri

FRESHMEN
John Allison
Paul Filer
Robert Frandsen
Raymond Hulng
Richard Hill
Leo Kramer
Donald Mackey
Leo Saffron
Richard Trimble
Melbourne Williams
Howard Young

A. Alden, H. Anguey, R. Bennett
W. Featherstone, P. Filer, N. Frantsen, C. Halberg, G. Hausch
K. Healey, R. Helling, R. Hill, F. Fawteek, R. Johnson
D. Mackey, H. Manning, D. Nicholson, A. Norrell, H. Richards
G. Schreiber, L. Saffron, G. Trimble, M. Williams, M. Wilson
H. Young, J. Yturri
Chi Alpha Pi

Founded 1901—University of Idaho
Colors—Crimson, White and Purple
Flower—Syringa

FACULTY

Dr. Allen C. Lemos

Dr. Carl D. Wells

SENIORS

Charles Fifefield
Glenn Gage

Stanley Rish
Allen Swayne

JUNIORS

Rayburn Briers
Maurice Erickson
Jimmie Jay

John Master
Ensrut Rish
Charles Wasmund
Harry Witter

SOPHOMORES

Howard Cagle
Charles Dean
Stanley Hall
George Harlan

Elwin Heckert
Albert Holbrook
Raynor Sverine
Wayne Smith

FRESHMEN

Andrew Baker
Wilson Bow
Horton Dufty
Arthur Hall
Donald Holmes

Robert Kleihauer
Bender Leve
Franz Langhein
Stanley Treeshale
Robert Walker

W. Bow, R. Briers, H. Cagle, M. Erickson
H. Edwards, C. Fifefield, G. Gage, S. Hall
G. Harlan, E. Heckert, A. Holbrook, A. Hall
J. Jay, F. Langhein, J. Master, E. Rush
S. Rush, A. Swayne, S. Treeshale, C. Wasmund
BACK AT SCHOOL AGAIN . . . new faces, old ones, missing ones . . . rush week . . . registration lines . . . busy fall afternoons . . . opening of the football season . . . homecoming . . . nine weeks' quizzes . . . Thanksgiving vacation . . . Christmas holidays . . . concentrated study . . . long winter evenings in study hall or library . . . the intramural games . . . basketball games . . . spring formals . . . opening of tennis courts . . . Sunday picnics on Moscow Mountain . . . Campus day, everybody working . . . field trips . . . finals . . . graduation for seniors . . . hasty promises . . . hurried goodbyes . . . "see you next fall" . . .
GOINGS ON ABOUT THE CAMPUS
A SCRATCH PAD OF EVENTS NOT WORTH WHILE

[THIS LISTING COVERS ANY DAY OF THE YEAR]

THE ATROCITIES
[UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE CURTAINS WILL PART, A LA BEERAN. THE MIDWEEK MATINÈE WILL BE GIVEN THE RAZZBERRY AS PER USUAL—]

PLAYS

THE POULTONS OF IDAHO—Bethel Packenham, and humor, in a play about Ed and Bethel just before they became the Brownings and were trying to count the duplications of wedding presents.

BRIEF MOMENT—Taken from the lives of great lovers of the campus who pause between classes to whisper a few words of love.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW or (DODGING HIS CREDITORS) —The story of Bob Brown as a lawyer trying to cash in in order to please his creditors.

THE GOOD COMPANIONS—A story concerning lime rickey, gin, and the Junior Cabaret.

MORNING BECOMES MIDNIGHT WAR—Concerning the trial and tribulations of the rook corps.

PAYMENT DEFERRED—The story of a college boy trying to talk Bursar Stanton out of paying back board.

WONDER BOY—The story of a Kampus Kut-Up. The wonder of it is that he is allowed to live.

REUNION IN MOSCOW—The return of the South Idaho Special, when love comes into its own again.

THE LEFT BANK—The story of a departed student and a worthless check that lingers on.

THE WAY BACK HOME—The self-rendering story of the Alpha Chi who walked back.

YOU FUNNY THING—Not love, life, or grades but an identograph of a frosh.

THE STREETS OF MOSCOW—All right if you don’t have to walk them without a date.

THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL—The old standby, a bull-fest in the Chi Alpha house.

BEHIND THE NAME—A story of what really goes on though a couple signs out to go to church.

MAKING THE GRADE—The story of a polished gentleman, who has just been subjected to a friendly chat in the interests of furthering the house average. (Prominent parts played by members of the D.G.’s and B.T.P.)

MOTION PICTURES

AROUND THE BLOCK IN EIGHTY MINUTES—Played by any collegiate couple. (Campus performances continuous in Spring.)

MONKEY BUSINESS—Starring the Frosh Brothers, who claim to be funny, since they are in the best of spirits—mostly the half-pint variety.

STRICTLY DISHONORABLE—This movie of speakeasy life as practised by two cheaters, which produces a gale of results.

PLAYING THE PONIES—A high-grade story, if there ever was one.

SOUS LES TOITS DE PARIS—A natural, touching ($2 seat) story, that will prove a revival of prosperity with such touches.

SUSAN MALCOLM: HER FALL AND RISE—The heroine blames it all on a carelessly thrown banana peel; but the hero, Ralph by name, puts the little gal on her feet once more.

SPRING—The theme is that Spring is just around the corner; but the weather bureau records seem to indicate that Prosperity is just around the corner, too.
ART
MODERN—An exhibition of the latest etchings as done on the tablecloth by Housemanager Ballif, who believes in the depression.
AMERICAN—These etchings are on the same background, and are done by some of the big "I"ou men of the campus.
IBREAKADEBOTT!!—Presented by the Maya society at the christening.
BAR THE BENCH—A sporting print of the Ag-Lawyer game.
FRENCH—These works of art are a recent outgrowth of a group not usually associated with the art world—a bullfist.
BEAUTY AND THE BEASTS—A morality picture depicting a co-ed being tempted by the Beasts, of which it is said, "They Satisfy."

MUSIC RECITALS
JOHN BULL—Voice and lots of it. (Ag. Barns.)
TREMBLE CLEF CLUB—Their initial appearance of the year.
THE SCANDALEERS—Special effects created by the Dean of Women.
BRIDGE RHAPSODY—Special choral effects by the Kibitzers.
MOANIN' LOW—An enterprising young pianist plays a remarkable game of golf, assisted by the Orofino Band.

OPERA
I.K.—RAGANBLUENKKEE—The story of a clown, who tried to muscle in on the opera business.

WITH MUSIC
THE BAND WAGON—A grute show carried out the back door along with the cast of four Junior week celebrants who can sing—only when sober.
THE MUSIC HALLS—Unfortunately, the musical part of the production has been hauled away.
THE SONG FEST—A meeting of the lads and lasses presenting a lot of national hokum connected with the brass in song.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT—The spectacle of a music recital at which people had to be turned away for lack of space.
THE LAUGH PARADE—A version of the Junior Parade with sound effects.
ON-THE-SPOT—A delightful sketch of the funeral of one Jack (Winchell) Puhl. Best line: "I may not be able to predict Blessed Events; but I can predict some Spring Engagements."

CIVIC LIGHT OPERA COMPANY—Presented by the Sigma Chi's under the guise of a serenade. The guys are terrible.

THE LADY WITH A LAMP—The tale of a D.G. preparing to retire for the evening, written by a former A.T.O. who now has spots appearing before his eyes, or The Blind.

DANCE RECITAL—Saps and Verysickore, or American Rapsodyguys will-let-you-in, thus lending a speakeasy effect.

VAUDEVILLE—Featuring Johnny Thomas and Howard Altnow in a monologue by Thomas.

FOR CHILDREN—An official A.S.U.I. production.

AFTER-THEATRE ENTERTAINMENT
Better Dress, but Not Obligatory

MOSCOW PARK CASINO—Song and dance by any couple who have gotten to the stage where they call it love.

CLUB DE MUSIC HALL—The scene of many smokers of Hays and Forney Hall.

CLUB RICHMAN—Where you will find some gal trying to make good.

NATURE CLUBS—You'll have to find the various ha-cha-cha dives for yourself; but two of the established and well-known places are the Old Arboretum and the New Arboretum.

THE CAMPUS CLUB—Wrestling is featured.

IN THE AIR

SPRING FEVER—A leading favorite of the present season (C.B.S.)

LOVE—Presented in conjunction with Spring. (U.I. Forest.)

THE STRING QUARTET—Sponsored by the Hangmens' Union.

W.S.C.—IDAHO GAMES—Believe It or Not, featuring its theme, After the Ball Was Over.

CAMPUS DAY—We wouldn't Robb you of the pleasure of listening to this broadcast.

U. OF I. AG. BROADCAST—Mark, my word, this brings one close to home.

SPORTS

BOXING—The resounding blows originate from the Arboretum.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL—Idaho discovers a new draw-back in the person of Gail.

INDOOR SPORTS—Through the efforts of such men as Lacy, this sport has been driven into a corner.

OTHER EVENTS

TROMANHAUSER LAUNDRY—Specializing in washing collegiate cords.

AUCTIONS—One Ford to Summercamp in.

FIRST EDITIONS—AND LAST—Junior Parades based on Ballyhoo and Hooey.
Progressive Dinner of Associated Ushers

It was in the spring when the ushers convened in the beautiful city of Moscow to enjoy the flowers and mountains and to bask in the sun. It was a very delightful sight to see them all dressed in white marching down the city streets—it reminded one of the Kansas City street cleaners' parade. Then came the night of the progressive dinner. At the shot of the gun they came from various houses, cracks, and corners of the campus—Hays Hall was the starting point. The way they stormed in was just like the night the Sigs came up—only the girls were expecting the ushers. After a couple of cocktails and a few highballs everyone sang, “Here We Have Idaho,” and the ushers were off for Forney. Here also it seems the girls were expecting them and were all dressed up. After much pushing and shoving they all got to meet the boys and everyone was happy until the ushers had to leave for the Gamma Phi Beta house.

The Gamma Phis had sent the freshmen out for the evening so all the members could have a good time. Dorothy Lindsey danced between courses and there was much clapping of the hands, which greatly annoyed the Chi Alpha Pis next door. But all good things must end, so the ushers, waving their hands, were off for the Theta house. The Kappa Sigs were all out in front trying to cause the boys some embarrassment and one of the more devilish ones even stopped off at the Kappa Sig house for a few minutes. But he reached the Theta house in time to hear about the wedding that had taken place there a few weeks before. It seemed that all 15 of the girls were just too thrilled over it. A few of the boys had made a mistake and got into the Nest, but Kelly Wallace went over and got them and they all had a mighty fine salad.

From there they went to the Pi Phi house. They all wanted to stop at the S.A.E. house for a hard times dance, but Stanton Hale swayed the mob and led them on—you see what comes of leaving the front door open. The Grand Duke Mitchell was much pleased now because from the Pi Phi house there was an excellent view of the A.T.O. house, and as luck would have it none of their rowdy friends were dropping in and out. The stay here, however, was short because the D.G.'s called that it was getting late and they could not keep off the Phi Deltas any longer.

As the ushers entered the D.G. house, they saw an elevated throne and Queen Merriam with her “I” pin and books seated in the middle of it. Irish Martin was over to tell them what it was all about, and to show them his watch and white jacket. The food here was not very good, but they had a nice time.

As they passed down the street toward the Alpha Chi house the Sigma Nus all rushed out onto their front porch, taking care not to stand too near the crumbling edges. There was to be no mistaking who lived in that house. This greatly provoked the Alpha Chis, who had been anxiously awaiting the arrival of the boys. The girls all decided that it would be nice to send Benny Benson and Joan Harris out to the corner to meet them, lest by mistake they should go by. As they entered the other girls all came tripping and smiling down the steps so that they might make a favorable impression on the strangers. Stan Hale was anxious to get away, so they had to leave for the Alpha Phis.

The stay here was short, too, because all the boys were so anxious to get over to the new Tri Delta house across the street. The Tri Deltas were all dancing when they arrived, but they agreed to stop and show the ushers through the house. Following this a number of the ushers proceeded to get lost, but the housemother found them, much to the chagrin of the girls.

But by now it was getting late and the boys were tired, so they all decided to go up to the Fiji chapter room and smoke cigarettes and eat apples.
In Appreciation

The Gem of 1932 is deeply indebted to the following friends for the splendid cooperation they have given in assisting in its production:

Members of The Gem staff who devoted a great amount of their time in the interest of this publication. Their enthusiasm and loyalty has been most helpful.

Mr. Ralph York of Syms-York Company and Mr. Walter Irvine of Western Engraving Company for the unusual interest manifested in making The Gem a different and more progressive yearbook.

Mr. Charles Dimond for the faithful manner in which he managed the many photographs required.

Cecil Hagen and George MacDonald for constructive advice and help they have given during the year.

Advertisers in The Gem for a continued and loyal interest in the University of Idaho.

Melvin Stewart, Editor.
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Philip Corneil, Manager.
Clive Johnson, Assistant.
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Get a Cooling Drink at
The Fountain of Moscow

THE VARSITY
MOSCOW, IDAHO

Boyd Clothing Co.

Moscow's Only
EXCLUSIVE MEN'S STORE
Good Coffee
Tasty Sandwiches

ORIOLE NEST
"IDAHO'S CENTER"

Insure
The Gift Is Always Appropriate
if
it is a box of

Owyhee Chocolates

Because
You Always Like to Receive Them
as a Gift Yourself

Insist on Having
OWYHEE CHOCOLATES
For They Are Insurers of Satisfaction

MADE BY
The Idaho Candy Co.
Boise, Idaho

A ND we offer our congrat-
ulations to the Senior Class on
the excellent quality of The
Gem of 1932. It is an Idaho tra-
dition fittingly expressed in the
permanence and beauty of a
good book.

Moscow Publishing
Company
Moscow, Idaho
DAVIDS'

The Greeks had a word for it -- -
The French have a word for it --
'DAVIDS' have a word for it --
and in our store that word is

"STYLE"

THE FIJI'S FILL THE G. A. P.

On a certain campus there are two political parties, namely: the Alpha and the Independent. An effort was made to make everyone be Independent and vote Alpha. But the Alpha "hotshots" decided that it would lighten some of their worries about who would win the election, if they made an addition to the dear old party. Evident it was that the old machine needed "oiling." In other words, someone must fill the GAP.

So one dark night, the wise ones gathered together. The meeting dragged along; and so a desire for entertainment developed within their noble breasts. Who to go to? That was the question. Then someone thought of a form of entertainment. 'Twas the ancient and noble sport of ping-pong that they desired. Then a frantic search was started to see who held the answer to their problem. There seemed to be only one answer, the Fijis were the fair-haired boys. But 'twould be bad to be seen within the portals of the heathens. Only one answer was possible, and that was to make the noble ones of Phi Gamma Delta be truly Independent and join Alpha. Negotiations were instituted looking to the successful accomplishment of this very thing. Successful—Why the blonde-driven beastsies actually, willingly, or otherwise, signed on the dotted line. Now the yearning men of Alpha could play ping-pong and not be chided about it. And so it came about, that a love and desire for clean sport brought the addition of the Fijis to the Alpha party.

Scott Brothers
Greenhouse

Moscow's Leading Florist
Parades

WHEN we heard of the Junior Parade on April 14, we immediately got ready for a delightful surprise. The surprise element was there, but I can't say as much for the delightful part. Perhaps the greatest shock to my senses was the float of the Kappas. These heretofore delicious creatures shattered all my faith in the gentler sex. For instance, the delectable Mardi Tanner straddling the hood of a broken-down flivver and wearing a pair of Grandma's red flannels was a cry for help. The only trouble was the fact she appeared to be beyond help of any sort. Another thing appeared to be miraculous—how these college boys do it, I simply can't understand. In that darling float concocted by the S.A.E. lads, they used the same idea that was characteristic of the majority of floats, viz., the portrayal (in the porcelain) of Crane's fixtures, but they went further—they were more daring. Upon the elevated throne (Crane's), swaying precariously in the wind, sat an S.A.E. in all the regal state possible in such a situation. In fact, he sat so well I was led to believe, perhaps falsely, he was made to occupy such a career. I was so undone I left immediately, but not before I had had one last look, and to my dying day I will remember the picture of this boy urbanely sitting there flushed with achievement.

So this is Ping Pong

NOW this is a decade noted for its startling things. This is the time when we have champions of this and champions of that. But now the latest is the champion of Ping Pong. Just what is Ping Pong? Perhaps the best definition of this game is the one our prexy, Lionel Campbell, gave. He said, "Ping Pong is a cross between tennis and squat tag." Now, that is what I call a definition. The reasons are the following: It is like tennis because it is miniature tennis, played similar and scored similar. It is like squat tag because the big "I" men have so named it. In other words, it is a sissy game, and it is a sissy game because the big athletes find they cannot play it; therefore, they renounce it—that is, by quoting of what "we girls used to do." She said, "Now, when I was a young lady we were very different. That was the era of genteel women who wore hoop skirts and played croquet." To which the co-ed to whom all this was intended replied somewhat heatedly, and, as I think, to the point, "Yeah, and who also, when they played, they rolled the hoop."

At the Theatre

DURING the intermission between the seven and nine o'clock show at the Kenworthy theatre, not so long ago, several dance acts from the student production "Taps and Terpsichore" were given, much to the amusement of the audience. The acts, themselves, were not supposed to cause laughter, but somehow or other the dancers misinterpreted their act. They interpreted it to such an extent that their performance caused gales of merriment to take the audience (nautically speaking) from stem to stern. A dance (supposedly Spanish by nature) was so unfortunate as to get horribly garbled. One of the young ladies became so fussed she actually shivered as she nervously whispered to one of her partners, "Oh dear, I'm all unhinged." Her partner glared at her fiercely and hissed, "All unhinged, hell. The whole door is gone."

Genteel Ladies

AS PART of our program to further the idea the younger generation is all right, we are ready to publish this news item. The scene of the action took place in a housemother's suite in one of the campus sororities. The housemother was reading the riot act to one of her co-eds. At length she resorted to the age-old custom—that is, by quoting of what "we girls used to do." She said, "Now, when I was a young lady we were very different. That was the era of genteel women who wore hoop skirts and played croquet." To which the co-ed to whom all this was intended replied somewhat heatedly, and, as I think, to the point, "Yeah, and who also, when they played, they rolled the hoop."
Modern Bathrooms
For a Modern Age

As striking in its way as the progress of aviation is the last decade's progress in living comfort. Seeing the new plumbing fixtures at Crane Exhibit Rooms, compact and graceful, you almost forget that they belong to the same species as the old claw-footed clumsy baths of your childhood. Admiring one of the new colorful Crane bathrooms, skillfully arranged by your architect, you will find it hard to believe that this is the same ugly room that once was hidden away at the end of a second floor hall. The extra property value that Crane materials bring is a revelation, too. In the interest of your parent's home, and the house you will some day build, you owe it to yourself to visit the Crane Exhibit Rooms, to learn about these new fixtures, and to inquire about the plan under which they can be bought on easy monthly payments.

CRANE
Plumbing and Heating Materials
CRANE Co., 126 South Post Street, Spokane, Wash.
Branches and Sales Offices in 200 Cities
Paris at a Price

And when you speak in terms of Smart Wearing Apparel—our styles mean just that.

Exclusive one-of-a-kind coats and dresses at real savings.

The Fashion Shop Inc.
MOSCOW

The recognized style center of the Inland Empire

IT ALWAYS IS

At the city of Moscow, it was in the spring;
At 9 o'clock you heard the curfew ring.
But picnic fever was in the air,
It was hard to tell what the students would dare.

At the sorority houses they searched for a date,
Who they got was up to fate.

Who will go on a picnic, they asked,
No need to worry, I have no flask.

Not I, the Fresh soon replied;
I can't, the Sophomore quickly lied.

The Junior couldn't, she was going steady,
Besides, she had been on a picnic already.

I will gladly go, the Senior said,
But then the boys got up and fled.

No one will go, it now is said,
Since first the boys were filled with dread.

Photo Finishers to the Gem of the Mountains

For more than ten years all of the scenes and snapshots in the University Year Books have been the products of our Kodak Department. We are proud of the photographic work we have contributed to the present volume.

HODGIN'S DRUG STORE
RALPH W. OLMSTEAD

Medium height, freckled; when the red of his head meets the blue of a certain Gamma Phi Beta’s eyes, the sorority’s porch is graced with another of Idaho’s great lovers. His line includes debating, bits of law, orating extemporaneously, and occasionally making terrifying gestures in the midst of a speech. Periodically his life has been polluted by politics, with the result that he is president of the senior class. He holds the key to the situation in his own house, as well as a Blue Key. “Red” has seen service in the R.O.T.C., and is a member of the military honorary, Scabbard and Blade. When he wants to be impressive, a pipe may be seen protruding from his mouth; though it is rumored that the breaking-in process was a rather depressing one. But such is love; and a man will even smoke a pipe for the fair one.

STAN HALE

TALL, blonde, flash of the maple court, the king fish of the amphibians, the czar of the Intercollegiate Knights, co-ed fusher de luxe, and the Fiji type personified. In 1928 he was just a tow-headed lad flooded with a terrific ambition to be a walking trophy ease of campus buttons. In that year he got his first badge of honor—the Fiji Owl. Since then his rise has been phenomenal.

The secret of it all, I haven’t been told by his best friends, lies in oil. Nevertheless, he has risen to the heights, attaining the inner circle of that select group known as the big shots. Perhaps he first gained prominence by his unflagging efforts at stabilizing the position of the Alpha Chi Omega house. Once this was accomplished the rest was easy. Blue Key and Silver Lance took him mainly because of his unassuming manner and winning ways.

(Continued on page 281)
CONGRATULATIONS, class of '32! May you be as successful in your future endeavors as you were in completing your university course. To that end, the management and staff of The Crescent extend their best wishes.

THE CRESCE

C O N C I N D E N T A L L Y

Coincidentally, co-education is a great advancement in higher learning, especially in giving experience to women-haters (Paris Martin, who is a co-ed eradicator).

I-Queen says the Delta Gammas have stood the test for scholarship, poise and personality, Kappas for originality in parade presentations and Alpha Phis for musical melodies. (I-Queen is a D.G.)

Lionel Campbell claims the Phi Bete key is the greatest insignia of past achievements by brilliant knowledge seekers and what the Phi Bete key will unlock in the future is nobody's business. (Mr. Campbell is a Phi Bete and wears a key.)

Linn Cowgill is a strong advocate of the 50-50 plan since she is a mighty senior and must have her last flare at flirtation. (Miss Cowgill is a member of the Political Pulls and is deeply interested in the Sister Welfare Society.)

Stan Hale gives us the up and up on how to get by—no work or worry as long as you have smooth oil at your disposal and a way of using it—even the Business School can be conquered. (Mr. Hale is a B.S. Business Graduate of the U. of I.)

Johnny Thomas says there is nothing like a good old rally to stimulate the vocal chords and to give the beloved public a break. (Johnny is yell duke and is a slave to his public.)

Elsie Lafferty and co-sister, Lorna McCain, are writing and swimming their way to fame, respectively. Elsie says some one must keep up the activities of a sorority. (Elsie and Lorna are members of Pi Phi and are loyal to their sixteen sisters.)

Irish Martin says only one man can handle the A.S.U.I. presidential chair. After handling the Junior Parade Irish feels confident that he could solve any of the intricacies of the Poisonous Politics. (Mr. Martin is a candidate for A.S.U.I. President on the Independent ticket.) Three cheers and a bottle of beer for Martin!

Paul Edward Jones, rumored to be Idaho's soldier par excellence, is, I am not told by anyone in particular, the most enthusiastic, and, one might say, the most willing rooker of the University of Idaho Reserve Officers' Training Corps. It is believed that the fellow really enjoys the experience—he lives with it. Consistency—well, I should say! Right on through his senior year. All comes to him who procrastinates.

Carl Frederick Jockheck says it is just one blamed thing after another—a horseshoe, woman, or else. It is true that Fred does have a lot of difficulties, but perhaps his greatest enigmas are not women. Yet, he is rated as one of the most engaging and successful of the better type campus fuzzers. More power to him—he doesn't need it.
Graduates Attention!
University of Idaho.

Have You Been Overcharged $200 to $250 for Your Announcements?

The Very Finest
ENGRAVED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

that You Can Buy Should Not Cost You More than . . . 7c EACH

We know, because we are actual engravers of School Announcements and have given prices to committees at seven cents each. The finest engraving with university die and inner and outer envelopes at seven cents each. Do not pay more.

John W. Graham & Co.
STATIONERS AND ENGRAVERS
707-711 Sprague Ave. 708-716 First Ave.
SPOKANE
COME TO
Day School

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BOISE - TWIN FALLS - POCATELLO - IDAHO FALLS

Night School

For a Good, Thorough Commercial Training

All Graduates of our Complete Business Training Course Are Sure of Good Positions at Good Salaries

Students may enter any Monday
Summer School During June, July and August
(Summer sessions are from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. daily.) Write for full information.

Phone: Main 2279

MAXWELL & FRANKS
THEATRE SUPPLIES

724 First Avenue Spokane

WRIGHT'S

"ALHAMBRA"

Fountain Lunch offers congratulations to the Seniors and appreciation to all Idaho for their loyal patronage.

New and Different Service
MAGAZINES, CANDIES AND TOBACCOs

Only the Best for the Idanha Guest

Idanha Cafe Cafeteria Coffee Shop

TENTH AND MAIN BOISE, IDAHO

Make Quality the Watchword in Your Quest for Honest Value!

Thrifty shopping today means something more than a rush for low prices. The wisest are demanding quality . . . and they get it!

J. C. Penney Co.
THE YEAR'S BEST QUIZZES

[THE FOLLOWING QUIZ WAS GIVEN BY PROFESSOR GROWL]

Railroad Transportation
1. Define: (a) caboose; (b) cowcatcher; (c) handcar.
2. Give fourteen (14) ways to punch tickets.
3. Describe the interior of a coal car.
4. Distinguish between a traffic pool, whirlpool, Jack Pool, and cesspool.
5. Give three ways of boarding a moving freight train blindfolded.

6. If Stevenson was the father of the locomotive, who was the uncle of the handcar?
7. Locate 10 free lunch counters on the S.P.
8. Describe and characterize the internal workings of a section gang.
9. Who laid the first railroad? Did he do it all at once? If so, why so; if not, why not?
10. How would you distinguish a cattle train from any other kind of train?
(Choose eight you like best, but answer all of them.)

[THIS QUIZ WAS GIVEN BY "DOC" BARTON]

Subnormal Sychoiogy
(Answer yes or no. If you don't know, flip an American coin of any denomination.)
1. Why I like red hair.
2. If a rat and a half can run a maze and a half in a month and a half, what is the love life of a rat?
3. The symptoms of golphmania are characterized by: (a) golph panties; (b) scanty hair; (c) psychathenia-xatagalatubahlah.
4. Can you squeeze the a out of a Lemon?
5. Is Freud an: (a) egg; (b) vegetable; (c) or the name of my favorite author?

[THIS QUIZ IS GIVEN BY MISS MCCOY]

European History
1. Did George Washington have sauerkraut or spinach on Sundays at Valley Forge?
2. Did Washington cross the Delaware to have a sneak date with Martha?
3. Did Washington's big hands have anything to do with the fact that women were afraid of him? Answer briefly in detail.
4. What year was the Washington Bi-centennial?
5. What was the name of the cook on Francis Drake's ship?
6. What was the name of Paul Revere's horse?
7. Who did Washington think was the busiest man at the University of Idaho?
8. Which side did Washington fight on in the Revolution?
9. What time is it?
10. Who was Washington?

[THIS QUIZ IS BY MISS BROSnan]

Jim and HyJim
1. Name three advantages of Jim in the hills.
2. Define: (a) bloomers; (b) Jim; (c) HyJim.
3. Describe the interior of a co-ed's locker.
4. Illustrate the Highland Fling.
5. Name two methods of taking: (a) Pep; (b) Jim.
6. What is the principal use of a baseball bat? Who?
7. What would any anxious mother do with the home plate?
8. Name four uses for safety pins.
9. Of what use is intestinal fortitude? Name four intestines.
10. What is an outdoor girl? Do you know any? Why?
ON this name rests not only the responsibilities incident to leadership, but also a trust, if you please—for is not the son entitled to as near perfection in his Award Sweater as the father?

Product of
Olympia Knitting Mills, Inc.
Olympia - Washington
JOE WOODS

The beauty boy. Unsurpassed, par excellent in any of the better sports of heftin'. Familiarly known as "Doc" and the world's worst woman fancier. Good nature gleams from the tip of his chin to the top of his head—instead of getting a haircut he gets his oil changed. We understand he is still looking for the hidden qua'rt. His great success lies in his personal tact. A student of anatomy, he has long since found out that "brown-eyed babies" are in demand. The intimate and long friendship with his erstwhile running mate, the famous Ken Jones, has caused a certain polish to emanate (lacking in the vicissitudes of femme luster).

TALL, dark, handsome and good gedunker. Entered the U. of I. as frosh (not being capable of entering as any higher classman) and immediately roped in by a damsel in disguise. Since then was called the Squaw Man. Didn't see much of him till he was left here as a Squawless Man, then came into existence again. Gave girls a break and got to be a big activity man—especially when he wore the big black coat—bear, I think. That helped his popularity, then bang!!! and into the limelight. Big notice in local paper—Tom makes good at last, after striving for three years. Made chairman of Junior Week and then his name was mentioned in the circles around the bithrotones. Everyone was anxious about his success, but they needn't have worried. He was successful. Of course, all great men make mistakes, and one of his was letting his co-workers carry out Ballyhoo Idea. But after the parade was over things were peaceful until he made his big hit while explaining to the Dean about the Cabaret. Won her over and tired him so that we'll probably see no more of him till next winter when the poor boy again bursts forth in the coat. We'll hope for the best.
JOY! And here's something in the line of romance. Two love birds in actual life portray the hero and the heroine in the play “Death Takes a Holiday.” The play as enacted was good, particularly the scenes between the hero, Death (Mr. Lionel Campbell) and the heroine, Grazia (Miss Bertha Moore). One could just see the passion ebbing between the two, suppressed, of course, to fit the fastidious taste of Director Blanchard. Nevertheless, the whole play was excellent, in spite of my suspicions of certain garden scenes which were not shown to the audience. The plot is about Death, who, bored with the life of being passionless, decides to take a holiday and visit the earth as one of those creatures, humans. In this play he picked upon a college as his stage and selected the president of the student body as his ego. Wanting somebody congenial, he also annexed the president’s best girl to be his love. The whole play moves along with the assistance of a very nice mask (made by the Home Ec department) and several Greeks. The best part of the whole drama was the trip to Spokane and her best hotel, aided by superior write-ups by the Spokane papers.

In my interview with Mr. Lionel Campbell, he said that he enjoyed this part more than any he had acted previously. The reason (quote) “It gave my soul a chance to transcend the mere mortality of Man, to soar to ethereal heights, I have not experienced either as a mortal or a Gamma Phi house papa.”
THEIR SPARE MOMENTS

JACK PUBL—Putting eds and co-eds on the spot.
RUTH WERT—Dancing tangos.
WIF JANNSEN—Replenishing supply for next social set-up.
POLLY PARROTT—Cutting hair to give dignity to her recitals.
BOB VAN UDEN—Wondering if he can get an A out of making love?
GERALDINE McCARTY—Practicing pretty faces.
KENNY JONES—Changing residences.
WINIFRED SCHOO NMAKER—Finding a chauffeur for the Buick.
LIONEL CAMPBELL—Courting Bertha.
ARTHUR SPAVY—Posing for Arrow Collars and Paris Garters.
CECIL SANDERS—Telling of his own achievements and watching D.G.'s take daily dozens.
CATHERINE O'NEIL—Being bored.
SODY SODERQUIST—Being that way about things.
AUSTA WHITE—Cutting hair.
PARIS MARTIN—How the world should be run—without women.

Dank & Co.

171-10th Street
Portland, Oregon

SPECIALISTS . . .

. . . in Commencement Announcements, Wedding Invitations and Announcements—Personal Cards—featuring the latest styles and stocks. The "Specialist" can always give you the best in quality and service.

Dank & Co.

HOTEL MOSCOW

Offers to Students and Friends
FINEST HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

Attractive Dining Room—Coffee Shop—Banquet Rooms

T. M. WRIGHT, Proprietor

TABLE SUPPLY

Staple and Fancy Groceries

We are pleased to serve you at The Home of Better Groceries
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The psych prof says one shouldn’t repress their erotic desires.
as we turn the page

The world offers to each of us each day a new clean page. and we can write on it . . . success . . . . . . . . . or failure, for opportunity is our natural attribute. convince yourself that thrift mixed with effort is an unfailing law of progress . . . then open an account with this friendly bank . . . and you'll find this financial background casting a "reflection of success" on your new clean page of today.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF IDAHO
ESTABLISHED 1867
BOISE, IDAHO

"Quality and Service" Our Motto

Empire Bakery
PHONE 2250
THIRD STREET

Idaho Service Station
CARL C. CUNNINGHAM, Proprietor
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Gas—Oil—Kerosene—Greasing
Tube Vulcanizing—Tires—Auto Accessories
DIAL 2280
601 SOUTH MAIN
MOSCOW, IDAHO

1890 1932

Creighton’s
The Home of
GOOD CLOTHES
For College Men and Women

Carter’s Drug Store
PRESCRIPTIONS
DRUGS AND DRUG SUPPLIES
STATIONERY—SCHOOL SUPPLIES
CANTERBURY CHOCOLATES
DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?

LOOK well. He should be around somewhere. He wears clothes, and clothes, and clothes. Hangs them on a large, tall and sturdy frame. Frame is surmounted with a Vortex, Vertex, or Nektex collar-ad type of neck—so full, round and appealing. Atop the neck is the face with its Grecian characteristics, and other things which a good face should have. All is capped by a swanky, nifty and altogether stunning (should we say hat?) done in the very latest manner and worn at the cockiest of angles. Has scads of mazuma which he freely scatters about among his friends, foes and others. He just has to scatter, you know. Drives a palpitating motor car of the vintage of here and now.

Now the things that follow are not the women. The females steer clear of the handsome and affluent gent. Surely there must be something wrong with this story.

There is—at Idaho we don't have any like this. At least, not any of the so shy, timid and declining females.

THE GREAT QUESTION

The fleeting year of 1932 will go down as the year of the greatest of the Inquisitions. Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How? Not only who's got it, but most significant of all—who's "carrying" it? Several people, with no one in particular, seemed to be responsible for the scientific maneuvering which proved after a period of "cultural" progress that at least some seventeen students were "carrying." What? Bugs.

Seventeen was such a congenial number of victims to lock up in one building. Family life was very good, except for the fact that the men were divided for the purpose of having inter-group gargling, etc., contests. Group social activities were almost nil. Men schemed in divers ways to get invitations to the women's houses, but with indifferent success. Food was good, but the gargle tablets were more potent than food and other things—they made a piece of steak taste no different than a salad wafer.

Anyway, after indeterminate sentences of from five to eight days when the "banal flingitis" mania had subsided and all the inmates had missed all or part of their first semester finals, they were released to again take their places in the merry round of campus festivities—thankful, but shunned.
"... what a pleasure it has been to work with the staff of this Gem."

another Sparkling Gem...

Modern in theme and technic, the illustrations contribute in an unusual degree to the brilliance of the 1932 Gem of The Mountains.

Engraved by
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Idaho's Gem for the past five years has been among those of first magnitude in the libraries of the Pacific coast universities . . . . . . Printed and bound by

SYMS-YORK COMPANY
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This book is cased in an S. K. SMITH cover—a cover that is guaranteed to be satisfactory and is created and SMITHCRAFTED by an organization of craftsmen specializing in the creation and production of good covers. Whatever your cover requirements may be, this organization can satisfy them.
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The S. K. Smith Company
213 INSTITUTE PLACE
CHICAGO

Eventually Every Home Will Have An

ALL-ELECTRIC KITCHEN

with these three modern electric services

COOKING . WATER HEATING and REFRIGERATION

The All-Electric Kitchen is the last word in convenience, cleanliness, efficiency and economy. It simplifies the business of housekeeping and gives women more freedom, saving them countless hours that can be devoted to doing other things.
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As a mark of sincere appreciation, we dedicate this page to the merchants of Boise whose names appear below, through whose splendid cooperation this book was in part made possible.
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